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Abstract
Wollrab, Sherry P. 1999. User’s guide to FBASE: relational database software for managing R1/R4 (Northern/Intermountain

Regions) fish habitat inventory data. Gen. Tech. Rep. RMRS-GTR-34WWW. Ogden, UT: U.S. Department of Agriculture,
Forest Service, Rocky Mountain Research Station. 109 p. Available: http://www.fs.fed.us/rm/pubs/rmrs_gtr34.pdf

FBASE is a microcomputer relational database package that handles data collected using the R1/R4 Fish and Fish Habitat
Standard Inventory Procedures (Overton and others 1997). FBASE contains standard data entry screens, data validations for quality
control, data maintenance features, and summary report options. This program also prepares data for importation into an ARC/INFO
Geographic Information System. Users have easy access to their habitat inventory data in both a raw and summarized format. FBASE
is a stand-alone program and has minimal requirements for RAM and hard drive space, making it feasible for running on most
systems. The data tables are in a format that makes them easily transportable to other software programs if users wish to further
analyze their data or produce custom reports.

Keywords: Fish habitat variables, computer program, data entry, summary reports, data tables, data management, standard
    procedures
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Introduction ____________________
FBASE is a microcomputer-based relational data-

base software program used to enter, report, and
maintain data collected under the R1/R4 (Northern
Region/Intermountain Regions) Fish and Fish Habi-
tat Standard Inventory Procedures Handbook (Overton
and others 1996). This protocol helps Forest Service
fish biologists collect fish and fish habitat attributes
consistently and efficiently.

Development of the R1/R4 Fish and Fish Habitat
Inventory (hereafter referred to as the R1/R4 Inven-
tory) increased the need to have a consistent method
of capturing and summarizing these data. The FBASE
package provides a means for sharing data and exper-
tise across National Forest Districts, Forests, and
Regions and among agencies that use these inventory
procedures.

Fish biologists are faced with management deci-
sions from the local project scale (habitat unit and
survey reach) to the watershed and sub-basin scale.
FBASE enhances the ability to scrutinize the data at
these multiple scales. Also, since the data are stored in
DBF files and are contained in one database, you can
easily access the data or transfer them to other sys-
tems for further analysis.

General Features

FBASE is a relational database, meaning that data
are stored in related, or linked, tables. This keeps the
tables smaller and simplifies data entry and manipu-
lation by decreasing the input of redundant data,
giving FBASE a clear advantage over a simple spread-
sheet. See “Section III. ORGANIZATION OF FBASE,”
“Table Links” for more information on how the tables
are linked.

FBASE’s main features are its data entry forms,
quality control measures, and summary reports. These
are described below:

Data Entry

Perhaps the most evident advantage of using a stan-
dardized database such as FBASE is the ease of data
entry. Data can be brought in from the field and
entered into FBASE without the need to build spread-
sheets or database forms. Data can also be entered
electronically in the field, such as with a field com-
puter or data logger, and then downloaded to the office
computer for analyses. Often the field personnel are
accessible for data entry, which ensures that the data
will not sit idle in a drawer. Data entry screens mirror
the field forms to increase data entry efficiency. FBASE
also offers flexibility for entering sub-sampled data or
monitoring data to satisfy varying needs for data
collection while maintaining quality control  standards.

Data Quality Control

One of the biggest concerns of data managers and
biologists is to maintain a high level of data integrity
as the data move into an electronic format. FBASE
makes it easier to achieve this through data valida-
tions that restrict the possible values that can be
entered; hence, FBASE can catch many of the most
common errors. There are also required fields for
which data must be entered so that vital information,
such as habitat unit length, cannot be inadvertently
omitted. Many variables also list valid choices in
tables so that you can choose from the table, thereby
avoiding spelling mistakes. FBASE’s report system
has the option to print out raw data reports, which you
can check against the field forms to catch data entry
mistakes. Finally, FBASE maintains automatic links
between data tables. which decreases the amount of
data entry required and reduces the chance of data-
base corruption.

Reports

FBASE offers many built-in summary reports that
give you a quick way to get the most commonly needed
summary data. Summary reports can be run at many
different sort levels, allowing you to look at the data in
various ways depending on the objectives of the analy-
sis and the preferred landscape scale (see “Section V.
REPORTS,” “Selecting Sort Options for Reports”). If
desired, you can design custom reports by using the
data with other database programs.

How to Use this Manual

This manual tells you how to use the FBASE soft-
ware and presents its functions and capabilities. This
is a companion document to the R1/R4 Inventory
procedures manual (INT-GTR-346); (see “Software
and Procedures Handbook Availability”) and does not
explain how to collect the inventory data, nor does it
provide detail on how data should be written on the
data sheets. That information can be found in the R1/
R4 Inventory manual (Overton and others 1997).

This manual is organized so that you can refer to the
table of contents and quickly go to the desired area.
Where there is overlap among sections, the other
pertinent section(s) are cross-referenced. If you have a
specific problem or question, appendix A provides
answers to the most common FBASE questions and
problems.

History of FBASE

FBASE development began in 1990 as an adjunct to
the R1/R4 Inventory procedures. Although the inven-
tory protocol and FBASE were originally designed to
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meet legal requirements for the inventory of Forests in
central Idaho with anadromous fish, their application
and use have been broadened to fit the needs of Forest
Service Regions 1 (Northern Region) and 4 (Inter-
mountain Region). They are also being adapted by
Forest Service, Bureau of Land Management, and
State personnel in other areas.

FBASE was initially developed using dBASE IV
(Nelson and others, unpublished paper). In 1994,
FBASE was re-written in CA Clipper. The purpose of
this task was to fix recurring problems, update the
program to reflect changes in the inventory proce-
dures, and make the system more efficient and “user-
friendly.” Although the program was changed sub-
stantially, some elements were retained, such as the
data input and report formats and several of the look-
up tables. The name “FBASE” was also kept. Some of
the changes were substantial enough that conversion
programs were written to facilitate the migration of
data from the old FBASE to the new. Previous versions
of the original FBASE were named 2.xx, such as 2.95
(3.00 would have been the final version of the original
FBASE had it been completed). The new FBASE has
versions with the format YY.MMa, for example 98.03a,
where the a represents the first version of that year
and month (the second version would be represented
by a b, and so on). Since version 98.03b is the latest
version of the new FBASE, references to the new
FBASE will use that version number. Below are some
of the major differences between version 2.xx and
98.03b:

File Organization

The data for each stream survey in version 2.xx were
housed in multiple tables. Thus, any given survey had
separate tables for the header, physical, fish, large
woody debris, riparian, and Wolman Pebble Count
raw data, and physical and large woody debris cali-
brated data (which were generated for main channel,
side channel, and combined data). Summary files were
also created whenever summaries were run. The re-
sult of this model was that any given stream survey
could potentially be associated with 88 files (Nelson
and others, unpublished paper). Although having each
survey identified with its own set of tables had some
advantages, biologists simply could not manage them
and the vast number of files necessitated a complex file
naming scheme that was difficult to remember. For
version 98.03b, we simplified the data model by reduc-
ing the total number of core data tables to five, one for
each raw data type (header, physical, fish, large woody
debris, and riparian) for all surveys. For example, all
raw physical data for all surveys are contained in one
table called HABITAT. Calibration and regression
files are not generated because corrections are no

longer required in the R1/R4 Inventory procedures.
Summary reports are generally not written to files
unless requested by the user.

Data Structures

Changes in the procedures and expansion to Forests
outside central Idaho necessitated the need for changes
and additions to the data structures. For example,
fields were added for redband and brown trout and for
the revised substrate classes.

Data Validation and Editing

Data validation was rarely utilized in version 2.xx,
and editing was done in the dBASE “browse” mode,
which allowed users to inadvertently change values
and disrupt table links. Efficiency was also relin-
quished because editing during data entry was often
not possible. In version 98.03b, data validation is
employed and data entry and editing are both accom-
plished in the input screens, reducing data entry
errors and increasing efficiency.

Table Links

The table links have been strengthened in version
98.03b. Although the tables were related in version
2.xx, one could easily change a key field during editing
and upset the linkages since the change did not cas-
cade throughout the updated table or into other re-
lated tables. In version 98.03b, the user is informed if
a change is about to be made to a key field. If that
change is implemented, the related tables are auto-
matically updated.

Record Maintenance

FBASE version 98.03b utilizes indexes to place records
in the proper order as they are added to a table. In
version 2.xx, added records were inserted at the bot-
tom of the table, making data proofing inefficient and
leading to record duplication. In addition, if a user
wished to add a record to a previously entered reach,
it had to be added in the dBASE browse mode which
was awkward and increased the chance for errors.
Version 2.xx also allowed duplicate records to be
entered, which is prohibited in version 98.03b.

Summary Reports

Version 98.03b offers an expanded repertoire of sum-
mary report and sorting options. Reports are gener-
ated “on-the-fly” and are therefore produced more
quickly than in version 2.xx. The new version also
provides more printer choices.
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Stand-Alone Features

Although FBASE version 2.xx did not require addi-
tional software to run, some important tasks could not
be accomplished within FBASE and several problems
could only be overcome using dBASE. Users also had
to run queries in dBASE to update large numbers of
records (for example, changing the survey reach num-
ber). Version 98.03b incorporates features that en-
hance its ability to be used without other software,
such as re-indexing and sorting and automatic up-
dates when key fields are changed.

System Efficiency

Rewriting FBASE cut the lines of program code by
about half. The RAM requirements are reduced from
8 megabytes to 640 kilobytes, and the hard drive
requirement for running the program from 12 to 6
megabytes.

Getting Started _________________

System Requirements

FBASE requires the hardware and software listed
in table 1. FBASE was originally developed in dBASE
and modified with CA Clipper, but it is a stand-alone
package, which means that it does not require Clipper,
dBASE, or other software to run (except MS-DOS).
However, I strongly recommend installing PKZIP (MS-
DOS version 1.0 or above). PKZIP is needed to use
some of FBASE’s utilities, such as exporting data and
making backups to floppies (see “Section VII. UTILI-
TIES” and “VIII. SYSTEM”). For more flexibility in
manipulating the data stored in FBASE (such as
query building and advanced statistics) and producing
custom reports, other appropriate software programs
must be used.

FBASE is an MS-DOS-based program, not a Win-
dows program. FBASE can, however, be run from an
icon in Windows and can be used in a “window” (in

other words, other programs can be run while FBASE
is open). Also, a mouse cannot be used.

Although only 8 megabytes of hard drive space and
640 kilobytes of RAM are required to run FBASE,
increases in either or both of these will increase effi-
ciency. Also, more hard drive space will be needed as
data are entered into FBASE.

One person at each site using FBASE should be
assigned the role of Database Administrator (DBA).
The DBA should be in charge of maintaining the
system, which includes making system backups, ma-
nipulating look-up tables, assigning passwords and
security levels, moving data (importing and export-
ing), designating printers, and so forth. This function
is important for maintaining consistency and avoiding
errors.

Notational Conventions

This manual uses different typefaces to make dis-
tinctions between keystrokes, commands, FBASE
menu items, and so forth. These conventions are used
to make the manual more readable and understand-
able and are as follows:

1. Keystrokes used on your keyboard are repre-
sented in angle brackets (for example, <Enter>).

2. MS-DOS commands, directories, and statements
in system files are represented by all caps and bold (for
example, TYPE FISH.PRN).

3. Table, file, and field names are described by all
caps and no bold (for example, HABITAT.DBF,
SURV_REACH).

4. Messages and variables displayed in FBASE
screens are as they appear in FBASE, plus they are
bolded (such as, This is a required field!).

5. FBASE menu items are also displayed as they are
in FBASE and are bolded. A series of menu choices
have a “/” to separate the choices (for example, Utili-
ties/RE-INDEX DATABASE FILES).

6. User-supplied information and examples, and
values displayed by FBASE are italicized (such as
LODGEPOLE CR).

Table 1—FBASE system requirements.

Component Requirement

Microprocessor 80286 or higher
RAM 640KB or more
Hard disk At least 8MB of hard disk space (15MB or more is recommended); FBASE can also run from a

Bernoulli
Floppy disk drive 1.44MB 3.5-inch or 1.2MB 5.25-inch floppy drive
Video monitor Monochrome will work but CGA or higher recommended
MS-DOS Version 3.1 or above
PKZIP Software DOS version 1.0 or above. Required to import/export data and use FBASE backup system
Microsoft Windows Not required but FBASE will run in a window
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Installing FBASE

Instructions are provided for installing FBASE on a
stand-alone PC and on a network. Each step also
provides directions on using FBASE in MS-DOS and
in Windows95.

Installing FBASE on a stand-alone PC:
1. MS-DOS: Create an FBASE subdirectory under

the desired directory (for example, C:\) by going to C:\
and typing MD FBASE (make directory). Then type
CD FBASE (change directory) from C:\.

Windows95: Open Windows Explorer and single-
click the left mouse button on the desired directory (for
example, C:\). Left-click on File, then New, then
Folder from the menu. Type the name of the folder
(for example, FBASE).

2. Insert the floppy disk with the FBASE program
into the appropriate floppy disk drive. FBFILES.EXE,
the file on the disk, is simply a collection of FBASE
files that have been condensed onto a floppy using
PKZIP and then made into an executable file that is
self-extracting. Table 2 lists the files necessary to use
FBASE.

MS-DOS: To extract the files, from the C:\FBASE
directory type A:FBFILES (or B:FBFILES if the
floppy drive is the B drive). The FBASE files on the
disk should expand.

Windows95: Left-click the floppy drive in Windows
Explorer while the diskette is in the drive. Click and
drag the FBFILES.EXE file from the floppy directory
to the newly created FBASE directory. Double-click
the FBFILES.EXE file to expand the FBASE files.

3. MS-DOS: When the files have finished expanding,
type FB. This will activate the FB.BAT file that calls
the FBASE program and assigns the “Machine ID” (for
example, WS_01). The Machine ID is important when
using FBASE on a network. By using this BAT file, you
can avoid having to change your PC configuration to
accommodate the Machine ID. If you are running
FBASE on a network, you may want to change the
Machine ID (see below for more information).

Windows95: There are several ways to get into
FBASE from Windows95. The first way is to activate
MS-DOS from Windows and then follow the directions
above under “MS-DOS.” The second method is to
double-click the FB.BAT file from Windows Explorer,
which will start MS-DOS and run the BAT file. The
third method, and probably the most efficient, is to
create an icon so that you can start FBASE from your
desktop.

To create an FBASE icon, right-click the FB.BAT file
in your FBASE directory from Windows Explorer and
select Create Shortcut. A Shortcut to FB is added
to your directory. To change the name of the shortcut,
left-click the shortcut and type the desired name (for
example, FBASE). If you wish to change the icon,

right-click and choose Properties. Click the Pro-
gram button at the top and select Change Icon at the
bottom right. Select the desired icon and click OK,
then OK again. Click and drag the shortcut to your
desktop. Now double-click the icon to start FBASE.

If you type FBASE instead of FB to start the pro-
gram, you will get the following message:

MACHINE ID NOT FOUND Cancel or Add to
AUTOEXEC.BAT

If you wish, you can add a SET MACHINE statement
in your AUTOEXEC.BAT file instead of running the
FB batch file described above. After this is done, you
will type FBASE to get into the program, rather than
FB. See “Using FBASE in a network” below for more
information.

4. To properly run FBASE, the FILES= statement
in the CONFIG.SYS file in your root directory must be
at least 99 (in other words, FILES=99). When you
initially start FBASE from MS-DOS or Windows, the
FILES= statement is checked. If the number of files is
below 99, you will get the following message:

The FILES in C:\CONFIG.SYS needs to be
increased. Press ‘Y’ to Update..N

If you enter Y, the files will automatically be increased
to 99. If you enter N, the CONFIG.SYS file will not be
changed and, although you can still start FBASE, you
will get an error if you try to enter data. If you prefer,
you can also edit the CONFIG.SYS file manually.

5. Next, you will get the following message:

Enter FBASE’s Directory DATA Path:
C:\FBASE

If the data tables and executable file are in the same
directory, press <Enter> for the default. If the data
tables are in a different directory, change the “data
path” to the directory where these tables reside.

If you move FBASE to another computer that has a
different directory for the data tables (for example,
D:\FBASE), you will get a message that says:

Unable to change to Directory \FBASE -
Reset FBCONFIG.DAT File

If you get this message, delete the FBCONFIG.DAT
file from the FBASE directory and start FBASE. Then
you can enter the directory so that it reflects the new
data path.

6. You will now see a screen that says ENTER
PASSWORD. To get into the system, type TEMP as
the password. Then refer to “Section VIII. SYSTEM,”
“Adding Your Password” for instructions on how to
add your own password for future FBASE sessions.
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Using FBASE in a Network

Instructions for installing FBASE to use in a net-
work environment are similar to those for the stand-
alone PC, with the exception of having to assign a
machine ID. The machine ID is necessary so that
FBASE can identify which computer is being used at
a given time. On stand-alone PCs, the default machine
ID is ws_01, which is identified when the batch file
(FB.BAT) is activated. To run FBASE on a network,

you must change the machine ID to a number or name
that distinguishes your computer. You can use any
number or name that succeeds ws_ (for example,
ws_fish). You can accomplish this by either editing the
BAT file, identifying the machine ID when logging into
FBASE, or adding a SET MACHINE statement to
your AUTOEXEC.BAT file. These options are ex-
plained in detail below:

1. To edit the FB.BAT file in DOS, type EDIT
FB.BAT from the FBASE directory. Or, in Windows95,

Table 2—FBASE system files.

File Name Contents of File

ACTLOG.DBF Log of FBASE use
COMPANY.DBF Information about the company/Forest using FBASE
DISTRCTS.DBF Information on National Forest Districts
DISTRCT1.NTX Index for DISTRCTS.DBF
DISTRCT2.NTX Index for DISTRCTS.DBF
FB.BAT FBASE batch file
FBASE.EXE FBASE executable program
FBHEADER.DBF Header (reach level) data
FBHEADER.DBT Header comments
FISH.DBF Fish (snorkel) data
FISH.DBT Fish comments
FISH1.NTX Index for FISH.DBF
FORESTS.DBF Information on National Forests
FORESTS1.NTX Index for FORESTS.DBF
FORESTS2.NTX Index for FORESTS.DBF
FORESTS3.NTX Index for FORESTS.DBF
HABITAT.DBF Habitat data
HABITAT.DBT Habitat comments
HABITAT1.NTX Index for HABITAT.DBF
HEADER1.NTX Index for FBHEADER.DBF
HEADER2.NTX Index for FBHEADER.DBF
HELP.DBF On-line help information
HELP.DBT Help comments
LWD.DBF Large woody debris data
LWD.DBT Large woody debris comments
LWD1.NTX Index for LWD.DBF
MACHINE.DBF Machine IDs and drive location
MENU.DAT FBASE screen formats
NETLOCK.LOG System file for network protection
NETLOG.LOG System file for network protection
PRINTERS.DBF Available printers and printer codes
REGIONS.DBF Information on National Forest Regions
REGIONS1.NTX Index for REGIONS.DBF
REGIONS2.NTX Index for REGIONS.DBF
RIPARIAN.DBF Riparian data
RIPARIAN.DBT Riparian comments
RIPARIA1.NTX Index for RIPARIAN.DBF
STREAMS.DBF Stream data
STREAMS1.NTX Index for STREAMS.DBF
STREAMS2.NTX Index for STREAMS.DBF
TABLE1.DBF Pop-up table contents
TABLE1.NTX Index for TABLE1.DBF
USERFILE.DBF FBASE user information
USER1.NTX Index for USERFILE.DBF
USER2.NTX Index for USERFILE.DBF
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right-click the FB.BAT file in Windows Explorer and
select Edit.

The batch file contains a line that says call fbase
ws_01. Simply edit the ws_01 to your machine ID
(make sure it starts with ws_) and select File and Save,
then Exit from the main menu. To start FBASE, enter
FB as you would on a stand-alone machine. The new
machine ID will now be in use.

2. Instead of changing the batch file as explained
above, you can identify the machine ID upon logging
into FBASE. To do this, from the FBASE directory in
DOS type FBASE followed by the machine ID (for
example, FBASE WS_FISH). This ID will override
the one used in the batch file. However, make sure you
run the executable, which is FBASE, rather than the
batch file, which is FB; if FB is used, the ID in the batch
file will override the one entered on-the-fly. If you use
this method, you will have to enter the ID every time
you start FBASE.

3. The third option is to add a SET MACHINE
statement to your AUTOEXEC.BAT file that auto-
matically uses the machine ID specified in the state-
ment. To do this, type FBASE. A message appears that
states MACHINE ID NOT FOUND and options to
Cancel or Add to AUTOEXEC.BAT. Select Add to
AUTOEXEC.BAT and enter a machine ID in the
space provided. Then edit the AUTOEXEC.BAT file in
DOS (type EDIT C:\AUTOEXEC.BAT) or Win-
dows95 (right-click on the file from Windows Explorer
and select Edit). You will see that a SET MACHINE
= statement has been added. Move this statement so
that it is below the PATH statement or where there
are other SET commands. Then save the file and
restart your computer to activate the changes. Type
FBASE to start the program.

Organization of FBASE___________

Fields and Variables

The field (also called a column or attribute) is the
database term that represents a group of related
characters containing one set of information and is
specified in the database structure; for example,
SURV_REACH, HAB_LENGTH, and so forth (see
appendix B for the data dictionary). A variable refers
to the type or category of data collected (such as survey
reach number, habitat unit length, and so forth).
Oftentimes, these terms can be used interchangeably.

Records

A record (also known as a row) is a database term
that refers to a set of information. Just as a field is
made up of a group of related characters, a record is
made up of a group of related fields. For instance, in

the HABITAT.DBF table, each habitat unit in a sur-
vey reach of a stream has data for each field, constitut-
ing a record. You can add, delete, or edit records in a
table.

FBASE Files and Tables

Table 2 lists the files that exist in FBASE and the
general contents of the files. All of these files are
needed to properly run FBASE. The data files (or
tables) are in DBF format, which is the same extension
that dBASE and CA Clipper use. The memo (com-
ments) files have the extension of DBT and the index
files have the extension NTX (CA Clipper extensions).
These files are all automatically maintained by FBASE
as you add new or different information.

In this manual, files that contain the data are
referred to as “tables.” Just as a record is a group of
related fields (see above), a table is a group of related
records. The tables that contain the inventory data
include FBHEADER.DBF, HABITAT.DBF,
LWD.DBF, FISH.DBF, and RIPARIAN.DBF. Each of
these tables contain all the specified data for all the
survey reaches entered. For example, all the header
data for all the reaches entered are contained in
FBHEADER.DBF. In this way, file maintenance is
minimal and you can locate data for specific reaches
quickly and easily.

There is also a number of other tables that are used
as references to the data being entered, such as
STREAMS.DBF, FORESTS.DBF, DISTRCTS.DBF,
and so forth. These tables, called look-up tables, al-
ready contain data but can be manipulated by the user
(or DBA) when necessary. For the sake of readability,
the extensions for these tables (DBF) are not included
when referring to them in this manual. Also, the table
names addressed in this manual are the actual names
of the files in the database, but the table names in the
FBASE menus may deviate slightly because the former
are restricted by DOS file naming conventions. For
example, DISTRCTS is the name of the file containing
the District data, but the menu refers to the table as
the DISTRICT table; hence, the table is addressed as
the DISTRCTS table except when referring to the
menu.

Table Links

FBASE data tables are linked together with key
fields that give every record in every table a unique
identifier. These linkages are vital in maintaining
database integrity. An example of a key in the
FBHEADER table is STREAM_ID + STUDY +
SURV_REACH. In other words, every record in this
table has a unique combination of the stream ID,
study, and survey reach number, and this key is
shared with other tables (HABITAT, FISH, LWD,
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and RIPARIAN) to maintain a relationship. FBASE
maintains these links by restricting changes made to
the key. You cannot, for instance, change a stream ID
in the HABITAT table. The only place the stream ID
can be changed is in the FBHEADER table, and if it is
changed there it is automatically changed in all other
related tables. This ensures that the data remain
attached to the proper header and that the linkages
remain intact. These relationships also improve
efficiency during data entry because data for key fields
do not have to be entered more than once.

FBASE Screens

FBASE is a “menu-driven” system, meaning that all
the tasks you perform in FBASE are accessed through
a menu. The main menu is displayed when you log into
FBASE (fig. 1). The name of the menu (MAIN MENU
in this example) is shown at the top of the screen, along
with the version number (for example, Ver. 98.03b).
The center top of the screen displays FISH HABITAT
INVENTORY and then the name of the Forest, com-
pany, or organization using FBASE (ROCKY MOUN-
TAIN RESEARCH STATION for example) (see “Sec-
tion VIII. SYSTEM,” “Editing the Company Record”
for instructions on changing this information). The top
right of the screen displays the current date. As you
access different sub-menus under the main menu, the
heading at the top left of the screen changes to repre-
sent the current menu. For example, if you access the
Reports menu, it reads FBREPORT. The center title

also changes to signify the current module, for in-
stance, FBASE REPORTING SYSTEM.

At the bottom of the screen in many of the menus and
sub-menus, the theme of the menu is described. For
example, at the Reports menu, the bottom of the
screen reads Select FBASE reports for printing!.
At the very bottom of the screens, the first name of the
user is displayed as well as function keys available to
do certain tasks. The main menu, for instance, lists F1
Help, CTRL-F1 Current Users, F9 New Clerk, and
ESC Quit (fig. 1). F1 brings up the on-line help system
for the menu item, CTRL-F1 displays the users that
are on the system at any point in time, F9 brings up the
password screen so that someone else can log on, and
ESC lets you leave FBASE and go to the DOS prompt
or the Windows screen. You should reference these
keys while in every screen since they indicate what
options you have for tasks and what keys to press to
accomplish the task. The MS-DOS version in use is
also displayed at the bottom of the main menu screen.

Data Entry _____________________
The basic purpose of data entry is to electronically

store your R1/R4 Inventory data so that further analy-
ses of the data can be performed using the advantages
of computer and software technology. However, FBASE
does more than create a simple spreadsheet or data-
base in that the data that are entered through a
process that aids in data flow and quality control.

Figure 1—FBASE main menu.
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Before entering data, you may want to configure your
system for FBASE (see “Section VIII. SYSTEM,” “Con-
figuring Your System”).

Data Entry Menu

The main menu appears after you enter your
password (fig. 1). Data Entry is the first item in the
main menu. Arrow-key over to Data Entry (if not
already there) so that it is highlighted. 1. DATA
ENTRY SYSTEM is the only choice under Data
Entry. The description of the menu item is displayed
toward the bottom of the screen and reads Add/Edit/
Delete data in the Fish Habitat inventory! At the
bottom of the screen are the available function keys.
These include: F1 Help to retrieve on-line data entry
help, CTRL-F1 Current Users to display the name
of the user(s) currently using the system, F9 New
Clerk to bring up the password screen when switch-
ing users, and ESC Quit to escape out of FBASE. Your
first name should be displayed at the bottom left of the
screen (see “Section VIII. SYSTEM,” “Adding Your
Password”). If someone else takes over the data entry,
use <F9> to switch to that person. This should be done
because FBASE maintains a table called
ACTLOG.DBF that keeps track of who is using FBASE
(and when) in case this information is needed. Press
<Enter> to start entering your data. If you now decide
against entering data, hit <Esc> to get back to the
main menu.

Data Entry Order

The linkages between FBASE tables require that
data be entered in a specific order (fig. 2). First, the
header data are entered into the FBHEADER table.
The FBHEADER table maintains a link to the HABI-
TAT table. Therefore, the habitat data are entered
next. The HABITAT table is linked to the LWD, FISH,
and RIPARIAN tables. The data to be contained in
these tables must be entered AFTER the header and
habitat data; otherwise, the proper links are not estab-
lished. FBASE safeguards against this through its
menu system that controls the order in which you
enter data.

Adding Data Records

As described above in “Data Entry Order,” the header
data for a given reach must be entered before any other
reach data can be entered. To add an FBHEADER
record, press <Enter> while on 1. DATA ENTRY
SYSTEM in the menu. The screen displays HEADER
DATA and a box where header information can be
seen once FBHEADER records are entered (fig. 3). If
no FBHEADER records have been entered, this box is
empty. Press <F3> to enter an FBHEADER record.

To add a HABITAT record, locate the header of the
reach for which you want to enter the habitat data by
using the arrow keys (or typing in the stream name
and then using the down arrow key) to highlight the
appropriate reach. When the desired record is high-
lighted, press <Enter> to add the HABITAT data.

Before adding an LWD, FISH, or RIPARIAN record,
first refer to the appropriate field form from the R1/R4
Inventory. Refer to “FORM 4” for LWD data, “FORM
6” for FISH data, and “FORM 2” for RIPARIAN data.
Locate the habitat unit number associated with the
first data observation recorded on the form. Then go to
that HABITAT record under HABITAT DATA and
press <Enter> (fig. 4). Select 1. Fish, 2. Riparian, or
3. LWD from the list of choices by pressing the associ-
ated number (fig. 5).

Data Entry Screens

Most tables, with the exception of the RIPARIAN
table, have multiple data entry screens for each record
(appendix C). At the top of the HABITAT screen, you
will see key (unique) information from the FBHEADER
record to which the HABITAT record is linked, includ-
ing the study, stream name and ID, and survey reach
number (which also shows the reach type) (appendix
C-2). Similarly, you will see the key information for the
HABITAT record when you add an LWD, FISH, or
RIPARIAN record, including the stream name and ID,

Figure 2—Order of data entry for data tables.

FBHEADER

HABITAT

LWD FISH RIPARIAN
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Figure 3—HEADER DATA screen showing FBHEADER records.

Figure 4—HABITAT DATA screen showing HABITAT records.
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study, survey reach number, habitat unit number,
channel code, side unit number, and habitat type
(appendix C-3, C-4 and C-5). This information helps
you to keep track of the reach or habitat unit for which
you are entering data.

A fresh LWD data entry screen is displayed for every
LWD single or aggregate entered in the corresponding
HABITAT record for a given habitat unit. The number
of singles and aggregates, shown below the habitat
unit information at the top of the screen, are brought
over automatically from the associated HABITAT
record when the large woody debris counts are en-
tered. Therefore, if the habitat unit has more than one
single or aggregate, after you enter the first record, the
large woody debris data entry screen is displayed
again so that you can enter the data for subsequent
singles or aggregates in that unit. Also, in the upper
left corner, you will see the current record number and
the total number of LWD records for the unit. For
example, in appendix C-3, the first page shows 1 of 2,
meaning that this is the first record out of a total of two
records. For the first record, you enter the dimensions
of the first single and the number of pieces for the first
aggregate; for the second record, you enter the data for
the second single and the second aggregate (and the
second record will read 2 of 2) (appendix C-3). This
helps you keep track of where you are in relation to the
large woody debris data being entered.

Duplicate Records

In order to protect the file linkages and prevent data
entry and analysis errors, FBASE does not permit you
to enter duplicate FBHEADER or HABITAT records.
If you attempt to enter a duplicate habitat unit, for
instance, this message is displayed:

HABITAT Unit Already Exists!

You must correct the number before you can con-
tinue. You also cannot enter the same stream ID for
different streams or duplicate EPA reach numbers for
the same stream in the STREAMS table.

Maneuvering Among Variables

After typing in a value for a given variable, press
<Enter> or arrow-key down to go to the next variable.
Use the arrow keys or <Enter> key if moving among
variables on a given screen, or use <Page Up> and
<Page Down> if moving to a variable on a different
screen. For required variables (see appendix D for a
list of these variables), you cannot press <Enter> or
arrow key down to the other variables until you enter
the mandatory data.

Data Entry Look-Up Tables

While you are entering data, you will often have the
choice between typing the value or selecting the value

Figure 5—Selecting the fish, riparian, or large woody debris data entry screens from a HABITAT record.
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from an associated look-up table. Whenever there is a
variable with a range of choices (for example, Habitat
Type, Geology, and so forth), there is an accompany-
ing look-up table that can be accessed by pressing
<F9>. When the table appears, you can either arrow-
key down to your selection or you can start typing in
the value and the table will track it as you type. Then
press <Enter> on the table selection to transfer the
value to the field for which you are entering the data.
Figure 6 shows the table that is displayed when you
press <F9> for Habitat Type. As SPW was typed, the
table scrolled down to that option. Adjacent to each
choice is a short description, for example SPW-Scour-
Plunge-LWD Pool. Selecting values from the table
decreases typing errors and incorrect values. If you
enter a code that is not in the look-up table, you will
receive a message indicating that the code is invalid.
For example, if granite is typed in for Geology, the
following message appears after you press <Enter>:

Data > FBHEADER P_GEOL GRANITE <not
found in table!

This is because granite is not a valid entry for Geology
and is therefore not in the corresponding look-up table
(TABLE1 POPUP table). If you press <Enter>, FBASE
will leave the value entered and go to the next vari-
able, so if you get a message like the one above, make
sure you re-type the value or make the selection from
the table. Appendix D shows which variables can be

selected from a table (also see individual variable
descriptions).

For those variables that do not have an associated
look-up table, such as a numeric variable that can
have almost limitless values, pressing <F9> will result
in a description of the type of data you should enter.
For example, pressing <F9> for Survey Date will
result in the following message:

Enter date of beginning of reach survey (20)

Depending on the variable, you may also get specific
instructions on how to enter the variable. For ex-
ample, if you press <F9> for Observer this message is
shown:

Enter Observer’s name (e.g. S.SMITH) (26)

The number in parentheses in the above examples
represents the number of the field in the data structure.

Data Validation

Some variables have data validation criteria, or
constraints. If you enter a value that does not meet the
criteria, FBASE displays a message. For example, if
you are entering data in meters, and you enter 5000 for
Elevation, a message is displayed that reads, Please
enter a value <=4500. You cannot go to the next
variable until the elevation is equal to or below 4500.
Data validation helps to prevent common errors, like
entering elevation in feet rather than meters. However,

Figure 6—Look-up table for Habitat Type.
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since incorrectly entering elevation in feet could still
pass validation (if it is under 4500 feet), you must still
be aware of these common errors in order to avoid
mistakes. See appendix D for the variable validations
(or see individual variable descriptions).

Required Variables

Data for certain variables must be entered in order
to make the data useful for analyses—for example
Habitat Length. If you try to bypass these required
variables FBASE will display a message similar to the
following:

This is a required field! Press F9 for table or
field description

Or, if the variable also has a validation rule (as in the
case of Habitat Length), the message will appear as:

Please enter a value >=1

You will not be able to go to the next variable until a
value is entered. See appendix D for variables that are
required (or see individual variable descriptions).

Entering Missing Data

Missing data on the field forms are usually indicated
by a slash or hyphen (“---”). If the missing value is
numeric (such as average depth), enter the default
value of -9.9, which represents missing data. If the
variable is a character field (such as riparian commu-
nity code), leave the entry space blank. It is especially
important that 0s are not entered for missing vari-
ables, since 0 is a value and will be calculated as such
in the summary reports.

Data Entry Variables

The header, habitat, large woody debris, fish, and
riparian variables are listed below with instructions
on how to enter the data. The name of each variable
appears the same as on the data entry screens and is
bolded. Refer to the appropriate field forms from the
R1/R4 Inventory procedures when you enter the data.
You will need “FORM 1 - Header Data” for the header
information; “FORM 2 - Habitat Inventory Form” and
“FORM 3 - Substrate Composition” to enter the habi-
tat data; “FORM 4 - Large Woody Debris” for the large
woody debris data; “FORM 6 - Fish Data” to enter the
fish variables; and “FORM 2 - Habitat Inventory
Form” for the riparian data. The first four variables on
the fish field form (“Habitat Unit #,” “Habitat Type,”
“Habitat Length,” and “Dist. Betw. Units”) are refer-
ences used in data collection and are not entered into
FBASE. Appendix C shows examples of completed
FBHEADER (C-1), HABITAT (C-2), LWD (C-3), FISH
(C-4), and RIPARIAN (C-5) records; these are for

illustration purposes only and do not contain real
data.

Header (FBHEADER) Variables

Stream ID—Type in the stream ID from the header
form and press <Enter>. The STREAMS table appears
with a list of all streams in Idaho and Montana that
occur in IRIS (Idaho Rivers and Streams Information
System) and MRIS (Montana Rivers and Streams
Information System) (see Overton and others 1997 for
more information on IRIS and MRIS). If the stream ID
that you typed exists in the table, the table is now
pointing to a STREAMS record with that ID (fig. 7).
Check to make sure that the stream name is correct.
For Idaho streams, there may be multiple records with
the same stream name and ID but with different EPA
reach boundaries. Therefore, you must next find the
record with the EPA reach boundaries that encompass
the survey reach (these should be on the header form;
if not, consult a map). LOW BOUNDARY represents
the lower EPA reach boundary. If there is only one
record with the correct stream name and ID, then
there is only one EPA reach and MOUTH is displayed
under LOW BOUNDARY. For example, figure 7
shows a single record for LODGEPOLE CR with the
stream ID of ID2097. If there is more than one record
with the same stream name and stream ID, then there
is more than one EPA reach, with the first EPA reach
lower boundary being MOUTH and the next one the
name of a tributary. The last record of a given group
with matching stream names and IDs will have the
name of a tributary as the EPA reach lower boundary
and HEADWATERS as the upper boundary (not vis-
ible on this screen). Note that the information seen
here is only a part of the data available for the
STREAMS record. To view the entire record, including
data such as the EPA reach number, refer to “Section
VI. MAINTENANCE,” “Editing a Record in a Look-up
Table” (also see fig. 19).

Once you identify the correct record, highlight it
with the arrow keys and press <Enter>. Note that
while Idaho streams each have a unique stream ID,
Montana streams have a unique stream ID for EVERY
EPA reach within a given stream. Therefore, for Mon-
tana streams, you just have to look for the correct
stream name and ID without regard to the EPA reach.

If the stream ID does not exist in the STREAMS
table, you must add a STREAMS record by pressing
<F3> while in the STREAMS table. You now have a
blank record in which to enter pertinent stream data
(fig. 8). The ID displayed for Stream ID and State is
a default; type over them if they do not apply. Also, you
do not need to add a Stream Number.
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Figure 7—Selecting a record from the STREAMS look-up table.

Figure 8—Blank record for adding stream data.
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If you enter a new stream name for which there is
already a stream ID in the STREAMS table, you will
get the following error message:

Mismatch STREAM ID/STREAM NAME on
STREAMS file!

The record you added is not saved because the stream
ID must be unique for each stream.

Similarly, you cannot enter a STREAMS record if a
record already exists with the same stream ID and
EPA reach number. If you do, this message appears
when you try to save the record:

Duplicate STREAM ID/EPA REACH on
STREAMS file!

You can also add STREAMS records through Mainte-
nance in the main menu (refer to “Section VI. MAIN-
TENANCE,” “Adding a Record to a Look-up Table,” for
more information). Refer to appendix B and the R1/R4
Inventory procedures for more information on what
data to enter in the record.

After you have entered the above information, press
<Enter> or <Page Down> to save the record in the
STREAMS table. When the record is saved, the follow-
ing message appears:

Stream ID has been changed…is this O.K.?

If you enter Y, the STREAMS table will now contain
the added record. Press <Enter> to select the stream
from the STREAMS table. The data from the added
record are now in the FBHEADER record. If you select
the wrong STREAMS record, re-enter the stream ID in
the FBHEADER record and then select the correct
record from the STREAMS table.

Stream—The stream name is added to the
FBHEADER record automatically when you select a
record from the STREAMS table (see “Stream ID”
above).

Trib of—The tributary into which the stream flows
is also automatically added to the FBHEADER record
when you choose a record from the STREAMS table
(see “Stream ID” above).

Study—The stream study is a character (for in-
stance, I for Inventory, M for Monitoring, and so forth),
followed by the last two numbers in the year (such as
98). An inventory stream surveyed in 1998 would
therefore have a study of I98. This is a required entry

Survey Reach No.—Enter the number of the sur-
vey reach for which you are entering data. This is a
required field and you must enter a number before you
can continue.

Type—Enter the reach type (A, B, or C) or select it
from the look-up table. This is a required field.

Survey Reach Lower Boundary:, Survey Reach
Upper Boundary—The survey reach boundaries are
required fields since they are locators for the survey
reach. If the description of either boundary on the
header form is too long to fit in the space provided (48
characters), you must shorten it so that it fits. Do this
by gleaning the most important information from the
description that will best serve to locate the reach in
the field. If the boundary is a named tributary, the
tributary name is sufficient. If the reach starts at the
mouth, MOUTH is sufficient as the lower boundary. If
the upper boundary of the reach is the headwaters,
you must further describe this location if not done so
on the header form.

Code: (Forest), Forest—When you type in the ap-
propriate Forest code and press <Enter> a look-up
table is shown with the codes and the corresponding
Forest names. If the table is not pointing to the desired
Forest code/Forest name, arrow-key up or down to find
the correct record. The table is in ascending order by
State, Forest code, and Region. When you locate the
correct record, press <Enter>. The Forest name will
then be added to the FBHEADER record along with
the code.

If you entered the incorrect code and/or chose the
wrong record from the FORESTS table, simply enter
a different Forest code and the FORESTS table is
displayed again, allowing you to choose a different
record from the table.

If data were not collected on a National Forest (for
example, on Bureau of Land Management land), you
can add a record to the Forest look-up table that will
reflect the appropriate code and name (see “Section VI,
MAINTENANCE,” “Adding a Record to a Look-up
Tables”). For instance, the State BLM office code could
substitute for a “Region Code,” and the “Forest Name”
and “Forest Code” could be the Resource Area name
and code.

Code: (District), District—Type the District code
and press <Enter>. A look-up table is displayed with
the District codes and the corresponding District names
for the previously identified Forest. Select the record
by pressing <Enter>. The District code and name are
added to the FBHEADER record from the table.

If you entered an incorrect code and/or chose the
wrong record from the DISTRCTS table, simply enter
a different District code and the DISTRCTS table is
shown again, allowing you to choose a different record
from the table.

Code: (Administering Forest), Adm For—Type the
code for the Administering Forest. Press <Enter> to
bring up the FORESTS table and select the record
with the appropriate Forest code/Forest name
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combination. This is the same table as that used for
the Forest code and name. See “Code: (Forest), Forest:”
above for further directions.

Code: (Administering District), Adm Dist—Type
the code for the Administering District. Press <Enter>
to bring up the DISTRCTS table and select the record
with the appropriate District code/District name com-
bination. This is the same table that is used for the
District code and name. See “Code: (District), Dis-
trict:” above for further directions.

Any Non-USFS Inclusions? (Y/N)

Enter a Y (Yes) or N (No) in this space. The default is
N so if N is correct, simply press <Enter> here.

Owner—If you answered Y to Any Non-USFS
Inclusions? above, enter the owner or manager of the
inclusion here (for example, BLM).

Ecoregion Bailey—Enter the Bailey ecoregion code
or make a selection from the look-up table.

Ecoregion Omernik—Enter the Omernik
ecoregion code or make a selection from the look-up
table.

Geology—Enter the geology of the reach or make a
selection from the look-up table.

Sub-Geology—Enter the sub-geology of the reach
or make a selection from the look-up table.

EPA Reach No—The EPA reach number is added
to the FBHEADER record automatically when a
STREAMS record is selected from the STREAMS
table (see “Stream ID” above). If the EPA reach num-
ber is incorrect, see “Stream ID.”

EPA Reach Lower Boundary:, EPA Reach Up-
per Boundary—The EPA reach lower and upper
boundaries are added to the FBHEADER record auto-
matically when a STREAMS record is selected from
the STREAMS table (see “Stream ID” above). If the
EPA reach lower and/or upper boundary are incorrect,
see “Stream ID” above.

Legal Location—Enter the township, range, and
section number in the space provided. If any of the
numbers is a single digit, put a 0 first followed by the
number (such as S02).

Base Quad—Enter the name of the base quad that
covers the start of the reach.

Survey Lat:, Survey Long—Enter the starting
latitude and longitude for the reach if available. Oth-
erwise, leave the space blank.

Survey Date—Enter the starting date of the reach
survey in MM/DD/YY format. The numbers for the
year (YY) will automatically be changed to the full
year (for example, if you enter 98 it is changed to 1998).

Observer:, Recorder—Enter the name of the ob-
server and recorder in the spaces provided. Use the
format X.XXXX, where X. is the first initial followed by
a period, and XXXX is the last name (for example,
S.SMITH).

Diver 1:, Diver 2—Enter the names of the snorkelers
in the spaces provided, in the format X.XXXX, where
X. is the first initial followed by a period, and XXXX is
the last name (for example, S.SMITH). Leave this
blank if there are no snorkeling data. If there was only
one snorkeler, enter the name as “Diver 1.”

Meas. Units—Enter an M (metric) or E (English)
for the measurement units used in the inventory or
select your choice from the look-up table. This is a
required entry.

Elevation—Enter the starting elevation of the reach,
making sure it corresponds to the correct measure-
ment unit (for instance, if metric is the measurement
unit, make sure elevation is in meters, not feet).

If the metric system is used, you must enter a value
less than or equal to 4500; if the English system is
used, the elevation must be less than or equal to 14000.

Map Gradient—Enter the map gradient for the
reach. This is a required entry, and the value you enter
must be less than or equal to 40.0.

Obs. Gradient—Enter the average observed (field)
gradient for the reach. The value you enter must be
less than or equal to 40.0.

Channel Type—Enter the Rosgen channel type for
the reach (such as C1) or make the selection from the
look-up table. Leave this blank if the Rosgen channel
type was not collected in the field (do not put the reach
type in here and do not guess what the channel type is
based on the reach type).

Cover Group—Enter the dominant cover group for
the reach (MEADOW, WOODED, or UNKNOWN) or
make the selection from the look-up table. You must
enter one of the choices listed.

Discharge—Enter the discharge for the reach. The
value you enter must be less than or equal to 850.

Confinement—Enter the overall confinement for
the reach (U for unconfined, M for moderately con-
fined, or C for confined) or make a selection from the
look-up table. This is a required variable and cannot be
left blank.

Weather—Enter the dominant weather pattern for
the reach inventory. It is easier to choose this from the
look-up table since the choices are abbreviated and
specific.

Wilderness: (Y/N)—Enter a Y (yes) or N (no). The
default is N, so if N is correct press <Enter>.
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Header Var 1—This is an optional variable that
does not appear on the header field form. The purpose
of this variable is to allow data collection for a reach-
level variable of interest that is not part of the stan-
dard inventory procedures. FBASE then provides a
space to enter the data so that they are part of the
database. An example might be valley form. If col-
lected, the data for the variable will most likely be
located on the back of the header form and should be
labeled. This is a character field rather than numeric.
If datum is present, enter it for this variable here, and
put the variable description in the comments (for
instance, Header Var 1 is valley form). Leave this field
blank if the datum is not collected.

Habitat (HABITAT) Variables

Habitat Unit #—FBASE assumes that the first
habitat unit is 1, the next one you enter is 2, and so on.
If the number displayed is correct, just press <Enter>.
If not, such as when there are side channels or adja-
cent units and the main channel unit stays the same,
or when you are entering sub-sampled data that are
nonconsecutive, type the correct number. The habitat
unit number always corresponds to the main channel
unit number, regardless of whether or not there are
associated side channel or adjacent units. You must
enter a unit number.

Channel Code—Press <Enter> if the unit is a main
channel unit (default is M), or enter an S (side channel)
or A (adjacent unit) (or select from the look-up table).
The channel code cannot be blank.

Side Channel Unit #—Press <Enter> if the side
channel unit is 0 (in other words, the unit is a main
channel unit), or enter the appropriate number if the
unit is a side channel or adjacent unit. This variable
cannot be blank.

Habitat Type—Enter the habitat type for the habi-
tat unit or select the type from the look-up table.

Habitat Group—If you entered a habitat type, the
correct habitat group will be added automatically. If
the habitat type was not collected but the habitat
group was, enter the habitat group or select it from the
look-up table. Also, if you change the habitat type, the
habitat group will be adjusted automatically.

If you change the habitat group so that it does not
match the habitat type (for example, the habitat type
is an SLM and you change the group to TUR from
SLA), FBASE will change it back to the correct group
when the record is saved.

Velocity Class—If you entered a habitat type or
habitat group, the velocity class (FAST or SLOW) will
be added automatically. If you did not enter the type or
group, enter the appropriate velocity class or select it

from the look-up table. At a minimum, there must be
a velocity class.

If you change the velocity class so that it does not
match the habitat type and/or group, you will get a
message saying the following:

FAST Habitat Type did NOT match!

This indicates that you improperly changed the class
from SLOW to FAST. FBASE will correct the velocity
class when the record is saved.

Unit Length—Enter the length of the habitat unit.
You must enter this variable, and the number you
enter must be greater than or equal to 1.0.

Unit Avg. Width—Enter the width of the unit.

Unit Avg. Depth—Enter the average depth of the
unit. If the value is in meters, it must be less than or
equal to 3.00; if in feet, it must be less than or equal to
10.00.

Pocket Pools—If the unit is a fast-water unit,
enter the number of pocket pools (even if the number
is 0). If the unit is a slow-water unit, you will not be
able to enter this variable (or if the habitat type, group,
and/or class are changed to represent a slow-water
unit, this variable will automatically be changed to the
default value of -99).

Avg. Max Depth—Enter the average maximum
depth of the pocket pools. If “Pocket Pools:” (above)
was 0 or empty (-99), this variable will automatically
be skipped.

If the average max depth of pocket pools is in meters,
the value entered must be less than or equal to 3.00; if
in feet, it must be less than or equal to 10.00.

Max Depth—Enter the maximum depth of the unit
if it is a slow-water unit. If it is a fast-water unit, this
variable will automatically be skipped. The maximum
depth must be greater than the unit average depth.
Otherwise, you will get a message and will not be able
to go to the next variable.

If the max depth is in meters, the value entered must
be less than or equal to 5.00; if in feet, it must be less
than or equal to 15.00.

Crest Depth—If the unit is a slow-water unit, enter
the crest depth. As with the max depth, this variable
will be skipped if the unit is a fast-water unit. The crest
depth must be less than the max depth.

If the crest depth is in meters, the value entered
must be less than or equal to 3.00; if in feet, it must be
less than or equal to 10.00.

Step Pools—If the habitat type is an STP (step pool
complex), enter the number of step pools here. If the
unit is anything but an STP, this variable is skipped.

STP Avg. Max Depth—Enter the average maxi-
mum depth of the step pools in the STP. If the habitat
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type is not an STP, or “Step Pools” is 0 (see above), this
variable is skipped.

If the average maximum depth of the STP is in
meters, the value entered must be less than or equal to
3.00; if in feet, it must be less than or equal to 10.00.

Surface Fines—Enter the percent surface fines
(note that this is a separate variable from substrate
fines). If not collected, enter the -99 value. The value
entered must be less than or equal to 100.

Substrate Data?—If there are substrate data, en-
ter Y. If not, press <Enter> for the default value (N).

If you enter Y, the following message is displayed:

Press Y to enter Percents or N for Counts

Type Y if the substrate data are in percents, or N if
they are counts.

Count (Fines:, Sm Gravel:, Gravel:, Sm Cobble:,
Cobble:, Sm Boulder:, Boulder:, Bedrock:)—En-
ter the counts for each of the substrate classes listed
above (see “FORM 3 - Substrate Composition” from
the R1/R4 Inventory procedures).

If counts are entered, percents are automatically
calculated (see “Percent” below). Be sure to enter a 0 if
the count for a substrate class is 0.

Percent (Fines:, Sm Gravel:, Gravel:, Sm
Cobble:, Cobble:, Sm Boulder:, Boulder:, Bed-
rock:)—Enter the percent of each substrate class for
the unit but don’t enter percents if counts were col-
lected (see “FORM 3 - Substrate Composition” from
the R1/R4 Inventory procedures).

Be sure to enter a 0 if the percent of a substrate class
is 0. The values entered must be less than or equal to
100.

Left Bank Length:, Right Bank Length—Enter
the length of the left and right banks. If these variables
were not collected, enter the default (-9.9); DO NOT
enter the unit length as a substitute for the bank
lengths.

After you enter data for the left and right bank
lengths, this message appears:

If the bank stability data are in percents,
type Y; if they are in lengths, type N.

Length Stable Left Bank:, Length Stable Right
Bank—If you typed N above, you can now enter the
length of the stable left and right banks. You can only
enter bank stability data for the bank(s) that have a
corresponding length since the amount of stable banks
is determined from the bank lengths. Therefore, if only
one bank length is entered, you can enter the stability
for that bank only. If neither bank lengths are entered,
you cannot enter the length of the stable banks. Also,
the length of stable bank must be less than or equal to

the respective bank lengths. Enter the default (-9.9) if
any data for length stable banks are missing.

When the lengths of stable left and right bank are
entered, the percent is automatically calculated. If you
change the length value, a new percent is calculated.

Length Undercut Left Bank:, Length Under-
cut Right Bank—Enter the length of undercut on the
left and right banks. The restrictions for entering
undercut bank lengths are the same as for bank
stability (see “Length Stable Left Bank:, Length Stable
Right Bank” above for more information). Enter the
default (-9.9) if the length of undercut banks was not
collected.

Percent Stable Left Bank:, Percent Stable Right
Bank—If you typed Y to enter percents, you can now
enter the percent of stable banks. As with the other
bank data, if bank lengths were not entered, you
cannot enter the percent stable banks (or if only one
bank length was entered, you can only enter the
percent stable bank for that bank). The value entered
must also be less than or equal to 100. Enter the
default (-99) if any data for percent stable banks are
missing.

Percent stable left and right banks are generated
automatically if the lengths of stable banks are en-
tered.

Percent Undercut Left Bank:, Percent Under-
cut Right Bank—Enter the percent of undercut on
the left and right banks. The restrictions for entering
percent undercut bank are the same as for bank
stability (see “Percent Stable Left Bank:, Percent
Stable Right Bank” above for more information). The
value entered must also be less than or equal to 100.
Enter the default (-99) if the percent of undercut banks
was not collected.

Percent undercut of the left and right banks is
generated automatically if the length of the undercut
on the banks are entered.

Left Wetted Channel Shape:, Right Wetted
Channel Shape—Enter the left and right wetted
channel shapes or select them from the look-up table.

Water Temp.—Enter the water temperature for
the unit. If the measurement unit being used is metric,
be sure to enter the temperature in Celsius (or Fahr-
enheit if using the English system). You must enter a
value less than 38.0 if the temperature is in Celsius, or
equal to or less than 100.0 if in Fahrenheit.

Air Temp.—Enter the air temperature for the unit.
If the measurement unit being used is metric, be sure
to enter the temperature in Celsius (or Fahrenheit if
using the English system). You must enter a value less
than 50.0 if the temperature is in Celsius, or equal to
or less than 110.0 if in Fahrenheit.
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Time Measured—Enter the time that the water
and air temperatures were taken. There is no need to
enter this unless the water or air temperatures were
collected. This should be entered in military format
(for example, 13:05).

LWD Singles:, Aggregates:, Root Wads—Enter
the number of large woody debris singles, aggregates,
and root wads for the unit, even if the number is 0.
Only enter the default (-99) if the variable was not
collected for the unit.

Unit Lat:, Unit Long—Enter the starting latitude
and longitude for the unit if collected (otherwise, leave
blank). Enter these in the format 38 07 30, where 30 is
degrees, 07 is minutes, and 30 is seconds.

Physical Var 1:, Physical Var 2—“Var 1” is a
character field and “Var 2” is a numeric field. If
present, enter the data for this variable here, and put
the variable description in the header comments so
that you do not have to enter this comment for every
habitat unit (for instance, Physical Var 1 is pool
quality rating). Leave this field blank if not collected.
See “Header Var 1” under “Header (FBHEADER)
Variables” above for more information.

Large Woody Debris (LWD) Variables

Singles Number—The number of large woody de-
bris singles is automatically carried over from the
count in the HABITAT record (see “LWD Singles”
under “Habitat (HABITAT) Variables” above). There-
fore, you cannot enter or change this value here. If this
value is incorrect (if the count was entered or recorded
wrong on the habitat form), see “Editing Records”
below.

Length—Enter the length of the single piece of
large woody debris. If there is more than one single,
the next length is entered in the second LWD record
for the unit, and so on.

Diameter—Enter the diameter of the single piece
of large woody debris. If there is more than one single,
the next diameter is entered in the second LWD record
for the unit, and so on.

% Submerged—Enter the percent of the single
piece of large woody debris that is submerged. If there
is more than one single, the next percent submerged is
entered in the second LWD record for the unit, and so
on.

Aggregate—Like “Singles Number” above, the num-
ber of aggregates is carried over automatically from
the HABITAT record large woody debris count. There-
fore, it cannot be entered or changed here. If this value
is incorrect, see “Editing Records” below.

Num Pieces—Enter the number of pieces in the
aggregate. If there is more than one aggregate, the
number of pieces for the second aggregate is entered in
the second LWD record for the habitat unit, and so on.

LWD Var1—This is a numeric field. If present,
enter the data for this variable here, and put the
variable description in the header comments (for in-
stance, LWD Var1 is count of small woody debris
pieces). Leave this field blank if not collected. See
“Header Var 1” under “Header (FBHEADER) Vari-
ables” above for more information.

Fish (FISH) Variables

Dive Date—Enter the dive date in the MM/DD/YY
format. FBASE will automatically change the year to
the format YYYY (such as 1998).

Water Temp.—Enter the water temperature for
the unit (labeled “Dive Water Temp” on the field form).
Enter the temperature in Celsius if your measure-
ment units are in metric, or Fahrenheit if they are in
English. You must enter a value less than 38.0 in
Celsius or equal to or less than 100.0 in Fahrenheit. If
this value is not on the data sheet, enter the default
value (-9.9). Do not substitute the water temperature
in the habitat data for that used here.

Air Temp.—Enter the air temperature for the unit
(labeled “Dive Air Temp” on the field form). Enter the
temperature in Celsius if your measurement units are
in metric, or Fahrenheit if they are in English. You
must enter a value less than 50.0 if in Celsius or equal
to or less than 110.0 in Fahrenheit. If this value is not
on the data sheet, enter the default value (-9.9). Do not
substitute the air temperature in the habitat data for
that used here.

Time—Enter the time that the water and air tem-
peratures were taken (labeled “Dive Time” on the field
form). There is no need to enter this unless the water
or air temperatures were collected. This should be
entered in military format (for example, 14:45). If this
variable was not collected, leave it blank. Do not
substitute the time in the habitat data for that used
here.

# of Divers—Enter the number of divers that snor-
keled the unit (1 or 2). To determine if the number of
divers is one or two, look at the field form next to
“COUNTS” where there are columns for “D1” and
“D2.” If both columns have data, enter 2. If one column
is blank, enter 1.

Length—Enter the length of the unit (called “DIVE
LENGTH” on the field form). This is a required vari-
able and cannot be skipped. Do not enter the length of
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the habitat unit from the habitat field form as a
substitute for this variable.

Average Width—Enter the average width for the
unit (called “DIVE AVG. WIDTH” on the field form).
This is a required variable and cannot be skipped. Do
not enter the width of the habitat unit from the habitat
field form as a substitute for this variable.

Average Depth—Enter the average depth for the
unit (called “DIVE AVG. DEPTH” on the field form).
This is a required variable and cannot be skipped. DO
NOT enter the average depth of the habitat unit from
the habitat field form as a substitute for this variable.
Enter a value less than or equal to 3.00 if in meters, or
10.00 if in feet.

Maximum Depth—Enter the maximum depth
(called “Dive Max Depth” on the field form) if the unit
is a slow-water unit. If it is a fast-water unit and you
enter a maximum depth, it will automatically be
changed back to -9.99 . The maximum depth must be
greater than the average depth. Otherwise, you will
get an error message and will not be able to go to the
next variable. Enter a value less than or equal to 5.00
if in meters, or 15.00 if in feet.

Percent Undercut Bank:, Percent Overhead
Cover:, Percent Submerged Cover:, Percent
Large Substrate—Enter the percent undercut bank,
overhead cover, submerged cover, and large substrate
for the unit. If no data exist for any of these variables,
enter the default (-99). The values entered must be less
than or equal to 100.

Chinook - (Age 0+:, Age 1+:, Adult:), Steelhead
- (Age 1+:, Age 2+:, Age 3+:), Rainbow - (>250 mm:),
Cutthroat - (<100 mm:, 100-200 mm:, 200-300 mm:,
>300 mm:), Bull Trout - (<100 mm:, 100-200 mm:,
200-300 mm:, 300-400 mm:, 400-500 mm:, >500
mm:), Brook Trout - (<100 mm:, 100-200 mm:, 200-
300 mm:, >300 mm:), Brown Trout - (<100 mm:,
100-200 mm:, 200-300 mm:, 300-400 mm:, >400
mm:)—Enter the fish counts for each species and age
class. If there was more than one diver, add the
numbers for the two columns (“D1” and “D2”) for each
age class on the field form and enter that total number
for each variable. Enter the default of 0 if no fish in the
specific age class were observed.

Trout young of the year? (Y/N)—Enter Y or N
(default) as to whether there were trout young of the
year in the unit (a “+” next to “YOY < 70” on the field
form indicates that young of the year were seen).

Fish Var 1—This is a numeric field. If present,
enter the data for this variable here, and put the
variable description in the header comments (for in-
stance, Fish Var 1 is count of tailed frogs for the unit).
Leave this field blank if not collected. See “Header

Var 1” under “Header (FBHEADER) Variables” above
for more information.

Riparian (RIPARIAN) Variables

Left Riparian Type 1:, Right Riparian Type 1:,
Left Riparian Type 2:, Right Riparian Type 2—
Enter the dominant (“Type 1”) and sub-dominant
(“Type 2”) riparian community type codes for the left
and right banks (labeled “RCT1 (L),” “RCT1 (R),”
“RCT2 (L)” and “RCT2 (R)” on the field form). Enter
the codes manually or select them from the look-up
table (press <F9>).

Riparian VAR1—This is a character field. If present,
enter the data for this variable here, and put the
variable description in the header comments (for
instance, Riparian Var1 is dominant riparian spe-
cies). Leave this field blank if not collected. See “Header
Var 1” under “Header (FBHEADER) Variables” above
for more information.

Entering Comments

Comments may be entered in a given record in any
of the five data tables by pressing <F2> while any-
where in the record. When you press <F2> you will
notice a box in which you enter the appropriate com-
ments for the reach (while in the FBHEADER table) or
habitat unit (while in the HABITAT, LWD, FISH or
RIPARIAN table). Figure 9 shows an example of
comments entered for a habitat unit in the HABITAT
table. You are not limited in the number of words you
may enter in this space. At the top of the comment box
are some word-processing options, such as <Ctrl-Y> to
delete a line, that you may find useful (fig. 9). When
you have finished entering the comments, press <F2>
again to get back to the data entry screen. The com-
ments will be saved when you save the record. If you
are editing comments in a record after it has been
saved, see “Editing Records” below.

Saving Records

When you have finished entering data for a given
record, you can save the record by pressing <Enter> on
the last variable or pressing <Page Down> from the
last screen. If you are at the end of the record it is
easiest to hit <Enter>, but if you are at the beginning
or middle of the record, it is easier to use the <Page
Down>. If you escape (<Esc>) while in the record, the
following message will appear:

Are you sure you want to exit without saving
record?(Y/N)

If you press Y, any data added or changed in that
record are not saved. If you press N, the prompt will go
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Figure 10—Pop-up box to jump to next record for data entry.

Figure 9—Adding comments for a habitat unit.
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back to the data entry screen and you can then press
<Page Down> through the screens to save the record.

If you press <Esc> while entering large woody debris
data in the LWD table, you will get the following
message:

Not finished!, are you sure you want to abort?
(Y/N)

Entering Y at this time will result in not saving the
record. However, only the current record is not saved
when you press <Esc>; records already entered for
single piece dimensions and number of aggregate
pieces are not affected. Entering N will bring up the
data entry screen again.

Adding More Records

After you save a given FBHEADER or HABITAT
record, you can add the next record by pressing <F3>.

After you save an LWD, FISH, or RIPARIAN record,
a dialog box will appear prompting you to enter the
number of the next habitat unit that contains the data
you are entering (fig. 10). This saves time in that you
do not have to go back to the HABITAT record list to
find the next record that has large woody debris, fish,
or riparian data. The dialog box asks for the following
information: Survey Reach, Habitat Unit, Chan-
nel Code, and Side Unit. Enter this information for
the next habitat unit containing the data (refer to the
R1/R4 Inventory field forms). Figure 10 shows an
example of the information entered into this box.

If you enter the above information but no habitat
data exist for the unit given, you will get this message:

HABITAT data could not be found. Please
enter HABITAT data before re-try!

If the habitat data do not exist for the unit, you cannot
enter the large woody debris, fish, or riparian data for
that unit.

If the dialog box is displayed and you do not want to
enter more data (or you are finished for that reach),
press <Esc> to go to the previous screen to enter the
fish, riparian, or large woody debris data. From here,
you can either enter data for any of the three choices,
or press <Esc> a second time to go to the HEADER
DATA screen.

Editing Records

While you are entering data in a record, you can edit
the data by simply going to the variable you wish to
edit (using the arrow keys or <Page Up> and <Page
Down>), making the edit, and pressing <Enter> or the
down arrow key. If you are entering a variable for
which FBASE performs a calculation (such as length
of stable bank or substrate counts), changing the value

of the variable will prompt FBASE to change the result
of the calculation as well.

To edit an FBHEADER record after it has been
saved, press <F4> while it is highlighted on the
HEADER DATA screen (fig. 3). Go to the desired
record for editing by using the arrow keys or typing the
stream name so that the pointer follows what you are
typing down to the correct stream. Then arrow-key to
the appropriate reach. To edit a HABITAT record,
press <Enter> on the appropriate FBHEADER record
and then <F4> on the desired HABITAT record on the
HABITAT DATA screen (fig. 4).

To edit an LWD, FISH, or RIPARIAN record after it
has been saved, select the FBHEADER record that
contains the survey reach of interest, and then select
the habitat unit that has the related data that you
would like to edit. Choose 1. Fish, 2. Riparian, or 3.
LWD (fig. 5) by pressing the associated number. The
fish or riparian data can now be edited.

If you are editing an LWD record, you will see a list
of records with large woody debris information for that
unit (fig. 11). Go to the LWD record you want to edit (if
there is more than one) and press <F4>. Now you can
edit the dimensions and percent submerged for the
single, or the number of pieces for the aggregate. If you
need to edit the number of singles or aggregates, and
the LWD data have not already been entered, make
the edit to the large woody debris counts in the HABI-
TAT record. If the LWD have already been entered,
make the edit in the LWD table by adding a record
(<F3>) or deleting an existing record (<F5>). This
change will automatically be reflected in the corre-
sponding HABITAT record. For instance, if you enter
dimensions for an additional large woody debris single,
the single count will be adjusted in the HABITAT
record.

If you make a change to the large woody debris
counts in the HABITAT record, you will get a message
similar to the following:

SINGLES of 2 has been changed to 1...if LWD
file is being used with counts, they will be
put out of balance!

This message serves as a warning that you have
entered large woody debris data in the LWD table for
two singles, and then changed the counts in the HABI-
TAT table from two singles to one, so the records no
longer match each other and the link is disrupted.
That is why the data should be edited in the LWD
table. This message will not appear if data have not yet
been entered in the LWD table for that reach.

To save changes made in any of the data table
records, press <Page Down> through the entire record.
If you press <Esc> instead of <Page Down>, you will
get the following message:
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Are you sure you want to exit without saving
record?(Y/N)

If you press Y, any data added or changed in that
record are not saved. If you press N, the prompt will go
back to the data entry screen and you can then press
<Page Down> through the screens to save the record.

To edit comments (or to add comments to a previ-
ously entered record), press <F2> while in the record
and edit or add the comments. Press <F2> again to go
to the data entry screen, then press <Page Down> to
save the record.

Editing Key Fields

Certain key fields exist in each FBHEADER and
HABITAT record that, if changed, are also changed in
the other records to which they are linked (remember,
the FBHEADER table sets the stage for links to the
HABITAT table, which is linked to the LWD, RIPAR-
IAN, and FISH tables). In order to make sure that the
links are maintained, any changes made in these key
fields are automatically changed in the associated
records in the HABITAT, LWD, RIPARIAN, and FISH
tables.

The key fields, followed by their variable names in
parentheses, found in the FBHEADER table include:
STREAM_ID (Stream ID), STUDY (Study),
SURV_REACH (Survey Reach No.), and
REACH_TYPE (Type).

Once a change to a key variable is made in the
header (for example, changing the study from I97 to
I98) and the FBHEADER record is saved with the
changes, a message flashes across the screen, stating:

Stream change being updated in ancillary
file habitat

(A similar message is stated for the other ancillary
files as well). These changes only have to be made in
the FBHEADER table, saving time and preserving
data integrity.

The key fields, followed by their variable names in
parentheses, contained in the HABITAT table in-
clude: HAB_UNIT (Habitat Unit #), CHAN_CODE
(Channel Code), SIDE_UNIT (Side Channel Unit
#), HAB_TYPE (Habitat Type), HAB_GRP (Habi-
tat Group), and HAB_CLS (Velocity Class).

The key variables listed above cannot be changed in
the LWD, RIPARIAN, and FISH tables. The change
must be made in the HABITAT table, whereupon the
other tables are automatically updated, thus main-
taining the links. When a change to a key habitat
variable is made (such as changing the habitat type
from an SLM to an SLO), and you attempt to save the
record, a message is displayed on the screen, asking
the following:

Linkage key has been altered, update ALL
linked data NOW (Y/N)?

Figure 11—LARGE WOODY DEBRIS screen showing LWD records.
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If you enter an N, the data entry screen for the
HABITAT record reappears. The change you made is
still there, but you must answer Y to the above ques-
tion in order to save the record and update the change
in the other tables. Even if there are no data in the
other tables, you will still get this message and must
answer Y to institute the change in the HABITAT
record.

It is important not to make changes to the data for
these key variables in other database software, such
as dBASE. If this is done, the links cannot be main-
tained and the result is a corrupt database. You should
also make a backup of your data before you make
profound changes to the data (see “Section VIII. SYS-
TEM,” “Backing Up Your Data”).

Editing Data in Software Other than
FBASE

Editing raw data in software other than FBASE is
not recommended for several reasons. First, changes
to raw data should be made in the same place the data
were entered; otherwise changes may be made in one
place and not changed where the original data are
kept. Second, links are maintained in FBASE that are
not maintained if key data are changed in other
software. For instance, if the stream ID is changed in
the FBHEADER table, but not changed in the ancil-
lary files, the links that have been established in
FBASE will be corrupted. Third, not all other software
has the same file structure as FBASE, increasing the
chance for data corruption. For instance, if changes
are made to comments in dBASE rather than FBASE,
you will find that the data have been corrupted when
you try to access them in FBASE. This will not be the
case with all other software, but it is often hard to
anticipate the results of manipulating data in other
software. Finally, editing data in other software will
increase the chance of data errors because the data
validity checks that are present in FBASE do not occur
elsewhere (unless programmed). There are really no
good reasons to edit FBASE data elsewhere, especially
since it is easy and efficient to do in FBASE. There are
many good reasons to use the data in other programs,
however, if more analyses (such as spatial analysis)
are desired.

Data Record Indexing

FBASE uses indexes to display the data in an orga-
nized manner. For example, the HABITAT table is
indexed on the fields STREAM_ID + STUDY +
SURV_REACH + HAB_UNIT + SIDE_UNIT +
CHAN_CODE (appendix B). Therefore, when you  enter
a habitat unit, it is displayed in its proper place, even
if it is entered out of order. For example, if habitat unit

10 is entered after habitat unit 12, the record is
displayed after habitat unit 9 and before 11. Similarly,
side channel and adjacent units are displayed after the
corresponding main channel unit, even if the side
channel or adjacent units are entered first. This makes
it easier for you to keep track of what data have been
entered and to quickly find individual records. It also
improves performance because it enables FBASE to
have direct access to a record or records in a table.
Index files (with the extension NTX) and the fields by
which they are indexed are shown in appendix B.

Deleting Records

You must be very cautious when deleting
FBHEADER records because this will result in the
deletion of all the linked HABITAT, LWD, RIPARIAN,
and FISH records as well. In other words, all the data
in those tables associated with the stream ID, study,
and survey reach in the FBHEADER record are de-
leted. To delete an FBHEADER record, go to the
HEADER DATA screen where the FBHEADER
records are listed (to access this from the main menu,
press <Enter> while on Data Entry and 1. DATA
ENTRY SYSTEM). Arrow-key down (or type the
name of the stream, then arrow-key down) to the
record you want to delete and press <F5>. A message
will appear, asking:

Delete this HEADER Record from file? (Y/N)

If you enter N, the record is not deleted; if you enter Y,
you will then get another warning that states:

This will DELETE linked Habitat records
also, Ok? (Y/N)

If you enter N, the FBHEADER record is not deleted;
if you enter Y, the FBHEADER record is deleted along
with all of the linked HABITAT, LWD, FISH, and
RIPARIAN records. If only one FBHEADER record
exists and you delete it, the record will not appear to
be deleted until you escape from that screen and then
press <Enter> again.

As with deleting FBHEADER records, you should be
cautious when deleting HABITAT records. If you de-
lete a HABITAT record, the linked records in the
LWD, RIPARIAN, and FISH tables are also deleted.
In other words, any records in the other tables that
contain data for the stream ID, study, survey reach,
habitat unit, side channel unit, and channel code that
match those of the habitat record being deleted, are
also deleted. Therefore, only delete a HABITAT record
if you also want to delete the associated records in the
other tables.

To delete a HABITAT record, go to the FBHEADER
record for the desired reach and press <Enter> while
that header is highlighted. Next, you will see the
HABITAT records under HABITAT DATA (fig. 4). Go
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to the HABITAT record you want to delete by using the
down arrow key or <Page Down> until the record is
highlighted. Press <F5> to delete the HABITAT record
and the associated LWD, RIPARIAN, and FISH
records. A message will appear, asking:

Is it OK to DELETE this record? (Y/N)

If you enter N, the record is not deleted and the list of
HABITAT records is still displayed. If you enter Y,
another warning message appears, stating:

This will DELETE linked Fish, Riparian and
LWD also, Ok? (Y/N)

Again, if you enter N, the record is not deleted. If you
enter Y, the HABITAT record, along with the LWD,
RIPARIAN, and FISH records linked to that HABI-
TAT record, are deleted.

To delete an LWD record, first go to the LARGE
WOODY DEBRIS screen that displays the LWD
records that have been entered (from the main menu,
choose 1. DATA ENTRY SYSTEM from Data Entry,
press <Enter> on the appropriate FBHEADER record,
press <Enter> on the HABITAT record that contains
the large woody debris data of interest, and choose 3.
LWD). If there are duplicate LWD records, delete one
of them by pressing <F5>. However, you must be
careful not to delete a record that has both single and
aggregate data of which only one data set is a dupli-
cate. For instance, if the dimensions for a single were
entered twice and there are data for two aggregates,
deleting a record would result in deleting the data for
both the duplicate single and the valid aggregate. If
this situation occurs, simply edit the record by press-
ing <F4> and changing the duplicate numbers to the
null value (-99 or -9.9), while leaving the valid data as
is.

If you delete an LWD record, the count in the
HABITAT table is adjusted. For example, if you delete
a record that has data for a single, the single is
automatically subtracted from the single count in the
HABITAT record. However, if you just edit a record so
that it has null values, the count is not adjusted. In this
case, go to the habitat count and subtract from the
count manually.

To delete a FISH or RIPARIAN record, go to the
Fish Count Data or Riparian Data screen that
contains the data you wish to delete (from the main
menu, choose 1. DATA ENTRY SYSTEM from Data
Entry, press <Enter> on the appropriate FBHEADER
record, press <Enter> on the HABITAT record that
contains the data of interest, and select 1. Fish or 2.
Riparian). When you are in the record, press <F5> to
delete it. The following message appears:

Is it OK to DELETE this record? (Y/N)

If you enter N, the record will not be deleted and the
cursor goes to the top of the record. If you enter Y, the

record is deleted and you can then choose to enter fish,
riparian, or large woody debris data or press <Esc> to
go back to the listing of the HABITAT records.

You should make a backup of the data before delet-
ing multiple records (see “Section VIII. SYSTEM,”
“Backing Up Your Data”). If you deleted a record that
you did not want to delete, see “Section VIII. SYS-
TEM,” “Restoring Data from an FBASE Backup.”

Reports________________________
The advantages of having standard summary re-

ports as part of FBASE are: the calculations are built
into the program, saving time and mathematical er-
rors; they are simple to produce because they are run
directly from FBASE, with no need for any other
software; they are standardized, making comparisons
easier; they can be generated using various sorting
levels, providing different perspectives on the data;
and they provide an efficient means of disseminating
information.

FBASE has four types of reports: the INFO reports,
the SUMMARY reports, the COMMENTS reports,
and the INVENTORY STATUS report. The INFO
reports are simply printouts of the data that were
entered for the variables. They are most commonly
used for “proofing” the data that were entered by
comparing the data on the printouts to the data on the
field forms. In this way, data entry mistakes can be
caught and then edited in FBASE. Examples of these
reports are in appendicies E-1 and E-2.

The SUMMARY reports provide calculated vari-
ables that are used as an aid in the analysis and
interpretation of the inventory data. These summary
variables are some of the most commonly needed and
used by biologists for data analysis. Each report pro-
vides a set of summary variables relevant to the type
of data collected. For instance, the PHYSICAL SUM-
MARY report contains variables related to the habitat
data, such as mean wetted width, mean width to depth
ratio, percent bank stability, and so forth; the LWD
SUMMARY report provides the number of large woody
debris per 100 meters (or feet), mean lengths and
diameters of singles, and so forth; the FISH SUM-
MARY report contains densities of fish species in
specific size and age classes, as well as habitat data for
the snorkel units, such as percent overhead cover; and
the RIPARIAN SUMMARY report has information
such as the percent stream length and occurrence of
each riparian community type. To accommodate the
many uses of these data, FBASE also offers many
ways to group, or sort, the data. See the section
“Selecting Sort Options for Reports” for more informa-
tion on how to summarize the data in meaningful
groups. Examples of these reports are in appendicies
E-3 through E-6.
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The REACH SUMMARY and REACH SUMMARY 2
reports contain reach summary variables, such as
percent pools, mean width to maximum depth ratio,
number of LWD per mile, and so forth. The main
purpose of these reports is to have reach-level data
that can be incorporated into a Geographical Informa-
tion System (GIS). They can also be used apart from a
GIS to assist in reach condition analyses. An example
of the REACH SUMMARY report can be found in
appendix E-7 and the REACH SUMMARY 2 report in
appendix E-8.

The COMMENTS reports are simply an output of
the comments (text) that were entered for the
FBHEADER, HABITAT, LWD, FISH, and RIPAR-
IAN tables. The comments provide additional infor-
mation not captured in the quantitative data and can
be very useful to biologists who are usually not able to
observe entire reaches as do the inventory crews.
There are two COMMENTS reports, one for the header
comments (HEADER COMMENTS report) and one
for the habitat, large woody debris, fish, and riparian
comments (OTHER COMMENTS report). An example
of an OTHER COMMENTS report can be found in
appendix E-9.

The INVENTORY STATUS report contains a listing
of the streams, reaches, studies, and survey lengths of
the streams in your database based on the State(s),
Forest(s), or District(s) you select. It is used as a
tracking system for your R1/R4 Inventory data and an
example can be found in appendix E-10.

A cautionary note: the FBASE reports are intended
to provide cursory numerics and do not indicate statis-
tical validity. Further analyses should be done when
using the data for comparisons to other streams or
reaches.

Report Menu

The reporting options are found under Reports/
1.FBASE SYSTEM REPORTS on the main menu.
Press <Enter> or <1> to access the options. There are
14 options (letters A-N) for reports (fig. 12). Options A-
E are the INFO reports. These include A. HEADER
INFO, B. PHYSICAL INFO, C. LWD INFO, D.
RIPARIAN INFO, and E. FISH INFO. Reports F-J
and M are the SUMMARY reports, including F.
PHYSICAL SUMMARY, G. LWD SUMMARY, H.
FISH SUMMARY, I. RIPARIAN SUMMARY, J.
REACH SUMMARY, and M. REACH SUMMARY
2. Options K-L are the COMMENTS reports,consisting
of K. HEADER COMMENTS and L. OTHER COM-
MENTS. The last report is N. INVENTORY
STATUS report.

Selecting Reports

To select a report, press <Enter> on the report of
interest or type the letter of the report (A-N) . For all
but the INVENTORY STATUS report, a list of the
streams in the STREAMS table will appear. Type in
the name of the stream for which you want the report.

Figure 12—FBASE report menu.
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When the correct stream (with the correct stream ID)
is highlighted, press <Enter>. If it is an Idaho stream
or a stream that you added to the table, it does not
matter which EPA reach is highlighted. However, for
Montana streams, make sure you are on the EPA
reach within which your data are contained (since
every EPA reach has its own stream ID).

If there is more than one study (such as I97 and I98),
a box is displayed so that you can select the study for
which you want to run the report (fig.13). Highlight
the appropriate study using the arrow keys and press
<Enter>.

Summarizing Groups of Habitat Units

If you select a PHYSICAL, LWD FISH, or RIPAR-
IAN SUMMARY report, a dialog box appears after you
enter the stream name that asks the following:

Summarize all units for all reaches? (Y/N)

If you enter Y, all of the habitat units will be summa-
rized together. If you enter N, you can then select
specific habitat units that you want to summarize
together. This enables you, in effect, to summarize at
the sub-reach level. For instance, if the habitat is
managed differently within the reach (for example
there is a pasture fence with different livestock man-
agement on either side), you may want to summarize
the data for the habitat units that fall within each of
the different management scenarios. This option can

also be used if there are data for more than one reach
but you only want a summary for one of the reaches.

If you enter N, a dialog box is displayed listing the
reach number on the left side and the habitat unit on
the right (fig. 14). To select individual habitat units,
press the <Space Bar> to check the unit (fig. 14). Use
the arrow keys to move up and down the list. Do not
press <Enter> until all the desired units have been
selected. If you want to summarize one reach, hit
<Space Bar> for every unit in that reach and then
press <Enter>.

Summarizing Data for More Than One
Stream

After addressing whether you want to summarize
all units for all reaches (see above), a dialog box is
displayed that asks the following:

Any More Streams? (Y/N)

This option allows you to summarize more than one
stream together for such purposes as grouping like
reaches or streams together to generate variables that
represent “reference” conditions.

If you enter Y, select the next stream from the
STREAMS table to summarize with the first. There is
no limit to the number of streams you can combine, as
long as there are data for that stream (you will receive
an error if no data exist for the selected stream). If
there are data for more than one study, a list is

Figure 13—Selecting a study for a report.
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displayed and you must select the desired study (fig.
13). If you want to summarize data for more than one
study, just enter Y again to summarize more streams
and choose the next desired study from the list; repeat
the process until all have been selected.

After each stream selection, you are asked if you
want to summarize all units for all reaches. In this
way, you can summarize multiple streams and “hand-
pick” the habitat units that you want summarized for
each stream or reach. If you enter Y, the box is
displayed that asks if you want to summarize more
streams. This process will continue until you enter N
to summarizing more streams, whereupon FBASE
will build the data set for the report.

Selecting Sort Options for Reports

After you have selected the desired stream(s) and
habitat units for the summary report, you must select
from several sort options. These sort options allow you
to summarize the data in various groupings, depending
on the data available and the type of analysis that will
be performed on the data.

Figure 15 shows the available sort options for the
PHYSICAL, FISH, and LWD reports. The RIPARIAN
report has slightly different options that are discussed
below. The first, or primary, level of sorting for all of
the above reports includes the following options: 1.
OVERALL, 2. SURVEY REACH, 3. REACH TYPE,
4. CHANNEL TYPE, 5. HABITAT CLASS, and 6.

HABITAT GROUP (fig. 15). The OVERALL sort
level, for example, allows you to summarize all the
data for a given stream (or EPA reach if in Montana)
together; the SURVEY REACH level groups the data
by survey reach; the REACH TYPE level summarizes
the data by reach type (A, B, or C); and so on.
Appendicies E-3, E-4, and E-5 show examples of data
summarized by the REACH TYPE (PHYSICAL SUM-
MARY), OVERALL (LWD SUMMARY), and SUR-
VEY REACH (FISH SUMMARY) primary sort levels.
If you are creating a multi-stream report, you cannot
use SURVEY REACH as the primary grouping (other-
wise, all reach ones, reach twos, and so on would be
summarized together). You also cannot use this sort
level if you are combining studies together since they
are treated as if they are different streams. Therefore,
you either must use another primary sort level (such
as OVERALL) or summarize the studies in separate
reports.

The second sort level choices include 1. HABITAT
TYPE, 2. HABITAT GROUP, and 3. HABITAT CLASS
for all but the RIPARIAN summary report (fig. 15).
The data are therefore grouped by the first sort level,
then grouped additionally by the second level. For
instance, if you choose SURVEY REACH as the first
sort level, and HABITAT TYPE as the second, the data
in the report are separated initially by each survey
reach. Then, within each reach they are grouped by
the specific habitat type (in other words, the data for

Figure 14—Selecting habitat units for a summary report.
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all SLMs are grouped, as are the data for all LGRs, and
so forth). You should choose HABITAT CLASS (SLOW
and FAST) as the second sorting level if you collected
data at the habitat (velocity) class level, or if you want
to look at the data from a Apools vs. riffles@ viewpoint.
If you choose HABITAT CLASS as the first sorting
level, then you can only select HABITAT TYPE or
HABITAT GROUP as the second. Similarly, if HABI-
TAT GROUP is the first level, then HABITAT TYPE
is the only option for the second sort level. Appendicies
E-3, E-4, and E-5 have examples of reports summa-
rized by REACH TYPE/HABITAT GROUP (PHYSI-
CAL SUMMARY), OVERALL/HABITAT TYPE (LWD
SUMMARY), and SURVEY REACH/HABITAT CLASS
(FISH SUMMARY).

The third sorting level group includes 1. MAIN
CHANNEL and 2. SIDE CHANNEL (fig. 15). If you
select MAIN CHANNEL as the third sort level, all the
main channel units are summarized together; if you
choose SIDE CHANNEL, all the side channel units
are grouped. Appendicies E-3 through E-5 show ex-
amples of summary reports sorted by MAIN CHAN-
NEL as the third sorting level.

The RIPARIAN report does not contain the second
sorting level (HABITAT TYPE, CLASS, and GROUP)
because it is unlikely that these groupings are related
to the riparian community types. Therefore, when you
run a RIPARIAN summary report, you will choose
from the options in the first and third sorting levels
only (you would also choose only MAIN CHANNEL for

the third level since riparian community types are
not collected for side channel units). See Appendix E-
6 for an example of a RIPARIAN report sorted by
SURVEY REACH.

Print Options

After selecting the stream and study for an INFO,
REACH SUMMARY, or COMMENTS report, or the
sort options for a PHYSICAL, LWD, FISH, or RIPAR-
IAN SUMMARY report, a box will appear that gives
the following options:

1. Print to PRINTER

2. Print to FILE

If you want a hardcopy of your report, choose 1.
Print to PRINTER. However, before you can print
out a report, you must assign a printer so that FBASE
knows where and in what format to print the report.
See “Section VIII. SYSTEM,” “Assigning a Work
Station Printer,” for information on how to assign a
printer.

If only one printer was assigned, the report will now
print out on that printer. If more than one printer was
assigned, a box is shown labeled Printer Selection,
and you must highlight the desired printer and press
<Enter>. The report will then be printed. If the
printer failed to print the report, or the report is not
is the correct format, see “Section VIII. SYSTEM,”
“Assigning a Work Station Printer.”

Figure 15—Sort options for PHYSICAL, FISH, and LWD reports.
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The reports for the PHYSICAL and FISH SUM-
MARY consist of multiple pages, or sub-reports, which
are divided by categories of data. The PHYSICAL
SUMMARY report has sub-reports for habitat dimen-
sions, channel parameters, bank stability and under-
cut, and substrate conditions, while the FISH SUM-
MARY report contains sub-reports by species and
habitat parameters. You have the option to print any
or all of these sub-reports. Enter Y or N as you are
questioned as to which sub-reports you want to print.
This allows you to reduce the amount of printing if you
only want the summary data for specific sub-reports
(for example, if the stream does not contain chinook or
steelhead, you would not need a printout of that sub-
report).

If you simply want to print a report to a text file so
that you can look at it on your computer screen, or you
want to incorporate the report into a word-processing
document for use in another report (for example, a
Biological Assessment), select 2. Print to FILE. A
dialog box is displayed that says:

Enter report FILE NAME:

Type any name up to eight characters long, preferably
one with intuitive meaning, in the space provided.
FBASE automatically assigns the extension PRN to
the file name, so do not assign an extension.

If you are printing a PHYSICAL or FISH summary,
you must now enter Y or N as to which sub- reports you
want to print to the file (see above).

To look at the text file, you must first exit FBASE by
pressing <Esc> until you are back at the DOS prompt.
While in the FBASE directory, enter TYPE
(FILENAME).PRN | MORE. Use the EDIT DOS
command instead of TYPE if you wish to cut and paste
to another document or view the file lengthwise (the
text in the reports is wrapped if TYPE is used). For
example, if the file was named LODGESUM, enter
TYPE LODGESUM.PRN | MORE. The report for
LODGESUM should now show on the screen. If it does
not, then you probably did not supply the correct file
name or extension.

The REACH SUMMARY 2 report has an additional
option displayed as 3. Print to DELIMITED File. If
you choose this option, the report is sent to an ASCII
text (TXT) file delimited by commas, called
REACHSM2.TXT. Having the report in this format
makes it easier to transfer the data to Oracle or other
UNIX programs.

Selecting Criteria for the INVENTORY
STATUS Report

After you choose the print option for the INVEN-
TORY STATUS report, you must select the State(s),
Forest(s), and District(s) for which you want the

listing of inventoried streams. The first selection box
shown is for States. If you have streams in your
database that span multiple states, you can choose all
the States by pressing <Enter> or select individual
States by pressing the <Space Bar> on your selection.
The Forest selection box is displayed next, and then
the District selection box. Make your selections as you
did for the States. If you want a report on all your
streams regardless of State, Forest, or District, press
<Enter> as each selection box is displayed. Your selec-
tion criteria are shown at the bottom of the report
(appendix E-10).

Report Formats

Whether you decide to print a report out on a printer
or to a file, the format is the same. Referring to the
reports in appendix E, you will notice that there is a
heading, then a row containing the variable names,
then the data below that. At the top left-hand side of
the report is the name of the program that calls the
report (such as FB_PPRNT). Next to that on the right
is the FBASE version number that is being used (such
as v98.03b). The descriptive name of the report is on
the top-middle of every page (for instance, R1/R4
FISH HABITAT INVENTORY SYSTEM; Physical
Habitat Raw Data Listing). For SUMMARY reports,
the sorting criteria are shown under the main heading
(for example, R1/R4 FISH HABITAT INVENTORY
SYSTEM; Summary of Main Channel Physical Habi-
tat Dimensions; Listing by Survey Reach and by Habi-
tat Type).

The Stream ID, EPA Reach, and Stream Name are
listed at the top left side of each page. The Forest and
District names are listed at the top middle of each
page. On the top right side of every page is the Run
date (date that the report was printed), Page, and
Study. For summary reports, if more than one stream
was summarized together and/or specific habitat units
were selected, the stream names, along with their
corresponding stream IDs and the units selected, are
listed on the left side of the report, and the EPA Reach
is located next to the District name in parentheses.
The Forest and District names, as well as Study are
listed separately for each stream.

In the INFO reports, the data for each unit are
displayed in rows and the data for each variable are
displayed in columns under each variable heading.
See appendix E-1 for an example of a HEADER INFO
report and E-2 for an example of a PHYSICAL INFO
report.

The summary variables in the SUMMARY reports
are listed across the page. The (m) after certain vari-
ables stands for meters (or (ft) if in feet), and the (n)
represents the sample size. Below these, the data are
grouped according to the first sort level chosen. For
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example, if the data are grouped by survey reach, each
survey reach (1, 2, 3, and so forth) is listed one at a time
with its corresponding data (appendix E-5). If the data
are grouped by survey reach, the reach type for each
reach as well as the lower and upper boundaries of the
survey reach are also listed (appendix E-5). If the data
are grouped by overall stream, there are no grouping
headers.

For PHYSICAL, LWD, FISH, and RIPARIAN SUM-
MARY reports, the second sorting level is represented
by the first variable listed on the left side of the report
in the variable heading. For example, if habitat type
was chosen as the second sort level, Habitat Type is
displayed (appendix E-4).

The data reside below the variable and grouping
headings. The habitat types, groups, or classes are
listed first (depending on which you select as the
secondary sort level). Next is the total number of units
falling within each of the habitat types, groups, or
classes, followed by the data for the summary vari-
ables. The sample size (n) is found in parentheses next
to most of the variables so that you know how many
data points went into the calculated value. Blank (not
collected or non-applicable) data are represented by a
dash (–).

Subtotals and (sub)means are shown for all reports
except those sorted by overall stream. They represent
the combined total or mean for all the habitat type,
group, or class data within the first grouping (such as
survey reach). The totals and means for all the data,
regardless of sorting level, are shown at the end of all
the summary reports.

The RIPARIAN summary report format is similar to
the others addressed above with one notable differ-
ence: the data are grouped according to the riparian
community type rather than the habitat type, group,
or class. Therefore, the first variable listed in the
variable heading is Riparian Community Type. Below
that is the primary grouping selected previously (for
instance, Survey Reach, Reach Type, and so forth). The
riparian community type codes and descriptions that
fall within each of the groupings are displayed below
the grouping names.

Examples of the PHYSICAL, LWD, FISH, and RI-
PARIAN SUMMARY reports are found in appendicies
E-3 through E-6. The variable calculations are in
appendix F.

The REACH SUMMARY reports contain no sort
level options. The summary data are grouped by sur-
vey reach and are displayed below the survey reach
number, reach type, and survey reach boundaries.
There are no sub-totals or totals for this report. See
appendix E-7 for an example of the REACH SUM-
MARY report and E-8 for an example of a REACH
SUMMARY 2 reports, and appendix F for the variable
calculations.

The HEADER COMMENTS report is divided by
survey reaches, and shows the survey reach number,
the corresponding reach type, and the lower and upper
reach boundaries. Below each reach heading are all
the header comments entered in the FBHEADER
table for that reach. The OTHER COMMENTS report
lists the key information for each habitat unit (Survey
Reach, Reach Type, Unit No, Chan Code, Side Unit,
and Hab. Type) and then displays the comments for
each unit by data type (Habitat, Fish, Riparian, and
LWD). See appendix E-9 for an example of an OTHER
COMMENTS report.

The INVENTORY STATUS report lists the Regions,
States, Forests, and Districts within the selection
criteria, and the survey information associated with
them. This information includes the streams, stream
IDs, survey reach numbers, studies, and survey lengths
(in meters). The end of the report displays the criteria
selected and the grand total of the survey lengths. An
example of this report can be found in appendix E-10.

The GISFILE and REACHSM2 Tables
Generated from the REACH SUMMARY
Reports

When you generate the REACH SUMMARY report,
the data are written to a DBF file called GISFILE.DBF.
Similarly, if you send the REACH SUMMARY 2 report
to a delimited text file, a file called REACHSM2.DBF
is created. These tables contain the data for the vari-
ables (or fields) by survey reach and are continually
updated every time you run the reports. If a summary
is generated more than one time for a given stream
survey, the table is updated with the most current
data, therefore avoiding duplicate records. The main
purpose of these tables is to provide reach attributes
that can be spatially located in an ARC/INFO geo-
graphic information system (GIS) environment.

GISFILE.DBF and REACHSM2.DBF can be ac-
cessed through dBASE, Paradox, Microsoft Access,
and other similarly structured database programs.
The data structures for these tables are shown in
appendix B. The GISFILE.DBF file contains the fields
_FROM, _MID, and _TO. The _FROM field contains
the starting point of the reach, _MID contains the
mid-point, and _TO contains the ending point in terms
of distance (in meters or feet, whichever is used for
habitat unit lengths). The purpose of these fields is to
provide reach addresses needed to generate route
systems in ARC/INFO.

Maintenance ___________________
There are several look-up tables used in FBASE for

data entry support and validation, and general infor-
mation. For example, when you enter a stream, the
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STREAMS table is referenced; when you enter a For-
est, the FORESTS table is referenced; and so on. The
TABLE1 table is used when there are several defined
options for a variable, such as Habitat Type. When
you press <F9> to view the options for the variable, you
are actually seeing the choices that are defined in this
look-up table. These tables require occasional updat-
ing as they contain somewhat dynamic information.
For example, you may need to add a stream to the
STREAMS table or modify Forest information (such
as when two Forests are combined and the name
changes) in the FORESTS table.

Look-up tables should be modified cautiously be-
cause doing so may undermine the standardization.
For example, adding more options for habitat types,
geologies, and so forth to the TABLE1 POPUP HELP
SYSTEM is inadvisable because this would deviate
from the standards established in the R1/R4 Inven-
tory procedures. Adding streams to the STREAMS
table is often necessary but should be done with
accuracy and thoroughness. It is important, however,
to maintain the look-up tables so that information in
the database is kept current and useable. This task
should be accomplished by a Database Administrator
(DBA).

Maintenance Menu

To update or edit the look-up tables, go to Mainte-
nance in the main menu. Five options are listed,

including 1. STREAM TABLE MAINTENANCE, 2.
REGION TABLE MAINTENANCE, 3. FOREST
TABLE MAINTENANCE, 4. DISTRICT TABLE
MAINTENANCE, and 5. TABLE1 POPUP HELP
SYSTEM (fig. 16). Press <Enter> on the table or the
corresponding number to access the table.

Adding a Record to a Look-Up Table

To add a record to a look-up table, press <F3> while
the table is highlighted. You are given a blank record
in which to enter the requested data. Refer to appendix
B and the R1/R4 Inventory procedures for more infor-
mation on what data are entered. When you have
completed the entry, press <Page Down> to save the
record.

The only reason to add a record to the TABLE1 look-
up table is if you want to increase the options for a
given variable when entering data for that variable,
for example, riparian community types (see caution-
ary statement above). To add a record to this look-up
table, access it as described above, then go to the
category (or data table name) where the pop-up will
appear by typing in the category name (such as
FBHEADER, HABITAT, and so forth) or paging down
to the appropriate category (fig. 17). Notice that in the
row beside the CATEGORY field are the FIELD and
POP UP fields (fig. 17). Use <Page Down> or the arrow
keys to get to the appropriate field name; names are in
alphabetical order (see appendix B for a list of field
names and corresponding variable descriptions for

Figure 16—Maintenance menu.
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Figure 17—TABLE1 POPUP HELP SYSTEM look-up table.

Figure 18—Entering a record in the TABLE1 POPUP HELP SYSTEM look-up table.
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each category). Once the record is highlighted, press
<F3> to add a new record with the same category and
field name. Then press <Enter> or arrow-key down to
Pop Up Line and add the desired information (fig.
18).

For example, to add another riparian community
type to the list of choices (remember, the list of choices
is displayed when you press <F9> while entering data
in the RIPARIAN table), type in RIPARIAN to scroll
down to the correct category, then <Page Down> until
the RIP_CD1_L field is highlighted. Since there are
several codes already in the look-up table, RIP_CD1_L
is listed several times; it does not matter which of
these records is highlighted. Press <F3> to add a new
choice. At Pop Up Line, enter the code for a new
riparian community type (fig. 18). If you want to add
a description of the type that will be displayed when
pressing <F9> during data entry, make sure you first
leave enough spaces to fill the field width before you
start the description. For instance, if the new code was
XXXX, you would space over nine more spaces before
starting the description since the field width for
RIP_CD1_L is 13 (fig. 18). The contents in Box Title
(fig. 18) appear at the top of the table when it is called
up during data entry. For instance, the box title at the
top of the table displaying the riparian community
types is Riparian Comm. Type. You can leave this
blank since only the first record for a given field needs
to contain a box title. If you add a riparian community
type, remember that there are four fields that must

contain the same types (RIP_CD1_L, RIP_CD2_L,
RIP_CD1_R, and RIP_CD2_R), so you must add a
record for each of these fields in TABLE1.

Editing a Record in a Look-Up Table

You should edit a record rather than add one if the
record is present but the information must be modi-
fied. For example, if you added a stream to the
STREAMS table but entered the wrong EPA reach
number, you should edit the EPA reach number in that
record rather than adding another STREAMS record
(fig. 19). This reduces clutter in the table and ensures
that established links are not upset.

To edit a record in a look-up table, press <Enter> on
the table, then <F4>. Edit the appropriate data, then
press <Page Down> or <Enter> through the record to
save it. After you make a change in the table, you must
re-select the record that was changed if applicable to
any data you already entered. For example, if you
change an EPA reach number in a STREAMS record
(do not do this unless you added the record) and there
are FBHEADER records that contain data for that
stream and reach, you must go to the affected
FBHEADER record(s) and change the stream ID (for
instance, change the first character) so that the
STREAMS table is called up again. Then you can
reselect the now edited stream record so that your data
record is current.

Figure 19—Editing a STREAMS record in the STREAMS look-up table.
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Deleting a Record in a Look-Up Table

To delete a record from a look-up table, press <F5>
while in the table and the record you wish to delete is
highlighted. The following message appears:

Is it OK to DELETE this record? (Y/N)

If you enter Y, the record will be deleted from the
table; if N, then the cursor will go back to the top of the
record. Before you delete a record from a look-up table,
be careful that the record is not referenced anywhere
in your data (for instance, do not delete a Forest from
the FORESTS table if that Forest appears in an
FBHEADER record). If you attempt to delete a stream
from the STREAMS table for which you have entered
data, you will get the following error message:

Error BASE/1066 Argument error: condi-
tional

If you get this message, press any key and then re-
access FBASE. You will notice that the STREAMS
record was not deleted. If you want to delete the
STREAMS record, you must first delete the data that
are linked to that record and then delete the STREAMS
record.

There are very few instances when you should delete
a record from a look-up table. Usually, the record
should be edited rather than deleted. One example of
when deleting a record is appropriate is if two Forests
have combined and hence only one record is needed for

the new name rather than two. In this case, edit one of
the records so that it has the combined name and
delete the other. However, first edit any FBHEADER
records that reference that Forest, then make the
deletion. Also note that updates to the look-up tables
are typically provided with new FBASE versions, so
most of these changes are unnecessary for you to
undertake.

You should make a backup of the data before delet-
ing multiple records (see “Section VIII. SYSTEM,”
“Backing Up Your Data”). If you deleted a record in a
table that you did not want to delete, see “Section VIII.
SYSTEM,” “Restoring Data from FBASE Backup.”

Utilities ________________________
FBASE utilities provide a means for transferring

data sets (import and export utilities), calculating
habitat unit addresses for GIS use (dynamic segmen-
tation routine), and performing database “house-clean-
ing” (file re-indexing and sorting utility). These utili-
ties were built into FBASE to make these tasks more
efficient and straight-forward than if you were to
perform them outside the system.

Utilities Menu

From the main menu, under Utilities, you will find
four options, including 1. EXPORT STREAM PACK-
AGE, 2. IMPORT STREAM PACKAGE, 3.

Figure 20—Utilities menu.
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DYNAMIC SEGMENTATION, and 4. RE-INDEX
DATABASE FILES (fig. 20). To access any of these
items, type the corresponding number or arrow-key
down to the item and press <Enter>.

The EXPORT STREAM PACKAGE Utility

Sometimes it is desirable to extract only parts of the
data instead of entire files, as when you wish to
transfer some stream data to another computer or
share specific data with other biologists. If you were to
transfer entire data files (FBHEADER, HABITAT,
LWD, and so forth) to another computer that has
FBASE data, these files would overwrite the existing
data files that reside on that system. Therefore, this
utility should be used whenever (1) You want to
transfer only a portion of the data (specific streams or
survey reaches) to another system; (2) There are exist-
ing data on the system to which you are transferring
the data and you do not want to overwrite these data;
or (3) You want to archive individual groups of stream
data as a data backup mechanism or because the files
are getting too big for the space or memory available on
your computer. It is important to note the difference
between exporting a stream package and making a
backup of your data. Exporting is used to create export
files containing specific parts of the data, while back-
ing up your data through FBASE creates a file con-
taining ALL of your data (see “Section VIII. SYSTEM,”
“Backing Up Your Data,” for more information on this
topic).

Exporting a Stream Package

PKZIP, a file-compression software package, is re-
quired in order to use the EXPORT utility. This is
because FBASE creates a ZIP file that contains the
specified stream data in a compressed format so that
they use up less disk space. The directory containing
PKZIP (such as PKZIP, PKWARE) must also be in the
path statement of your AUTOEXEC.BAT file so that
FBASE can find it when creating the export file (if you
are using Windows 95 or above, this is recommended
but not required). To confirm whether the PKZIP
directory is in your path, type PATH from the DOS
prompt. If it is not listed, go into the AUTOEXEC.BAT
file and add it (see your MS-DOS or PKZIP manual for
specific instructions). PKZIP should be installed in its
own directory rather than under another directory
such as FBASE. Refer to your MS-DOS or PKZIP
manual for instructions on performing these tasks.
The EXPORT utility will work with PKZIP version 1.0
for DOS or above; it has not been tested with other
versions of PKZIP for DOS, or PKZIP for Windows.

 The following steps are performed for exporting
stream data:

1. Before exporting stream data, re-index your data-
base, especially if data have been edited and not re-
indexed. See “The RE-INDEX DATABASE FILES
Utility” below (this section) for instructions.

2. Press <Enter> or <1> for EXPORT STREAM
PACKAGE under Utilities in the main menu (fig.
20). The STREAMS table is displayed.

3. Type in the name of the stream for which you have
data to export, and select the record with the correct
stream ID.

4. The STREAM SELECTION FOR EXPORT
screen now shows the selected stream ID at the top. It
prompts you for the following information:

Enter unique transfer file name:

Enter an export file name up to six characters (do not
enter an extension). It is helpful if you enter a name
that resembles the stream name. For example, enter
LODGE as a file name for Lodgepole Creek data.

Enter stream STUDY—Provide the study (such as
I98) of the data you are exporting. If there is more than
one study for the stream and you want the export file
to contain all of the studies, leave this entry blank; or,
if the stream has only one study, you can also leave it
blank.

Enter Drive ID—Enter the drive letter (the default
is C) where you would like the export file to be created.
For instance, if you want the export file to be written
to a floppy, type A (or the appropriate floppy drive
letter).

If data for the stream and/or study are not found, the
following message is displayed:

No STREAM records found for EXPORT!

In this case, re-select the stream and study and try
again.

5. The data is now prepared for exporting and sev-
eral files are created. These files start with a character
that represents the data category (S for stream, H for
header, P for physical, F for fish, R for riparian, and L
for large woody debris), followed by an underscore and
the first six characters of the stream ID (for example,
H_ID2097.DBF). They have extensions of both DBF
and DBT (memo file).

The next screen shows the PKZIP command that is
used to create the export file (fig. 21). If the file name
you specified was LODGE for example, the PKZIP
command says to create a file called TXLODGE by
zipping the files that have been prepared (for example,
?_ID2097.DB?). The question marks are wildcards
that are used to capture any files that begin with a
character (such as S, H, and so on as explained above)
and end with extensions starting with DB followed by
a character (in this case, DBF or DBT).
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If the destination drive is a floppy drive, you will also
see the switches -&wv, -rP, and -ex in the command
(fig. 21). The -&wv says to span multiple disks, wipe
the disk (so make sure the disk is free of needed data)
and verify when spanning. The -rP means that PKZIP
will recurse subdirectories and preserve the path
structure (in otherwords, all the levels of subdirectories
and files are preserved). The -ex indicates maximum
compression.

Below the PKZIP command is the ZIP2EXE (file
name) command that only appears if you are exporting
to a hard drive. This command tells PKZIP to make a
self-extracting file from the ZIP file (for example
TXLODGE.EXE). This is useful because the recipient
of the export file does not need PKZIP software to
import the data. The EXE file cannot be created on a
floppy disk however.

You can press <enter> to follow the commands listed
or you can change the command to suit individual
needs. For example, if you wish to also format a disk,
you could add the switch -&f to the PKZIP command
(see your PKZIP manual for more information on
options).

6. When the above commands are issued, the export
file is created. Then a directory appears that shows
where the export file(s) resides, the size of the file, and
when it was modified and accessed. The main purpose
of this is to show you if the file was created. If the file
was not created for some reason (because, for example,
PKZIP is not on your computer), the message File not
found is shown under the directory.

Freeing Up Hard Drive Space

If you are running out of hard drive space on your
computer, or you have so much data that the system is
slow-running, you may want to archive some old data
to make room for incoming data. As to whether you
should archive the data using the EXPORT utility or
by making a system backup, I recommend that you at

least do a system backup because you can save files
other than just the tables containing the entered data,
such as the other look-up tables, indexes, and so forth
(see “Section VIII. SYSTEM,” “Backing Up Your Data”).
However, you may also want to export each stream
data set as well so that you can bring specific data back
into the system when needed. If you only have a
system backup, you will not be able to append the old
data to the new through FBASE since restoring the
backup will result in overwriting the existing files.

After the data are backed up or exported, you can
delete the data to free up hard drive space if needed
(see “Section IV. DATA ENTRY,” “Deleting Records”).
However, first make sure that your backup is current
and that the export files are free of errors.

The IMPORT STREAM PACKAGE Utility

The purpose of this utility is to append data from the
export file to an existing database system (see “The
EXPORT STREAM PACKAGE Utility” above). This
facilitates data transfer between computers or allows
you to un-archive data back into your system. Import-
ing data is different from restoring data from an
FBASE backup in that the data are added to existing
data, rather than replaced with the data.

Importing a Stream Package

If an EXE export file (for example, TXLODGE.EXE)
was created, PKZIP software is not required in order
to import the file. However, if the export file was
created on a floppy disk as a ZIP file, PKZIP is needed
for importation. See “The EXPORT STREAM PACK-
AGE Utility,” “Exporting a Stream Package,” above
for more information.

The following steps are performed for importing
stream data:

1. Before importing a stream, re-index your data,
especially if they have not been re-indexed since the

Figure 21—PKZIP command to create export file.
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last edits. See “The RE-INDEX DATABASE FILES
Utility” below (this section) for instructions.

2. Press <2> for IMPORT STREAM PACKAGE
under Utilities in FBASEŁ’s main menu (fig. 20).

3. Type the drive ID to indicate where the export file
is located. The default is C.

4. The IMPORT STREAM GROUP screen is dis-
played with a box that reads Make Import Selection
and lists the export files available for import. Select
the first export file that you want to import and press
<Enter>. Note that files being imported from the hard
drive have the extension EXE, whereas those on flop-
pies have a ZIP extension.

5. A PKUNZIP command is shown (fig. 22) that tells
PKZIP to extract the files contained in the export file.
If you are unzipping a file from a floppy disk, you will
be prompted to insert the last disk of the backup set.
When the file is imported, you will receive a message
that the update is complete.

6. If you have more files to import, repeat the above
steps. Notice that the previously imported file is no
longer listed as an option for importing. After import-
ing the data, the export file is deleted from the FBASE
directory.

7. Re-index the database again (see “The RE-INDEX
DATABASE FILES Utility” below in this section for
instructions).

Contents of the Imported Data

All of the data for the stream ID and study specified
in the export file are imported, including a STREAMS
record if not already present in the STREAMS table.
When a stream data set is imported, FBASE looks for
a matching stream ID, study, and survey reach combi-
nation. If found, the data are not imported. If any one
of these key variables is different, the data are im-
ported. Therefore, if you are importing two reaches,
one of which already exists on the system, only the one
that does not exist is imported. If you are importing
data that represent an update of data already on the

system, you must first delete the applicable header
records from the current system and then import the
updated data (see “Section IV. DATA ENTRY,” “Delet-
ing Records”).

The DYNAMIC SEGMENTATION Utility

This utility prepares your habitat data for dynamic
segmentation in a geographic information system (GIS)
by calculating addresses for each main channel habi-
tat unit. For each main channel unit of the chosen
stream data set, FBASE calculates the habitat unit’s
positional length (in meters or feet, depending on what
was specified in the header for the measurement unit)
based on the length of the unit and its relative distance
from the start of the survey reach (Radko 1997). It
calculates the point where the unit started from,
where it ended, and the mid-point, and puts these
values in fields that it creates in the database struc-
ture.

When the HABITAT table is brought into the GIS,
the addresses are used to “tell” the GIS where each
unit is along a linear gradient (survey reach). Once the
stream data are spatially located in a GIS, stream
habitat conditions can be analyzed relative to other
geographic features (for example, vegetation, roads,
and so forth), resulting in improved resource under-
standing, data organization, and information-sharing
(Radko 1997).

Running the DYNAMIC SEGMENTATION
Utility

The following are the steps required to run the
DYNAMIC SEGMENTATION utility:

1. Go to Utilities in the main menu and press <3> or
arrow-key down to 3. DYNAMIC SEGMENTATION
and press <Enter>.

2. Choose the stream from the STREAMS table,
making sure to select the correct stream ID (the EPA

Figure 22—PKUNZIP command to import data.
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reach number is unimportant for this task). If you
choose a stream that has no data, you will get a
message that says that the data for that stream do not
exist and you will be returned to the main menu. If this
occurs, try selecting a stream again.

3. If there is more than one study for the stream, the
study choices are displayed under Select STUDY.
Use the arrow key to highlight the desired study and
press <Enter>.

4. Once you select a stream and study, a screen
appears that shows the stream ID and name at the top
(such as ID2097 - LODGEPOLE CR) and you will get
a message similar to the following (but with the stream
name you have selected):

Process records for LODGEPOLE CR DY-
NAMIC SEGMENTATION Now? (Y/N)

If you enter N (the default), you will be returned to the
main menu. If you enter Y, FBASE will run the utility
and will show how many records it has processed (such
as 17 of 32), until eventually the number of records
processed is the same as the total number of records in
the data set.

The FROM_, TO_, and MID_ Fields and Data

FBASE creates the fields FROM_, TO_, and MID_
when you run the dynamic segmentation utility, and
it puts the unit locational data in these fields. For
example, the first habitat unit in the survey reach may
go from 0 (FROM_) to 23.3 (TO_), with a mid-point of
11.7(MID_); the second unit may go from 23.3(FROM_)
to 40.0(TO_) with a mid-point of 31.7(MID_); and so on.
The first habitat unit of every reach has a FROM_ of
0. The data in the new fields are located in the
HABITAT.DBF table and can be accessed through
dBASE, Paradox, Microsoft Access, or other database
that can open or import DBF files.

Transferring the Data into a GIS

The HABITAT.DBF table can be transferred to a
GIS by using FTP protocol (if transferring from a PC
to a UNIX workstation) and using an ARC/INFO
command to convert the file from a DBF format to an
INFO file format. See Spatially Linking Basinwide
Stream Inventories to Arcs Representing Streams in a
Geographic Information System (Radko 1997) for more
information on how to use FBASE data with a GIS.

The RE-INDEX DATABASE FILES Utility

This utility allows you to re-index and sort data in
individual tables or all the tables at once. Indexing the
tables helps FBASE find the indexed field’s value and
location by creating an NTX file containing this infor-
mation. This is especially important for the table links

since FBASE must search for matches so that the data
in the tables can be related. You should re-index if you
are editing data, moving data (such as when you are
exporting or importing data), or prior to making back-
ups of your data. It should also be done on a routine
basis, depending on how often you use FBASE and
make changes to tables, in order to keep the database
“clean.”

Sorting the tables results in a physical rearranging
within the database tables. It is used less often than
re-indexing alone but can make your system run more
efficiently if done on an occasional basis.

Re-indexing and Sorting Database Files

Following these steps to re-index and sort data
tables:

1. Go to Utilities from the main menu and press <4>
or arrow-key down to 4. RE-INDEX DATABASE
FILES and press <Enter>.

2. A screen is displayed that reads the following:

Re-Index Data Files! This is followed by the
options With Sorting or Standard.

Select With Sorting if you want to re-index and sort
the data; select Standard if you only want to re-index.
Sorting the data takes a substantial amount of addi-
tional time and should be used more sparingly.

3. After you make your selection, a screen displays
the following:

Re-Index Data Files! This is followed by the
options All Database Files or Only Select Da-
tabase Files.

It is usually desirable to re-index all the files, espe-
cially if you are preparing to transport or back up data.
However, if you are sorting the data as well and have
only made changes to one or a few tables, you may
want to re-index all the database files and then go back
and sort only the files with which you have been
working (this will also re-index those files because
sorting cannot be done without re-indexing).

If you choose to re-index or sort all the files, a list of
the tables is shown and they will be automatically re-
indexed one at a time. As each one is finished, a check
mark is displayed next to the table name.

If you choose to re-index and/or sort only selected
files, a message will appear for every table, asking
whether you want to re-index that table (fig. 23). The
default is Y, so just press <Enter> if you want to select
that file for re-indexing. If you type N, you will go to the
next table and type Y or N. If you have finished re-
indexing the desired tables and you are not at the end
of the list, press <Esc>. However, do not hit <Esc>
while a table is being re-indexed. Doing so will gener-
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Figure 24—Re-indexing a selected table to an index file.

Figure 23—Selecting tables for re-indexing.
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ate an error message and you will have to log back into
FBASE and re-index that table again.

The bar at the bottom of the screen marks the
progress during re-indexing, and the box above the bar
indicates the name of the index file to which the data
are being indexed (fig. 24). FBASE first “packs” the
data (deletes marked records), then re-indexes, then
sorts the tables (if this option was chosen), and then re-
indexes again if sorting was done.

Frequency of Re-indexing and Sorting

As mentioned above, how often you re-index and sort
depends on how much you use FBASE and make
changes to the tables. A good rule-of-thumb is to re-
index all database files at the end of the day when in
the data entry and editing mode and to sort about once
a week. There are also other relevant occasions at
which time you should re-index. These include: prior
to exporting or making backups; after adding your
password to the USERFILE table; before and after
importing data; restoring data from backups; and
running the dynamic segmentation routine. Also re-
index if you receive suspicious errors that appear
related to indexing; for example, if you get a message
that values were not found in the look-up table when
you are saving a record in the FBHEADER or HABI-
TAT table and the values are visible in the look-up
table. In this case, FBASE has lost its ability to locate

and connect to the reference tables. Re-indexing will
remedy this problem.

System ________________________
In this section, you will learn how to set up and

configure FBASE to be compatible with your worksta-
tion and printer, add your password, and back up and
restore data. You should ideally set up your system
before entering data so that you can log into FBASE
with your own password, utilize your workstation’s
components most efficiently (for example, a color moni-
tor), and print reports that are formatted correctly.

System Menu

Under System in the main menu, you will find the
following four options: 1. SYSTEM CONFIGURA-
TION (SETUP), 2. BACKUP DATA TO FLOP-
PIES, and 3. RESTORE DATA FROM FLOPPIES
(fig. 25). To access any of these items, type the corre-
sponding number or arrow-key down to your choice
and press <Enter>.

Configuring Your System

The way in which you configure your system dictates
how FBASE utilizes your particular computer for
various tasks and recognizes users as having certain

Figure 25—System menu.
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privileges. In this way, you will optimize your
computer’s capabilities in utilizing FBASE and
control the level of access for different users on your
system.

System Configuration (Setup) Menu

From System in the main menu, press <1> or <En-
ter> on 1. SYSTEM CONFIGURATION (SETUP).
There are four options from which to choose, including
1. COMPANY NAME INFORMATION, 2. WORK
STATION SETUP, 3. EMPLOYEE PASSWORD
SECURITY, and R. RE-INDEX DATABASE FILES.
Type the corresponding number (or letter) or arrow-
key down to your choice and press <Enter>.

Company Name Information

The reason for adding the company name informa-
tion is so that the heading at the top of the main menu
screen will identify the Forest or District name and the
original location of the data will be obvious if the
database is transferred to another location.

To edit the record in the COMPANY table, enter the
following information (type over existing non-appli-
cable data): Company Name (Forest or District name),
Address, City, State, Zip + 4, and Phone (including
the area code). Press <Enter> from the last entry, or
<Page Down> to save the record.

Work Station Setup

The purpose of setting up your work station (or PC)
is so that FBASE uses the correct configurations for
your computer. These include network and printer
options.

Work Station Setup Menu—Under WORK STA-
TION SETUP there are two options, including 1.
WORK STATION SETUP FOR THIS STATION,
and 2. PRINTER ASSIGNMENT FOR THIS STA-
TION.

Work Station Setup for Your Station—To set up
your work station, select 1. WORK STATION SETUP
FOR THIS STATION from 2. WORK STATION
SETUP by pressing <Enter> or typing <1>. Provide
the following information from the screen prompts (or
type over existing information if present): Enter Work
station Location/Phone (can leave blank), Color
Monitor with this Work station? (Y/N) (the default
is Y), and Network Printer Capture Options. If
you are not on a network, leave the network printer
capture options blank. When finished, press <Enter>
on the last entry or <Page Down> to save.

Assigning a Work Station Printer—To set up
your printer for reports, select 2. PRINTER AS-
SIGNMENT FOR THIS STATION from 2.

WORK STATION SETUP. There are two options, 1.
CONFIGURE WORK STATION PRINTER(S), and
2. MODIFY PRINTERS AND ASSIGNED CODES.

First select 1. CONFIGURE WORK STATION
PRINTER(S). The second option is only used if your
printer does not have a pre-established configuration.
A screen is displayed that reads 1. PRINTER L1, 2.
PRINTER L2, and so forth. Press <Enter> while on 1.
PRINTER L1. A list of printers that FBASE supports
is displayed with the heading of Printers Selection
(fig. 26). Find your printer on the list and press
<Enter> to select the printer. If your computer is
connected to more than one printer, you can then
select the second printer for PRINTER L2, and so on.
To delete a printer from its assigned position (it will
not be deleted from the selection list), highlight the
printer position, press <F8> and enter Y when it asks
Delete PRINTER from assigned position? (Y/N).

If the exact printer name is not on the list, find one
on the list that is of the same type (laser, DeskJet, dot-
matrix, and so forth) and that uses the same printer
control language. For instance, the HP LaserJet III
can be used as a substitute for the Panasonic KX-
P4420 Laser Printer. You may have to do some experi-
menting to find a compatible printer if yours is not
listed, so select a report that is short, or select <F6> for
Test Printout under 2. MODIFY PRINTERS AND
ASSIGNED CODES (see below) while the printer
you are testing is highlighted. To print a report using
a dot-matrix printer, you must use wide paper (11x8.5-
inch) in order to fit the report on the page, unless the
printer is able to print landscape.

If your printer is not on the list of configured print-
ers, and you have tried similarly configured printers
with no success, you must add your printer to the
system from 2. MODIFY PRINTERS AND AS-
SIGNED CODES (under 2. WORK STATION
SETUP/2. PRINTER ASSIGNMENT FOR THIS
STATION). A screen is displayed with the header
ADD/EDIT/DELETE PRINTERS, EDIT PRINTER
CODES. You need the manual for your printer to be
able to add the proper codes. I suggest that you add
printer codes, rather than edit existing codes, and that
you do not delete any printers from the list since they
may be needed in the future.

At the bottom of your screen you will see your
options, which include F1 for Help, F4 to Add Printer,
F5 to Delete Printer, F6 to Test Printout, ENTER
to Edit, and Esc to Exit. Press <F4> to add a printer.
Enter the name of the printer (including model) where
the screen reads Add Printer. Now the printer name
will appear on the left and top of the screen and a blank
configuration page on the right. The options that
appear on the bottom include F1 for Help, Move with
the up and down arrow keys, ENTER to Modify, F7
to Edit Printer Name, and ESC to Quit.
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Figure 26—Selecting a printer from the printer list.

Figure 27—Entering a password record.
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Press <Enter> to add the control codes for Special
Setup. You are now asked to enter the ASCII values
for Special Setup. Refer to your printer manual for
these values under symbol set PC-8(D/N). As you type
in the ASCII values, the corresponding ASCII charac-
ters will appear (or vise versa if you press <Tab> and
enter the characters). When you are finished, press
<Page Down> to save. Press <Enter> again to add the
control codes for Printer Reset, and continue the
process until you have made all the necessary configu-
rations (many of them may not apply to your printer).
To test the printer, select <F6> for Test Printout. If
the printer was correctly configured in FBASE, the
printout will print text and characters in the format
that the text describes. For instance, the line reading
CONDENSED PRINT MODE! will be condensed.

To modify existing codes, press <Enter> on the
printer name, arrow-key down to the code that you
want to change, and press <Enter>. Edit the ASCII
values or characters and press <Page Down> to save.
Modifying existing codes is not recommended unless
the codes are incorrect for the specified printer (in
other words, do not change the printer name and edit
the codes instead of adding a printer).

Password Security

There are two reasons why password security is
used in this system. The first is to provide a basic level
of security so that only those who are familiar with the
purpose and uses of FBASE have access to the data.
The second is so that the system can keep track of who
is using the system at a given time in case a need for
that information arises (this is especially applicable if
there are many users). Password security offers some
control over who can access the system and at what
level they can access the data.

Getting into FBASE for the First Time—When
you log into FBASE, you are prompted for a password.
Initially, use the password TEMP to access FBASE.
However, when you first get into FBASE, add your
own password so that the system can identify you in
future sessions. Then delete the TEMP password (see
“Deleting a Password” below).

Adding Your Password—To add your password,
go to 1. SYSTEM CONFIGURATION (SETUP)
under System, then select 3. EMPLOYEE PASS-
WORD SECURITY. A table is displayed with the
heading USER LOOKUP on the USER DATA screen.
Press <F6> to add a password record. Enter your Last
Name, First Name, and Initials. Next enter your
supervisor’s last name (Super Last Name) and first
name (Supr First Name) (fig. 27). The DBA should
decide your Security level. The choices for security
level are 00, 01, or 02. Anything above level 02 is
treated the same as 02. The security level dictates

which parts of the system you can access and if you can
manipulate data. Security level 00 is considered the
SYSTEM MANAGER level, which enables the user to
access everything available in the database and to
add, delete, and otherwise manipulate data. Level 01
users can do everything 00 users can do except access
system tasks (such as work station setup, data backup
routines, and so forth). If a level 01 user tries to access
System, the message Must have a SYSTEM MAN-
AGER access level is shown. Level 02 (and above)
users are basically view-only users. They cannot add,
delete, or edit any of the tables, including the look-up
tables under Maintenance. They also cannot utilize
the re- index or dynamic segmentation utilities (al-
though they can import and export data). Obviously,
data entry personnel need to be at level 00 or 01 to be
able to add and edit data. Level 01 should be sufficient
for most data entry clerks unless they are responsible
for backing up data, in which case they should be
assigned the 00 level. Users at all levels can run
reports and view all data.

Finally, add your New Password which must be six
characters or less (you can also use numbers)(fig. 27).
Make sure that your password is unique, otherwise
you will get the following message:

DUPLICATE use of Password! Please assign
a UNIQUE Password.

If you get this message, enter another password. Save
this record by pressing <Enter> after typing in your
password.

Editing Your Password—To edit your password,
press <Enter> while the record is highlighted, make
the necessary changes, and press <Enter> on the last
entry or <Page Down> to save the changes.

Deleting a Password—You can delete a password
record (if you are a SYSTEM MANAGER) by pressing
<F7> on the record to be deleted. You will get this
message:

DELETE this User from the System? (Y/N).

Enter Y to delete the record. For security reasons, it is
a good idea to delete the TEMP password after you
have added your own.

Printing the Passwords—You can also print a list
of users with passwords by pressing <F4>. A screen
displaying PRINT USER ROSTER is displayed with
options for ONLY ACTIVE, ALL USERS, or CAN-
CEL PRINT. This report prints the user’s name,
initials, security level, and supervisor for the active
user(s) or all users.

Using Your Password in Future Sessions—After
you add your password to the system, press <F9> from
the main menu for New Clerk. Then enter your new
password. Notice that the name that appears at the
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bottom left of the screen is now your first name rather
than UNKNOWN. If the user changes during an
FBASE session, the new user should press <F9> and
enter his/her own password so that FBASE can keep
track of who is using FBASE at any given time with a
table called ACTLOG.DBF.

If you enter an invalid password, FBASE will give
you a BAD PASSWORD message. Wait for the Enter
Password: dialog box to appear and try again. If you
enter an invalid password three times in a row, you are
taken back to the DOS prompt.

Using the ACTLOG TABLE—FBASE keeps track of
who is using FBASE by updating a table called
ACTLOG.DBF (see appendix B for the file structure).
When you enter your password, this table is updated
and includes your name, the machine ID, your user
level, and the date and time you logged in. If you want
to look at this table because, for instance, changes
have been made to the data and you want to know who
was using FBASE most recently, you can view the file
in another database (or spreadsheet) program, such as
dBASE, Paradox, Access, and so forth.

Re-indexing Database Files

This option is also available under Utilities. If you
wish to access this utility from System, go to 1.
SYSTEM CONFIGURATION (SETUP), then select
R. RE-INDEX DATABASE FILES. Refer to “Section
VII. UTILITIES,” “The RE-INDEX DATABASE FILES
Utility” for instructions on re-indexing and sorting
your tables.

Backing Up Your Data

It is vitally important that your tables be backed up
on a regular basis to avoid losing valuable data and
time. Making backups is relatively easy to do and the
time expenditure doing so is minor if you consider the
time it takes to re-enter or edit data if somehow they
are lost. If a table becomes corrupted, it may have
serious implications not only for that table, but for the
database as a whole. For example, if the FBHEADER
table should become corrupt, all the links established
with the other tables are also jeopardized. Therefore,
the only options to remedy this problem are to restore
the tables from a backup, or re-enter all the data, the
latter option taking up to three or four weeks or more.
FBASE has its own backup utility for your convenience,
but backups can also be easily made outside of FBASE
(see “Making Backups Outside of FBASE” below).

Backing Up Data Versus Using the Export Utility

As discussed in section “VII. UTILITIES,” “The
EXPORT STREAM PACKAGE Utility,” making a

backup of your data should not be confused with
exporting data. Exporting extracts the desired data
(specific streams) from the data files and creates new
files, while backing up data through FBASE involves
making copies of entire files. Exporting is used prima-
rily to append data onto FBASE tables that exist on
another computer. However, exporting can be used for
backing up data if you want to back up individual
stream survey sets, but making a full backup is still
recommended. Similarly, data backups done through
FBASE can serve the purpose of transferring files
(including data files) to another computer, but if that
computer already contains FBASE data you must be
careful not to overwrite existing files.

Making Data Backups

PKZIP software is required in order to back up data
using FBASE. See “Section VII. UTILITIES,” “The
EXPORT STREAM PACKAGE Utility,” “Exporting a
Stream Package,” for more information about this
requirement.

The following are the steps required to make a
backup of your data through FBASE:

1. Re-index and sort your database tables before
making any backups (see “Section VII. UTILITIES,”
“The RE-INDEX DATABASE FILES Utility,” for in-
structions).

2. Go to System in the main menu, then type <2> or
arrow key down to 2. BACKUP DATA TO FLOP-
PIES and press <Enter> (fig. 25).

3. A dialog box appears that reads Backup Files to
Floppy: and gives the options to backup to the A:
Drive, B: Drive, or Just ARCHIVE to C: (or the
drive on which FBASE resides). Use the right and left
arrow keys to make your selection and press <Enter>.
Make sure that you have a floppy diskette in the A or
B drive if that is where the data will be backed up.

4. Now a screen gives you the choice of backing up
the PROGRAM DATA Set Only or the Entire SUB-
DIRECTORY. The “program data set” constitutes all
the tables and their attached index and memo files,
whereas the “entire sub-directory” encompasses all
the files in your FBASE directory, including
FBASE.EXE, import and export files, report files, and
subdirectories. Press <Enter> on your selection.

If you choose to back up the entire subdirectory, you
will get this message:

NOTE! S_BKFILE.ZIP can only be restored
using the ‘PKUNZIP’ command.

This simply means that you cannot restore the backup
through FBASE since it contains all the files, includ-
ing the program that runs FBASE. Instead, you must
issue a command from the DOS prompt (or Windows)
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to extract the data (see “Restoring Data from an
FBASE Backup,” “Restoring Data” below for more
instruction).

5. The next screen shows a PKZIP command. This
command varies slightly depending on whether you
are backing up to a floppy or the hard drive and if you
back up the data files or the entire subdirectory. If you
choose to back up the data files to a floppy, the
following command is displayed:

PKZIP -&wv -rP -ex A:D_BKFILE *.DB? *.FPT
*.NTX *.IDX *.CDX

This command says to write a file called D_BKFILE to
a floppy in the A drive containing all files that end in
the specified extentions (for example, DBF, DBT, FPT,
and so on). The -&wv says to span multiple disks, wipe
the disk (so make sure the disk is free of needed data)
and verify when spanning. The -rP means that PKZIP
will recurse subdirectories and preserve the path
structure, and the -ex indicates maximum compres-
sion. Press <Enter> to execute the command, or modify
it if needed (for example, if you want to back up only
the DBF and DBT files, you can delete everything after
*.DB?).

If you have a virus scanner on your PC that actively
scans disks, and the ZIP file spans more than one
diskette, you may get a system error or you will not be
able to continue the backup on the second diskette. If
this occurs, first check the diskette to make sure it is
free of viruses, then disable the virus scanner before
creating the backup (if you are running Windows95,
the virus scanner can be disabled by re-starting Win-
dows in MS-DOS mode).

The command used for backing up the data files to
the hard drive is similar, except that the backup file is
saved to the hard drive (for example C:\FBASE)
instead of the floppy drive and the switches -&wv and
-rP are not included. Also, an additional line is added
as follows:

ZIP2EXE C:\FBASE\D_BKFILE.ZIP

This command converts the ZIP file to an EXE file so
that you are able to restore the files without having
PKZIP software on the receiving computer. See “Re-
storing Data from an FBASE Backup,” “Restoring
Data” below for more information.

If you chose to back up the entire subdirectory, the
screen displays commands similar to the following:

PKZIP -ex C:\FBASE\S_BKFILE *.*

ZIP2EXE C:\FBASE\S_BKFILE.ZIP

This indicates that a file called S_BKFILE will be
created (instead of D_BKFILE) and that all the files
(*.*) are included in the backup, not just those with
specified extensions. As with the D_BKFILE file, the
S_BKFILE is also coverted to an executable so that the

recipient of the backup does not need PKZIP to restore
the data.

6. After the PKZIP command is issued, the backup
file is created and you can see the files being “added”
to the backup file. When it is finished, a directory of the
file is shown so that you know that it has been created.
If the file was not created, you probably do not have the
required PKZIP software or the PKZIP directory is not
in the path statement in your AUTOEXEC.BAT file
(see “Section VII. UTILITIES,” “The EXPORT STEAM
PACKAGE Utility,” “Exporting a Stream package,”
for more information about the PKZIP requirement).

Frequency of Making Data Backups

You should make a program data set backup fre-
quently if you are entering and editing data. You may
also want to back up the entire subdirectory on occa-
sion, especially if it contains files other than data files
(such as reports, import/export files, and so forth) that
you wish to keep. It is helpful to establish a routine for
making backups so that it is done consistently. For
instance, you may want to have five floppies, one for
each day of the work-week and labeled as such. Every
day during data entry and editing, you could make a
backup to the designated floppy.

Making Backups Outside of FBASE

You are not required to create backups through
FBASE, and cannot if you do not have PKZIP on your
system. There are many other ways to create data
backups, such as utilizing a tape or Bernoulli drive. If
these options are not available, you can simply copy
the desired files through DOS or Windows to floppies
and/or the hard drive. However you decide to make
backups, make certain it is performed on a regular
basis.

Restoring Data from an FBASE Backup

The restore utility provides a means of restoring
data into FBASE from a backup file previously created
in FBASE (see “Backing Up Your Data” above). Usu-
ally this utility is used after a problem with the current
database arises, such as table corruption or hard drive
failure. However, it can also be used to restore a
backup file onto another computer to which you are
transferring data if the recieving computer does not
already contain FBASE data (see “Restoring Data
Versus Using the Import Utility” below).

Restoring Data Versus Using the Import Utility

As addressed under “Backing Up Data Versus Using
Export Utility” above, restoring data and importing
data have separate purposes and outcomes. Data
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should only be restored in FBASE if data do not
already exist in the data tables or you wish to over-
write existing data. The import utility is used when
data do exist, but the user wants to append additional
data to the tables. See also “Backing Up Data Versus
Using the Export Utility” above and “Section VII.
UTILITIES,” “The IMPORT STREAM PACKAGE
Utility.”

Restoring Data

If the backup file was created on the hard drive, the
file ends in EXE, whereas if it was created on a floppy,
it has the extension ZIP. To restore ZIP files, you must
have PKZIP software (see “Section VII. UTILITIES,”
“The EXPORT STEAM PACKAGE Utility,” “Exporting
a Stream package,” for more information about the
PKZIP requirement).

The steps taken to restore a backup file differ de-
pending on whether the file contains the data set only
(D_BKFILE) or the whole sub-directory (S_BKFILE).
The data in the S_BKFILE file cannot be restored
using the FBASE restore utility because the
FBASE.EXE file is in use when you are running
FBASE (so it cannot be expanded). Follow these steps
to restore the data contained in the S_BKFILE backup
file:

1. If the backup file is S_BKFILE.EXE, go to the
DOS prompt from the FBASE directory and type
S_BKFILE (or, from Windows Explorer, copy the file
to your FBASE directory and double-click the file). If
the backup file was created on a floppy, it is a ZIP file
rather than an EXE file. To restore the S_BKFILE.ZIP
file you must have PKZIP software and you must issue
the command from the DOS prompt (or execute it from
Windows95). From DOS, type PKUNZIP S_BKFILE
while in the FBASE directory. Insert the last diskette
in the set (or the only diskette if the file is on one
floppy) when asked. Then insert the first diskette in
the set.

2. The files in S_BKFILE will now expand. If there
are any files with the same name as those you are
trying to restore, you will get a warning that the file
already exists. Type Y to overwrite the existing file or
N to avoid overwriting (or A to overwrite all the
existing files).

3. Go into FBASE and re-index all database files (see
“Section VII. UTILITIES,” “The RE-INDEX DATA-
BASE FILES Utility,” for instructions).

If the backup file is called D_BKFILE.exe (on the hard
drive) or D_BKFILE.ZIP (on one or more floppies),
follow these steps:

1. Go to System in FBASE’s main menu, then type
<3> or arrow key down to 3. RESTORE DATA FROM
FLOPPIES and press <Enter>(fig. 25).

2. A dialog box appears that reads RESTORE
‘DATA’ Files from Floppy: and gives the options to
restore data from the A: Drive, B: Drive, or Un-
archive from C: (or the drive on which FBASE
resides). Use the right and left arrow keys to make
your selection and press <Enter>. Make sure that you
have a floppy diskette containing D_BKFILE in the A
or B drive if that is where the data reside. Note that to
be able to restore your data back into FBASE, the files
necessary to run FBASE (table 2) must be in your
directory.

3. If you are unarchiving your data (restoring from
the hard drive), the following command is displayed:

PKUNZIP -d C:\FBASE\D_BKFILE.EXE

If you are restoring from a floppy the command is
similar except for the drive and directory name (for
example, A:D_BKFILE instead of
C:\FBASE\D_BKFILE). The -d means that the backup
file is deleted after the files are “unzipped.” Press
<Enter> to execute the command.

4. If the backup file is on a floppy, you are asked to
insert the last diskette of the backup set (even if it is
only on one floppy). If there is more than one floppy
containing the backup file, you then put in the first
diskette of the set. If there are any files with the same
name as those you are trying to restore, you will get a
warning that the file already exists. Type Y to over-
write the existing file or N to avoid overwriting (or A
to overwrite all the existing files).

5. After the files expand, a directory is shown of the
files that are in your FBASE directory. Make sure that
all the desired files are present.

6. Re-index all database files (see “Section VII.
UTILITIES,” “The RE-INDEX DATABASE FILES
Utility” for instructions).

Summary ______________________

Overview of FBASE

FBASE was developed to store, retrieve, and man-
age data collected using the R1/R4 Fish and Fish
Habitat Inventory Procedures (Overton and others
1997). The data entry screens and reports relate di-
rectly to these procedures. Therefore, FBASE should
not be used to store data for other inventories with
different variables and data collection methods. To do
this would defeat the purpose of having a standardized
database and would result in potentially misleading
conclusions about what the data portray.

FBASE allows some flexibility for different sam-
pling levels (number of variables) and frequency (how
often the variables are collected). Therefore, FBASE
caters to varying amounts of available resources (time,
money, and personnel), as well as different needs.
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These needs may be based on the sampling objectives,
such as basin-level sampling versus monitoring or
may be related to the location of the inventory and,
hence, which variables are most appropriate to collect.
FBASE also offers flexibility for a wide range of users,
from those who prefer to use FBASE only for ease of
data entry and “canned” reports, to those who use
FBASE data as a starting point from which to perform
more elaborate analyses outside of FBASE.

There has been a substantial amount of data col-
lected using the R1/R4 Inventory procedures and en-
tered into FBASE. This is providing many opportuni-
ties to share data and to conduct broadscale analyses
in more efficient and meaningful ways. The cost of
having a standard database is also much lower than if
users were to develop their databases independently.

Future Updates and Changes to FBASE

FBASE is not a static program. We are continually
receiving comments and suggestions from FBASE
users on potential improvements. Also, there are occa-
sional program errors that appear as the program is
more heavily used. Therefore, minor updates to the
program occur occasionally. Major improvements take
more time and are dependent upon funding. As new
versions come out, the version name changes to reflect
the year, month, and update sequence (if there is more
than one update within a month). For example, FBASE
version 98.03a represents the first update (“a”) done in
March of 1998. A file with a list of users is kept so that
updates are sent as needed.

Work is under way to make FBASE usable on the
Forest Service IBM RISC platform. This will facilitate
data sharing and make FBASE accessible to those in
the Forest Service that do not have PCs but do have
access to the IBM system. This system can also
communicate with a variety of non-IBM systems.
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Appendix A: Troubleshooting
(Commonly Asked Questions) _____

The following document addresses commonly asked
questions and the most frequent problems encoun-
tered while using FBASE. If you still have a problem
or question after reading the manual and this docu-
ment, please call technical support at (208) 373-4396.
This document is organized and cross-referenced by
the sections in the manual. Please refer to the speci-
fied section of the manual for more information.

“Getting Started” Section

Question: How do I start the FBASE program?

Answer: Once you have copied the FBASE files into a
directory, you can start FBASE by typing FB, which
activates a batch file that assigns the “machine ID”
and calls the FBASE program.

Question: If I want to run FBASE in a network, what
should I do differently to install FBASE?

Answer: If you are running FBASE in a network, you
must assign a machine ID that identifies your PC. The
easiest way to do this is to identify the ID when you log
into FBASE (for example, type FBASE WS_FISH if
your PC name is FISH). Consult your network man-
ager if you wish to use FBASE on a network.

Question: When I try to start FBASE by typing FBASE
I get a message saying MACHINE ID NOT FOUND.
If I press Cancel and try to get back into FBASE I just
get the same message. What should I do?

Answer: If you are not running FBASE on a network,
an easier way to get into FBASE is to type FB to
activate the batch file (see above answer). You can also
select Add to AUTOEXEC.BAT if you get the above
message and then enter a machine ID. Then go into the
AUTOEXEC.BAT file and move the SET MACHINE=
statement below the PATH statement, save the file,
and re-start your computer. If you see the message
Bad command or file name flash on the screen at
the end of the re-start, then the command is not in the
correct place in the AUTOEXEC.BAT. Move the state-
ment to another location and try again.

Question: When I try to get into FBASE I get an error
message that says the following:

The following ‘NTX’ File(s) are not present
as required STREAMS1

Then it says Re-index Data Files. What does this
mean?

Answer: The above error message means that the
index file STREAMS1.NTX is missing. To create

the missing index file, re-index the missing table (in
this case, STREAMS.DBF) by pressing <Enter>,
selecting Standard, then Only Select Database
Files. Re-index the appropriate table(s) (see “Sec-
tion VII. UTILITIES,” “The RE-INDEX DATABASE
FILES Utility” for more information).

Question: Before I can get into FBASE, it asks for a
password. What password do I use?

Answer: To get into FBASE for the first time, use the
password TEMP. After you get into FBASE, add your
own password and delete the record with the TEMP
password (see “Section VIII. SYSTEM,” “Adding Your
Password” and “Deleting a Password” for more infor-
mation).

Question: After I enter my password, I get the follow-
ing error message:

File ‘STREAMS.DBF’ (not within path) could
not be opened!

Then I get kicked back to MS-DOS. What does this
error refer to?

Answer: This error is saying that the STREAMS.DBF
file is not present in your FBASE directory. This file
(as well as the other files listed in table 2) is necessary
to run FBASE. Check your FBASE directory for any
missing files and add them if necessary.

“Data Entry” Section

Question: After I enter data into a record and then save
it, I get the following error message: Error DBFNTX/
1006 Create error: T_VIIUYW.NTX (DOS Error 4)
Then I have to quit out of FBASE. How can I fix this?

Answer: This message usually means that the num-
ber of files specified in the FILES= statement in
your CONFIG.SYS file is set too low (this statement
determines the number of files that can be accessed
by MS-DOS at one time). When you first install
FBASE you are informed that your FILES are set
too low and you can increase it to 99 if you answer
Y to update. If you type N, you will have to edit the
FILES= statement in your CONFIG.SYS file from
DOS or Windows (from DOS type EDIT
CONFIG.SYS). Change the number to 99, save the
file, then re-start your system (see “Section II.
GETTING STARTED,” “Installing FBASE” for more
information).

Question: I entered the stream ID in the header and
then chose a record from the STREAMS table. How-
ever, after I selected a record, I realized that it has the
wrong EPA reach number for my survey reach. I
cannot edit the EPA reach number in the header, so
how do I change it so that it is correct?
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Answer: Edit the stream ID variable in the header
so that the STREAMS table appears. Then type in
the stream name and re-select the correct record
(with the correct EPA reach number) from the table.

Question: The stream for which I am entering data
does not exist in the STREAMS table. When I tried to
add a record for it, I got an error message that said
Mismatch STREAM ID/STREAM NAME on
STREAMS file! Why couldn’t I add this STREAMS
record?

Answer: The message you received means that
another stream (with a different stream name) has
already been assigned the stream ID that you were
trying to assign to a new stream record. Since
duplicate stream IDs are not allowed for different
streams, you received the error message and the
record was not added to the STREAMS table.

Question: I attempted to add a record to the STREAMS
table and got a message saying Duplicate STREAM
ID/EPA REACH on STREAMS file! Why did I
receive this message?

Answer: The record you tried to add had the same
stream ID and EPA reach number as an existing
record, which is not permitted.

Question: When I enter a value for a variable, a
message appears that says that the value was not
found in the table. What table is it referring to and how
can I avoid this message?

Answer: The table to which the message is referring
is displayed when you press <F9> for a variable
(these tables are actually segments of the TABLE1
POPUP HELP SYSTEM). If the value you entered
was not found in the table, it is probably not a valid
value. If this message appears, you should press
<F9> and make a selection from the table. If you
made a selection from the table and you still get this
message, you probably need to re-index your data-
base files (see “Section VII. UTILITIES,” “The RE-
INDEX DATABASE FILES Utility”). If the value is
valid but is not in the table, see “Section VI. MAIN-
TENANCE,” “Adding a Record to a Look-up Table”
(the DBA should perform this task).

Question: When I enter an elevation in the header, I
get a message that I must enter a value less than or
equal to 4500. What if the elevation is greater than
4500?

Answer: If you entered M (metric) as your measure-
ment unit (Meas. Units), the elevation must be
entered in meters. You will not need to enter an
elevation greater than 4500 meters.

Question: I mistakenly skipped a habitat unit when
entering the data, so that now the units are off by one.
How can I edit the habitat unit numbering if FBASE
will not allow me to enter duplicate unit numbers?

Answer: FBASE does not allow you to enter dupli-
cate survey reach or habitat unit numbers because
duplicates would confuse the links to the other
tables. Therefore, if you need to add a skipped
habitat unit, you must do so in such a way as to
avoid duplication. This can be accomplished by
going to the last record that needs to be changed and
increasing the habitat unit number by one, then
working backward until you get to the missing
habitat unit. You can then add the habitat unit.

Question: When I tried to delete a STREAMS record
from the STREAMS table, I got the following message:
Error BASE/1066 Argument error: conditional
Why did I get this message and how can I delete the
STREAMS record?

Answer: This message is displayed if you try to
delete a STREAMS record when there are data for
that stream in other tables (like the FBHEADER
table) and is meant to protect the data from being
deleted inadvertently. If for some reason you must
delete a STREAMS record (not generally recom-
mended), you must first delete the data entered for
that stream.

Question: I deleted an FBHEADER record (along with
all the linked records in the HABITAT, LWD, FISH,
and RIPARIAN tables) by accident. Can I recover
these data so I do not have to enter them all over again?

Answer: You should restore your latest backup,
assuming that the backup contains all the current
data (see “Section VIII. SYSTEM,” “Restoring Data
from FBASE Backup” for more information). As a
last resort, if you have not re-indexed the tables
since making the deletion, you can go into dBASE
(or other database program) and “unmark” those
records for deletion since they are not actually
deleted until you re-index. Remember to do this for
EVERY affected file (HABITAT, LWD, and so forth)
(see the program’s manual or online help for more
information). You cannot “unmark” records in
FBASE.

Question: How can I delete an FBHEADER record
without deleting all the linked records in the HABI-
TAT, LWD, FISH, and RIPARIAN tables?

Answer: You cannot delete an FBHEADER record
without deleting all the linked records. You should
edit the FBHEADER record rather than delete it. If
you do delete an FBHEADER record, data for other
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FBHEADER records (in other words, survey reaches)
are not affected.

Question: What is the difference between -9s (the
default for most numeric values) and 0s? How do I
know which to enter?

Answer: There is a very important difference be-
tween -9s and 0s. Leave the default of -9 if data DO
NOT EXIST for a given variable. Enter a 0 if data do
exist for the variable, and the value for the variable
is 0. For example, if large woody debris was not
counted in a habitat unit, leave the - 9s. If it was
counted but there was no large woody debris in the
unit, enter 0s. Notice that the default value for the
fish counts in the FISH table is 0. These should
never be changed to -9s unless certain species were
disregarded in the counts (for example, there were
brook trout but only cutthroat trout were counted).

Question: I forgot to add comments while entering the
data, so I edited the records needing comments and
added them. However, if I look for the comments in the
records, they are not there. Why were the comments
not saved?

Answer: After you enter the comments, you must
press <F2> to get back to the main data entry
screen. Then you must press <Page Down> to save
that record (and thus, the comments). If you just
press <F2> and then escape from the record, the
comments are not saved.

Question: I edited some comments in dBASE and now
when I try to access FBASE, I get the following
message: Error DBFNTX/1012 Corruption de-
tected: C:\FBASE\HABITAT.DBF What happened
and how do I fix it?

Answer: Although there are many similarities be-
tween CA Clipper (in which FBASE was written)
and dBASE, the way in which each program treats
memo files is different. You cannot change com-
ments in dBASE without corrupting the table(s) in
which you make the changes. You will also run into
this problem if you change a value in a key field in
a table (such as the stream ID in the FBHEADER
table) while in dBASE without changing it in all the
linked records. There are no advantages, and obvi-
ous disadvantages, to editing FBASE data in dBASE
(or other database programs), so this practice should
be avoided. The only way to recover the corrupt
table is to restore the data from a backup (see
“Section VIII. SYSTEM,” “Restoring Data from
FBASE Backup”).

Question: I entered an FBHEADER record and now I
am trying to enter data for the first habitat unit.

However, I cannot get past Unit Avg. Depth after I
enter a value, either by pressing <Enter> or <Page
Down>. What is wrong?

Answer: You probably failed to enter a value for
Meas. Units in the header. Without knowing if the
values are in metric or English, FBASE does not
know what data validation to employ (the first
validation that depends on what the measurement
units are is for Unit Avg. Depth). Escape from the
HABITAT record, edit the FBHEADER record, and
add an M or E for Meas. Unit.

Question: If there are data for both measured and
estimated substrate, how can I enter both?

Answer: You can only enter data for measured
(counts) OR estimated (percents) values for sub-
strate, not both. Therefore, if both exist, enter the
measured data. If a correction factor for the esti-
mated substrate is desired, this must be done out-
side of FBASE.

Question: Why can’t I enter the length or percent
stable bank without having to enter the left and right
bank lengths?

Answer: Bank stability is “weighted” by bank length
in the summary calculations (see appendix F for
summary variable calculations). Therefore, bank
lengths must be collected and entered in order to
calculate bank stability means.

Question: When I change the LWD singles count in the
HABITAT table from 2 to 1, I get a message that says
the following: SINGLES of 2 has been changed to
1...if LWD file is being used with counts, they will
be put out of balance! What does this message
mean?

Answer: Because the LWD counts are linked be-
tween the HABITAT and LWD tables, changing the
counts in the HABITAT table will affect the data
entered in the LWD table. If you reduce the number
of LWD singles from 2 to 1 in a HABITAT record,
and you have data for the two singles already
entered in the corresponding LWD table, the data in
the LWD table are put “out of balance” with the
HABITAT table (FBASE does not know which record
to delete in the LWD table). Although this may
sound confusing, just remember that anytime data
have been entered in the LWD table, any edit-
ing should also be done in the LWD table,
whether the edit constitutes deleting a record, add-
ing a record, or changing the entered data. If this is
done, the LWD counts in the HABITAT table will
automatically be adjusted. If data have not been
entered in the LWD table, edit the LWD counts in
the HABITAT table.
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Question: I changed a habitat unit number in the
HABITAT table, and when I saved the record, I got the
following message: Linkage key has been altered,
update ALL linked data NOW (Y/N)? What does
this message mean?

Answer: The habitat unit number is a key variable
in the HABITAT table (as is channel code, side
channel unit number, habitat type, habitat group,
and velocity class), so if you change it in the HABI-
TAT table, it must also be changed in the LWD,
FISH, and RIPARIAN tables (assuming there are
data in these tables). This message just serves as a
reminder that, if you answer Y to the above ques-
tion, the value for the habitat unit number will be
changed in all the ancillary files. Even if there are
no data in the other tables, you should answer Y if
you want to make the change; otherwise, the habi-
tat unit number is not changed in the HABITAT
table.

Question: When I try to enter data for an LWD record,
I get the following message: HABITAT data could
not be found. Please enter HABITAT data before
re-try! Why can’t I enter the LWD data?

Answer: The HABITAT data must be entered for a
given habitat unit before the LWD, FISH, or RI-
PARIAN data. This is because the key data you
enter in the HABITAT table are linked to those
other tables. Therefore, it is easiest just to enter all
the HABITAT data for a given survey reach before
entering the LWD, FISH, or RIPARIAN data for
that reach.

“Reports” Section

Question: When I try to print a report I get the
following message: No ASSIGNED Printer…have
SYSTEM Manager correct problem! How do I
assign a printer?

Answer: Before you can print a report, you must
assign a printer. Do this by going to System/WORK
STATION SETUP/PRINTER ASSIGNMENT
FOR THIS STATION/CONFIGURE WORK
STATION PRINTER(S). Select 1. PRINTER L1
and make a selection from the Printers Selection
list. If your printer is not on the list, you may have
to add your printer’s codes under MODIFY PRINT-
ERS AND ASSIGNED CODES. See “Section VIII.
SYSTEM,” “Assigning a Work Station Printer” for
more information.

Question: When I chose a stream from the STREAMS
table to print a report, I got the following message:
Stream data for ADAIR CR does not exist! There
are data for Adair Creek so why do I get this message?

Answer: To run a report, FBASE looks for data that
have the same stream ID as the STREAMS record
you chose from the STREAMS table. For Montana
streams, such as Adair Creek, you must be sure to
select the STREAMS record with the EPA reaches
that match your data, since every Montana EPA
reach has its own stream ID. This is not the case for
Idaho streams, which have a stream ID for every
stream instead of every EPA reach number (for
Idaho streams, select any STREAMS record with
the correct stream ID).

Question: When I print a report, the report does not fit
on the page and there are strange symbols in the place
of lines. Why is this and how can I fix it?

Answer: You probably did not select the correct
printer when you assigned the printer. If the printer
is not on the list of choices, you may have to add your
printer’s codes. See Section “VIII. SYSTEM,” “As-
signing a Work Station Printer,” for information on
how to assign a printer or add your printer.

Question: When I print a report on a dot-matrix printer,
the report does not fit on the page. How do I remedy
this?

Answer: The reports are too wide to print in por-
trait, but dot-matrix printers do not print land-
scape. Therefore, you must use wide paper (11x8.5-
inch) in order to fit the report on the page. You may
have to use a different printer if your dot-matrix
printer cannot accommodate wide paper (or print
the report to a file and condense it further in a word
processing document, and then print it out using
that software).

Question: When I try to access a report in DOS that
was printed to a file, there is nothing there. What is
wrong?

Answer: First, make sure that you are issuing the
DOS command from your FBASE directory, which
is where the report file is located. Secondly, make
sure that you are typing in the correct file name.
Remember that FBASE adds the extension PRN to
the end of the report text files. An example of the
correct command using the MS-DOS editor is EDIT
RAPHAB.PRN.

Question: There are two studies for the stream data I
want to summarize. How do I summarize them to-
gether if it only gives me a choice of one or the other?

Answer: After you select the stream from the
STREAMS table, then select the first study (for
instance, I96). Then, when you are asked: Any
More Streams? (Y/N), enter Y and choose the
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same stream from the STREAMS table. This time,
however, select the other study (for instance, I97).
The two studies will now be summarized together in
one report. Note, however, that you cannot choose
SURVEY REACH as the primary sort level. If a
report by survey reach is desired, you must summa-
rize each study separately.

Question: There is a livestock exclosure in the middle
of one of the survey reaches. How can I summarize this
separately from the rest of the survey reach?

Answer: You can summarize parts of reaches by
entering N when asked: Summarize all units for
all reaches? (Y/N). Then select (by pressing <Space
Bar>) the habitat units that you want to summarize
together and press <Enter>. Go through this pro-
cess again for the other units that you want to
summarize separately.

Question: The data for bank stability were sub-sampled
(they were collected only once out of every four units).
Can I still generate a summary report for those data?

Answer: You can still generate a summary report if
the data are sub-sampled, because FBASE disre-
gards null data in the summary calculations. You
must keep in mind, however, that data for bank
lengths and other sub-sampled variables do not
represent the entire data set but only a part of that
data set. The sample size (n), which is printed on the
reports for relevant variables, should be compared
to the total number of units (also printed) so that the
data are used appropriately.

Question: Can I summarize data for monitored survey
reaches (in other words, only data for certain habitat
units were collected)?

Answer: Yes, see previous Answer.

Question: If I calculate mean width on the raw data by
hand, I come out with a different answer than what the
report says. Why is this?

Answer: Mean widths, as well as several other
variables (for example, habitat depth mean, per-
cent stable bank mean, and so forth), are “weighted”
to account for different lengths and sizes. For in-
stance, the widths are weighted by habitat length
(in other words, the width of each habitat unit is
multiplied by its length and these values are
summed, then divided by the sum of the habitat
lengths). Therefore, those units with longer habitat
lengths are represented greater in the mean width
than those with shorter lengths. See appendix F for
the summary variable calculations and a list of the
weighted variables.

Question: When I print a physical summary report, the
values for percent bank stability have “*****”s. What
is wrong?

Answer: This indicates that some bank stabilities
were entered as lengths, and some percents in the
HABITAT table. Bank stability variables must be
entered consistently (within a reach, or preferably,
the entire survey) as either lengths or percents, but
not both because of how FBASE calculates bank
stability. To remedy this problem, re-enter the
lengths as percents based on the bank lengths. For
summary reports that combine streams, it is okay
to have one stream with bank stabilities collected
by length and the other by percent since FBASE can
calculate bank stability based on the percents for
both streams. See appendix F for the summary
variable calculations.

Question: How do I generate GISFILE.DBF and
REACHSM2.DBF so that I can incorporate reach data
into a GIS?

Answer: When you run the REACH SUMMARY
report, the GISFILE.DBF file is automatically cre-
ated. This file is updated every time the report is
run. To generate the REACHSM2.DBF file, select
Print to DELIMITED File when the print options
appear. The DBF files are stored in your FBASE
directory.

“Maintenance” Section

Question: If the stream for which I am entering data is
not in the STREAMS table, where should I add the
stream?

Answer: The STREAMS record can be added while
entering the FBHEADER record for the stream or
through Maintenance. Either method will acti-
vate the STREAMS table and allow you to enter a
STREAMS record to the table.

Question: When I tried to add a new stream to the
STREAMS table I got this message and the stream
was not added: Mismatch STREAM ID/STREAM
NAME on STREAMS file!

Answer: This message appears if you enter a new
stream name for which there is already a stream ID
in the STREAMS table. This is not permitted since
every stream must have a unique ID. Assign a
unique stream ID and proceed (see the Inventory
Procedures manual for directions on how to assign
stream IDs).
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Question: Where do I add riparian community types so
that they appear in the table when the data are
entered?

Answer: The tables that appear while entering data
when you press <F9> are actually parts of one table
called the TABLE1 POPUP HELP SYSTEM
(TABLE1.DBF). Riparian community types, as well
as other desired pop-up choices, can be added to this
table (see “Section VI. MAINTENANCE,” “Adding
a Record to a Look-up Table” for specific informa-
tion). However, since the pop-up choices reflect the
options in the standard Inventory Procedures, it is
usually unwise to add your own pop-up selections
unless flexibility is permitted (such as with the
riparian community types).

“Utilities” Section

Question: I have data on two computers and I want to
combine the data so that they are on just one com-
puter. How should I do this?

Answer: You should export the data from one com-
puter using The EXPORT STREAM PACKAGE
Utility and import the data onto the other com-
puter using The IMPORT STREAM PACKAGE
Utility in FBASE. You must have PKZIP software
on your computer to export the data. When you use
the import utility, the data are appended (as op-
posed to restoring the data from a backup that will
overwrite existing data). See “Section VII. UTILI-
TIES,” “The EXPORT STREAM PACKAGE Util-
ity” and “The IMPORT STREAM PACKAGE Util-
ity” for specific instructions on how to export and
import data.

Question: How do I export my data directly to a floppy
diskette?

Answer: Enter the floppy drive (usually A or B) in
the space for “Drive ID.”

Question: When I tried to export a stream data set the
screen read Bad command or file name and then
said File not found. What happened?

Answer: You probably do not have PKZIP installed
on your computer, which is required to export data
sets from FBASE. Also check your AUTOEXEC.BAT
file and make sure that the PKZIP directory is in the
PATH (see “Section VII. UTILITIES,” “The EX-
PORT STREAM PACKAGE Utility” “Exporting a
Stream Package” for more information).

Question: I exported a stream data set and everything
seemed to work fine, but when the directory was
shown it said “File not found.” Was the export file
created?

Answer: If you could see the files being added to the
ZIP file, the file was created. However, the default
Drive ID is C. If your hard drive has a different
drive letter, you should put that in the place of C.
The file was still created in your FBASE directory
but the directory displayed does not show it because
it is looking on the C drive.

Question: When I imported some data, I got an error
that said the following: Error DBFNTX/1021 Data
width error Then I can either select Quit or Default.
What is this error and which selection should I make?

Answer: This error is usually the result of a numeric
field containing alpha data (for example, a space
occurs before the number). Often this results from
importing data that was in an old format and was
converted to a newer FBASE version. If you get this
error, select Default. The data import will con-
tinue.

Question: After I run the dynamic segmentation util-
ity, what data are added and where are these data
located?

Answer: The following fields are added to the
HABITAT.DBF file: FROM_, TO_, and MID_. These
represent the starting, ending, and mid-point, re-
spectively, of main channel units along the reach.
These data can be viewed in any of several database
programs, including dBASE, Microsoft Access, Para-
dox, and so forth.

Question: When, and how often, should I re-index and
sort my data?

Answer: Ideally, you should re-index your database
files daily if you are entering and editing data.
Additionally, you may need to re-index your files
before and after running any of the utilities (like the
exporting, importing, or dynamic segmentation utili-
ties), prior to making data backups, and after re-
storing data from a backup. Also re-index if you
start getting error messages during data entry that
relate to not finding values in the tables when you
know that they are in the tables, or if you type in a
value in order to scroll down a table and the pointer
does not follow what you are typing (for example,
you type a “D” in the STREAMS table and the cursor
goes instead to a stream starting with an “F”). I
suggest sorting once a week during data entry and
editing.

Question: I pressed <Esc> while FBASE was re-index-
ing and sorting my database files. After it finished
re-indexing and sorting the table, I was kicked out of
FBASE and got the following message: Unrecoverable
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error: 660: Incorrect value type Why did I get this
error and what should I do now?

Answer: You should not press <Esc> during re-
indexing and sorting or you will get the above error.
If you do get this error, log back into FBASE and re-
index and sort the table from which you pressed
<Esc>. If you cannot remember which table that
was, re-index and sort all the database files.

Question: I deleted some records from a table and then
went into dBASE to process a query. I noticed that the
records I deleted are still in the database. Why is this
and how can I get rid of these records?

Answer: Even though you “deleted” the records in
FBASE and you can no longer see them in FBASE,
they are not actually taken out of the database until
you re-index the table from which you deleted the
records. You can simply re-index this table in FBASE
before running the query in dBASE, or you can
remove the records (which will be “marked for
deletion”) while in dBASE (see your dBASE manual
for details on how to do this).

“System” Section

Question: What do I do if my printer is not on the
printer selection list?

Answer: If your printer is not on the list of printers
supported by FBASE, first try selecting a printer(s)
that uses a compatible printer language. Often, you
can use a printer that is of the same make and type
(for example, an HP laser printer) with slightly
different model numbers. You should test printouts
by either selecting short reports (to save paper) or
choosing Test Printout (<F6>) under 2. MODIFY
PRINTERS AND ASSIGNED CODES. If you
cannot find any “surrogate” printers, you can add
your printer to the list through 2. MODIFY PRINT-
ERS AND ASSIGNED CODES. The printer codes
that you need to add should be in your printer
manual (see “Assigning a Work Station Printer”).

Question: If I can use TEMP as my password to get into
FBASE, why do I need to add another password?

Answer: As soon as you get into FBASE using the
TEMP password, you should add your own pass-
word and delete the TEMP password. The reasons
for this are: (1) By adding your own password,
FBASE can keep track of who is on the system and
when by updating the ACTLOG.DBF file every time
you log in with your password; (2) If you keep the
TEMP password on your system, anybody that
looks in this manual would have access to your data
and (3) The TEMP password provides you with a 00
level (System Manager), but it may be more

appropriate if you are assigned a higher security
level (01 or 02) (consult your supervisor or database
manager).

Question: I have been entering and editing my data.
Now I want to make a backup of the data in FBASE but
when I tried to do this, I got a message saying the
following: Must have a SYSTEM MANAGER ac-
cess level What does this mean and how can I change
it so that I can back up my data in FBASE?

Answer: This message implies that you were given
a security level of 01 when your password was
assigned. This security level allows you to access all
items in FBASE except those under System. If you
are responsible for making data backups, consult
your supervisor or database manager (or someone
else assigned a security level of 00) in order to
change this.

Question: Why should I do a data backup and how
often should I do one?

Answer: Whether you do a backup through FBASE
or some other means, it is important to do this on a
routine basis in case your hard drive crashes or one
or more data tables get deleted or corrupted. Ask
yourself this: How much data am I willing to re-
enter? A day’s worth? A week’s worth? None? An-
swering this question will tell you how often you
should make backups.

Question: What is the difference between making a
backup of the PROGRAM DATA Set Only and the
Entire SUB-DIRECTORY?

Answer: If you select the PROGRAM DATA Set
Only option, FBASE creates a backup file, called
D_BKFILE, containing all of the DBF, DBT, NTX,
FPT, CDX and IDX files that exist in your FBASE
directory. If you select Entire SUB-DIRECTORY,
a file called S_BKFILE is generated. This file not
only contains a backup of the files with extensions
specified above, but also any other files existing in
your FBASE directory (such as the EXE and PRN
files) as well as other subdirectories existing under
FBASE.

Question: When I tried to do a backup of the “program
data set” files in FBASE the screen read Bad com-
mand or file name and then said File not found.
Then I got a message saying the following: The
C:\FBASE\D_BKFILE.EXE File was NOT gen-
erated! Why wasn’t the backup file generated?

Answer: The backup file was not generated most
likely because you either do not have the required
PKZIP software on your computer, or if you do have
PKZIP, it is not in the path statement of the
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AUTOEXEC.BAT file (see “Section VII. UTILI-
TIES,” “The EXPORT STREAM PACKAGE Util-
ity” “Exporting a Stream Package” for more infor-
mation on the PKZIP requirement).

Question: I tried backing up data through FBASE and
when the first diskette was filled, it instructed me to
insert the second diskette to continue the backup.
However, it just keeps telling me to insert the second
diskette as if it does not recognize that there is another
one in the drive. What is wrong?

Answer: You may have a virus scanner installed on
your computer that it is interfering with the backup
process. If this is the case, disable the virus scanner
and try again.

Question: When I attempted to restore my backup file
through FBASE I got a message saying that the
D_BKFILE.ZIP file is not present. How can I restore
my data?

Answer: You probably backed up the entire
subdirectory, which creates a backup file called
S_BKFILE, as opposed to the data set which is
backed up on D_BKFILE. You cannot restore
S_BKFILE through FBASE because it contains the
program files (such as FBASE.EXE), which cannot
be expanded while you are running FBASE. If the
backup file is S_BKFILE.EXE, just type the file
name (S_BKFILE) from your FBASE directory in
DOS to expand the files (or, from Windows Ex-
plorer, copy the file to the FBASE directory and
double-click the file). If the file was created on a

floppy and is called S_BKFILE.ZIP, you need PKZIP
software to expand the files (see “Section VIII.
SYSTEM,” “Restoring Data from an FBASE
Backup,” “Restoring Data,” for more information).

Question: I want to bring a stream data set into
another computer. However, I only have a backup file,
not an import file. I do not want to copy over the data
I already have, I just want to append this data set to
existing tables. Is there any way to do this?

Answer: If the desired data is still on another
computer, create an export file and then import it
into your system (see “Section VII. UTILITIES,”
“The EXPORT STREAM PACKAGE Utility” and
“The IMPORT STREAM PACKAGE Utility”). If
these data and/or FBASE no longer exist on another
computer (for instance, a backup was made and
then the files were deleted), you can create a tempo-
rary directory, restore the data from the backup file
(see previous question), create an export file with
the desired data set, copy the export file into the
FBASE directory, and import the data set. If the
backup file is called D_BKFILE, then you will also
have to copy the additional required files (see table
2) from your current FBASE directory into the
temporary directory (but do not overwrite the data
files contained in the backup file). You can also
append FBASE files using other database software
programs, such as Paradox, if you are an experienced
user.
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Appendix B: FBASE Data Dictionary_________________________________
FBHEADER.DBF (Header Data Template)

Field Name Field Description Type* Width Dec.

1 STUDY Stream inventory type and year C 3
2 STREAM Stream name C 30
3 STREAM_ID Stream code C 9
4 FOR_NAME National Forest name C 20
5 FOR_CODE National Forest code C 2
6 DIST_NAME Ranger District name C 20
7 DIST_CODE Ranger District code C 2
8 WILDRNESS Wilderness status L 1
9 ECO_B Ecoregion code (Bailey) C 5
10 ECO_O Ecoregion code (Omernik) C 2
11 P_GEOL Parent geology C 11
12 T_R_S Legal location C 14
13 BASE_QUAD Primary base map C 20
14 USFS_REACH USFS reach number** C 16
15 EPA_REACH EPA reach number C 16
16 LOBOUN Lower survey reach boundary C 48
17 UPBOUN Upper survey reach boundary C 48
18 REF_LAT Reach start latitude (map)** C 9
19 REF_LONG Reach start longitude (map)** C 10
20 DATE_1 Survey start date D 8
21 UNITS Measurement units C 1
22 SURV_REACH Survey reach number N 5 0
23 REACH_TYPE Reach type C 1
24 SURV_LAT Reach start latitude (GPS) C 9
25 SURV_LONG Reach start longitude (GPS) C 10
26 HABSERVER Observer name C 15
27 HABCORDER Recorder name C 15
28 DIVER1 Snorkeler #1 name C 20
29 DIVER2 Snorkeler #2 name C 20
30 MAP_SLOPES tream gradient (map) N 4 1
31 OBS_SLOPE Stream gradient (field) N 4 1
32 FLOW Reach discharge N 6 2
33 ELEVATION Reach start elevation N 5 0
34 CONFINED Channel confinement C 1
35 WEATHER Weather conditions C 10
36 M_FREQ Measurement frequency** N 2 0
37 NON_FS Non Forest Service land L 1
38 OTH_OWN Other ownership C 20
39 ADFOR_NAME Administering National Forest name C 20
40 ADFOR_CODE Administering National Forest code C 2
41 ADDST_NAME Administering Ranger District name C 20
42 ADDST_CODE Administering Ranger District code C 2
43 SUB_GEOL Geology subclass C 11
44 LANDFORM Landtype association** C 6
45 UP_DATE Date of last header update (prg update) D 8
46 CLERK Data entry clerk initials (prg update) C 3
47 COMMENTS Header comments M 10
48 COV_GRP Cover group C 10
49 HVAR1 Optional header variable C 10
50 TRIB_OF Tributary of (stream name) C 30
51 EPA_LOBOUN EPA reach lower boundary C 30
52 EPA_UPBOUN EPA reach upper boundary C 30
53 CHAN_TYPE Rosgen channel type C 4
*Type: C = Character, L = Logical, D = Date, N = Numeric, M = Memo.
**Field not currently used in FBASE.
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HABITAT.DBF (Habitat Data Template)

Field Name Field Description Type* Width Dec.

1 STUDY Stream inventory type and year C 3
2 STREAM_ID Stream code C 9
3 SURV_REACH Survey reach number N 5 0
4 REACH_TYPE Reach type C 1
5 HAB_UNIT Habitat unit number N 4 0
6 UNIT_ID Habitat unit code** C 13
7 CHAN_CODE Main channel, side channel or adjacent unit C 1
8 CHAN_TYPE Channel type** C 4
9 SIDE_UNIT Side channel or adjacent unit number N 4 0
10 MGMT Management class** C 6
11 OBS_TYPE Observation class** C 1
12 HAB_TYPE Aquatic habitat type C 3
13 HAB_GRP Aquatic habitat group C 3
14 HAB_CLS Aquatic habitat class C 4
15 START_LAT Unit start latitude C 9
16 START_LONG Unit start longitude C 10
17 POCKETS Number of pocket pools N 3 0
18 PKT_DEPTH Average pocket pool depth N 5 2
19 HAB_LENGTH Habitat unit length N 7 1
20 HAB_WIDTH Habitat unit width N 4 1
21 HAB_DEPTH Habitat unit average depth N 5 2
22 MAX_DEPTH Habitat unit maximum depth N 5 2
23 S_DEPTH_L Shore depth - left bank** N 5 2
24 S_DEPTH_R Shore depth - right bank** N 5 2
25 TAIL_DEPTH Pool tail crest depth N 5 2
26 STP_NUM Step pool number N 3 0
27 STP_AVG_DP Step pool average depth N 5 2
28 PCT_LGSUBS Percent large substrates** N 3 0
29 PCT_OVCOV Percent overhead cover** N 3 0
30 PCT_SUBCOV Percent submerged cover** N 3 0
31 PCT_UCUT Percent undercut bank** N 3 0
32 L_WT_SHAPE Wetted shape - left bank C 1
33 R_WT_SHAPE Wetted shape - right bank C 1
34 BFL_WIDTH Bankfull stream width** N 6 1
35 MX_BFL_DEP Maximum bankfull depth** N 5 2
36 L_BFL_DEP Bankfull depth - left** N 5 2
37 R_BFL_DEP Bankfull depth - right** N 5 2
38 L_BF_SHAPE Bankfull shape - left bank** C 1
39 R_BF_SHAPE Bankfull shape - right bank** C 1
40 PCT_FINES Percent fines N 3 0
41 PCT_PGRAVL Percent peagravel** N 3 0
42 PCT_GRAVEL Percent gravel N 3 0
43 PCT_RUBBLE Percent rubble** N 3 0
44 PCT_COBBLE Percent cobble N 3 0
45 PCT_BOLDER Percent boulder N 3 0
46 PCT_BEDROK Percent bedrock N 3 0
47 PCT_SFINES Percent surface fines N 3 0
48 LWD_SINGLE Number of LWD single pieces N 3 0
49 LWD_WADS Number of LWD rootwads N 3 0
50 LWD_AGREGS Number of LWD aggregates N 3 0
51 LEFT_LEN Left bank length N 7 1
52 LEN_VGST_L Length vegetated stable bank-left** N 7 1
53 LEN_VGUS_L Length vegetated unstable bank-left** N 7 1
54 LEN_UVST_L Length unvegetated stable bank-left** N 7 1
55 LEN_UVUS_L Length unvegetated unstable bank-left** N 7 1
56 RITE_LEN Right bank length N 7 1
57 LEN_VGST_R Length vegetated stable bank-right** N 7 1

 (Con.)
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HABITAT.DBF (Con.)

Field Name Field Description Type* Width Dec.

58 LEN_VGUS_R Length vegetated unstable bank-right** N 7 1
59 LEN_UVST_R Length unvegetated stable bank-right** N 7 1
60 LEN_UVUS_R Length unvegetated unstable bank-right** N 7 1
61 LEN_UCUT_L Length undercut bank-left N 7 1
62 LEN_UCUT_R Length undercut bank-right N 7 1
63 LEN_GNTL_L Length gentle bank-left** N 7 1
64 LEN_GNTL_R Length gentle bank-right** N 7 1
65 LEN_STEP_L Length steep bank-left** N 7 1
66 LEN_STEP_R Length steep bank-right** N 7 1
67 PCT_VGST_L Percent vegetated stable bank-left** N 7 1
68 PCT_VGUS_L Percent vegetated unstable bank-left** N 7 1
69 PCT_UVST_L Percent unvegetated stable bank-left** N 7 1
70 PCT_UVUS_L Percent unvegetated unstable bank-left** N 7 1
71 PCT_VGST_R Percent vegetated stable bank-right** N 7 1
72 PCT_VGUS_R Percent vegetated unstable bank-right** N 7 1
73 PCT_UVST_R Percent unvegetated stable bank-right** N 7 1
74 PCT_UVUS_R Percent unvegetated unstable bank-right** N 7 1
75 PCT_UCUT_L Percent undercut-left N 7 1
76 PCT_UCUT_R Percent undercut-right N 7 1
77 PCT_GNTL_L Percent gentle bank-left** N 7 1
78 PCT_GNTL_R Percent gentle bank-right** N 7 1
79 PCT_STEP_L Percent steep bank-left** N 7 1
80 PCT_STEP_R Percent steep bank-right** N 7 1
81 H2O_TEMP Water temperature N 5 1
82 AIR_TEMP Air temperature N 5 1
83 TEMP_TIME Time temperatures measured C 5
84 COV_GRP Cover group** C 6
85 COV_CLASS Cover class** C 8
86 SAND_CNT Count of sand** N 3 0
87 PGRAVL_CNT Count of peagravel** N 3 0
88 GRAVL_CNT Count of gravel N 3 0
89 RUBBLE_CNT Count of rubble** N 3 0
90 COBBLE_CNT Count of cobble N 3 0
91 BOLDER_CNT Count of boulder N 3 0
92 ROCK_CNT Count of bedrock N 3 0
93 UP_DATE Date of last habitat update (prg update) D 8
94 CLERK Data entry clerk initials (prg update) C 3
95 PCT_SCOB Percent small cobble N 3 0
96 PCT_SBLD Percent small boulder N 3 0
97 PCT_BS_L Percent stable bank-left N 3 0
98 LEN_BS_L Length of stable bank-left N 7 1
99 PCT_BS_R Percent stable bank-right N 3 0
100 LEN_BS_R Length stable bank-right N 7 1
101 PVAR1 Optional physical variable (character) C 10
102 PVAR2 Optional physical variable (numeric) N 7 1
103 SCOBBL_CNT Count of small cobble N 3 0
104 SBOULD_CNT Count of small boulder N 3 0
105 FROM_ Start of unit (meters along reach) N 7 1
106 TO_ End of unit (meters along reach) N 7 1
107 MID_ Mid-point of unit (meters along reach) N 7 1
108 LAST_ UNIT Reach number at last unit** N 5 0
109 FINES_CNT Count of fines N 3 0
110 HAB_AREA Calculated habitat area N 10 2
111 HAB_VOL Calculated habitat volume N 10 2
112 RESID_VOL Calculated residual pool volume N 10 2
113 RESID_MXD Calculated residual max pool depth N 10 2

 (Con.)
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HABITAT.DBF (Con.)

Field Name Field Description Type* Width Dec.

114 WD_RATIO Calculated width-to-depth ratio N 10 2
115 COMMENTS Habitat comments M 10
116 SGRAVL_CNT Count of small gravel N 3 0
117 PCT_SGRV Percent small gravel N 3 0
*Type: C = Character, N = Numeric, D = Date, M = Memo.
**Field not currently used in FBASE.

LWD.DBF (LWD Data Template)

Field Name Field Description Type* Width Dec.

1 STUDY Stream inventory type and yea C 3
2 STREAM_ID Stream code C 9
3 SURV_REACH Survey reach number N 5 0
4 REACH_TYPE Reach type C 1
5 HAB_UNIT Habitat unit numbe N 4 0
6 UNIT_ID Unit identification number** C 13
7 CHAN_CODE Main channel, side channel or adjacent unit C 1
8 CHAN_TYPE Channel type** C 4
9 SIDE_UNIT Side channel or adjacent unit number N 4 0
10 HAB_TYPE Aquatic habitat type C 3
11 E_LEN_S Estimated single length N 5 1
12 E_DIA_S Estimated single diameter N 5 2
13 M_LEN_S Measured single length** N 5 1
14 M_DIA_S Measured single diameter* N 5 2
15 S_PCT_SUBM Percent submerged single N 3 0
16 E_PCS_A Number of pieces in aggregate N 4 0
17 E_LEN_A Estimated aggregate length** N 5 1
18 E_WID_A Estimated aggregate width** N 5 2
19 E_DEP_A Estimated aggregate depth** N 5 2
20 A_PCT_SUBM Percent submerged aggregate** N 3 0
21 E_VOL_A Estimated aggregate volume** N 6 2
22 NUM_WADS Number of root wads** N 2 0
23 E_LEN_W Estimated rootwad length** N 5 1
24 E_DIA_W Estimated rootwad diameter** N 5 2
25 M_LEN_W Measured rootwad length** N 5 1
26 M_DIA_W Measured rootwad diameter** N 5 2
27 W_PCT_SUBM Percent submerged rootwad** N 3 0
28 UP_DATE Date of last LWD update (prg update) D 8
29 CLERK Data entry clerk initials (prg update) C 3
30 COMMENTS LWD comments M 10
31 LVAR1 Optional LWD variable N 7 1
32 DETAIL LWD detail** L 1
33 HAB_GRP Aquatic habitat group C 3
34 HAB_CLS Aquatic habitat class C 4
*Type: C = Character, N = Numeric, D = Date, M = Memo.
**Field not currently used in FBASE.

FISH.DBF (Fish Observation Data Template)

Field Name Field Description Type* Width Dec.

1 STUDY Stream inventory type and yea C 3 _
2 STREAM_ID Stream code C 9
3 SURV_REACH Survey reach number N 5 0
4 REACH_TYPE Reach type C 1
5 HAB_UNIT Habitat unit number N 4 0
6 UNIT_ID Habitat unit code** C 13

 (Con.)
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FISH.DBF (Con.)

Field Name Field Description Type* Width Dec.

7 CHAN_CODE Main channel, side channel or adjacent unit C 1
8 CHAN_TYPE Channel type** C 4
9 SIDE_UNIT Side channel or adjacent unit number N 4 0
10 HAB_TYPE Aquatic habitat type C 3
11 NUM_DIVERS Number of divers N 2 0
12 DIVE_DATE Date of dive D 8
13 DIVE_TIME Time of dive C 5
14 DIVE_WTEMP Water temperature @ dive N 5 1
15 DIVE_ATEMP Air temperature @ dive N 5 1
16 DIV_LENGTH Length of dive unit N 7 1
17 DIV_WIDTH Average width of dive unit N 4 1
18 DIV_DEPTH Average depth of dive unit N 5 2
19 DIV_MAX_DP Maximum depth of dive unit N 5 2
20 PCT_UC Percent undercut bank N 3 0
21 PCT_OC Percent overhead cover N 3 0
22 PCT_SC Percent submerged cover N 3 0
23 PCT_LS Percent large substrates N 3 0
24 CHIN_0 Age 0 chinook N 3 0
25 CHIN_1 Age 1 chinook N 3 0
26 ST_1 Age 1 steelhead N 3 0
27 ST_2 Age 2 steelhead N 3 0
28 ST_3 Age 3 steelhead N 3 0
29 RB Rainbow >250mm N 3 0
30 CT_100 Cutthroat <100mm N 3 0
31 CT_100_200 Cutthroat 100-200mm N 3 0
32 CT_200_300 Cutthroat 200-300mm N 3 0
33 CT_300 Cutthroat >300mm N 3 0
34 BT_100 Bull trout <100mm N 3 0
35  BT_100_200 Bull trout 100-200mm N 3 0
36BT_200_300 Bull trout 200-300mm N 3 0
37 BT_300_400 Bull trout 300-400mm N 3 0
38 BT_400_500 Bull trout 400-500mm N 3 0
39 BT_500 Bull trout >500mm N 3 0
40 YOY Young of the year presence L 1
41 BK_100 Brook trout <100mm N 3 0
42 BK_100_200 Brook trout 100-200mm N 3 0
43 BK_200_300 Brook trout 200-300mm N 3 0
44 BK_300 Brook trout >300mm N 3 0
45 UP_DATE Date of last fish update (prg update) D 8
46 CLERK Data entry clerk initials (prg update) C 3
47 COMMENTS Fish comments M 10
48 FVAR1 Optional fish variable N 3 0
49 CHIN_ADT Adult chinook N 3 0
50 HAB_GRP Aquatic habitat group C 3
51 HAB_CLS Aquatic habitat class C 4
52 BN_100 Brown trout <100mm N 3 0
53 BN_100_200 Brown trout 100-200mm N 3 0
54 BN_200_300 Brown trout 200-300mm N 3 0
55 BN_300_400 Brown trout 300-400mm N 3 0
56 BN_400 Brown trout >400mm N 3 0
57 RD_100 Redband trout <100mm N 3 0
58 RD_100_200 Redband trout 100-200 N 3 0
59 RD_200 Redband trout >200mm N 3 0
*Type: C = Character, L = Logical, D = Date, N = Numeric, M = Memo.
**Field not currently used in FBASE.
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RIPARIAN.DBF (Riparian Data Template)

Field Name Field Description Type* Width Dec.

1 STUDY Stream inventory type and year C 3
2 STREAM_ID Stream code C 9
3 SURV_REACH Survey reach number N 5 0
4 REACH_TYPE Reach type C 1
5 HAB_UNIT Habitat unit number N 4 0
6 UNIT_ID Habitat unit code** C 13
7 CHAN_CODE Main channel, side channel or adjacent unit C 1
8 CHAN_TYPE Channel type** C 4
9 SIDE_UNIT Side channel or adjacent unit number N 4 0
10 HAB_TYPE Aquatic habitat type C 3
11 SDG_RUSH_L Sedge/rush, left bank** N 3 0
12 SDG_RUSH_R Sedge/rush, right bank** N 3 0
13 GRSS_FRB_L Grass/forb, left bank** N 3 0
14 GRSS_FRB_R Grass/forb, right bank** N 3 0
15 RP_SHRB_L Riparian shrub, left bank** N 3 0
16 RP_SHRB_R Riparian shrub, right bank** N 3 0
17 UP_SHRB_L Upland shrub , left bank** N 3 0
18 UP_SHRB_R Upland shrub, right bank** N 3 0
19 BARE_L Bare ground, left bank** N 3 0
20 BARE_R Bare ground, right bank** N 3 0
21 RP_TREE_L Riparian tree, left bank** N 3 0
22 RP_TREE_R Riparian tree, right bank** N 3 0
23 UP_TREE_L Upland tree, left bank** N 3 0
24 UP_TREE_R Upland tree, right bank** N 3 0
25 UP_DATE Date of last riparian update (prg update) D 8
26 CLERK Data entry clerk initials (prg update) C 3
27 COMMENTS Riparian comments M 10
28 RVAR1 Optional riparian variable C 10
29 RIP_CD1_L Dominant RCT, left bank C 13
30 RIP_CD1_R Dominant RCT, right bank C 13
31 RIP_CD2_L Sub-dominant RCT, left bank C 13
32 RIP_CD2_R Sub-dominant RCT, right bank C 13
33 DC_TRE_L Deciduous tree, left bank** N 3 0
34 DC_TRE_R Deciduous tree, right bank** N 3 0
35 CN_TRE_L Coniferous tree, left bank** N 3 0
36 CN_TRE_R Coniferous tree, right bank** N 3 0
37 HAB_GRP Aquatic habitat group C 3
38 HAB_CLS Aquatic habitat class C 4
*Type: C = Character, N = Numeric, D = Date, M = Memo.
**Field not currently used in FBASE.

STREAMS.DBF (Stream Data Template)

Field Name Field Description Type* Width Dec.

1 STREAM_ID Stream identification code C 9
2 STREAM Stream name C 3 0
3 ACRONYM Stream acronym** C 4
4 BASIN_NAME Drainage basin name C 20
5 TRIB_OF Tributary into which the stream flows C 30
6 LOBOUN Lower EPA reach boundary C 30
7 UPBOUN Upper EPA reach boundary C 30
8 STATE State where stream is located C 2
9 STREAM_NO Stream number (from IRIS)** N 5 0
10 EPA_REACH EPA reach number C 16
*Type: C = Character, N = Numeric.
**Field not currently used in FBASE.
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REGIONS.DBF (Region Data Template)

Field Name Field Description Type* Width Dec.

1 STATE State where Regional office is located C 2
2 REG_CODE Region code C 2
3 FS_REGION Region name C 30
4 REG_FBIOL Regional Fishery Biologist name C 25
5 REG_WBIOL Regional Wildlife Biologist name C 25
6 FORESTER Regional Forester name C 25
7 PHONE_SYS Telephone system (FTS or COMM) C 3
8 AREA_CODE Telephone area code of Regional office C 3
9 PHONE_NUM Telephone number of Regional office C 8
10 RO_CITY Regional office city C 25
11 RO_ADD_1 Regional office address (first line) C 25
12 RO_ADD_2 Regional office address (second line) C 25
13 RO_ZIP Regional office ZIP code C 5
*Type: C = Character.

FORESTS.DBF (Forest Data Template)

Field Name Field Description Type* Width Dec.

1 REG_CODE Region code C 2
2 STATE State where Supervisor’s office is located C 2
3 FOR_NAME National Forest name C 20
4 FOR_CODE National Forest code C 3
5 FOR_FBIOL Forest Fishery Biologist name C 25
6 FOR_WBIOL Forest Wildlife Biologist name C 25
7 FOR_SUPV Forest Supervisor name C 25
8 PHONE_SYS Telephone system (FTS or COMM) C 3
9 AREA_CODE Telephone area code of Supervsor’s office C 3
10 PHONE_NUM Telephone number of Supervisor’s office C 8
11 SO_CITY Supervisor’s office city C 25
12 SO_ADD_1 Supervisor’s office address (first line) C 25
13 SO_ADD_2 Supervisor’s office address (second line) C 25
14 SO_ZIP Supervisor’s office ZIP code C 5
*Type: C = Character.

DISTRCTS.DBF (Ranger District Data Template)

Field Name Field Description Type* Width Dec.

1 REG_CODE Region code C 2
2 FOR_CODE National Forest code C 2
3 DIST_NAME Ranger District name C 20
4 DIST_CODE Ranger District code C 2
5 DIST_FBIOL District Fishery Biologist name C 25
6 DIST_WBIOL District Wildlife Biologist name C 25
7 DIST_RANGR District Ranger name C 25
8 PHONE_SYS Telephone system (FTS or COMM) C 3
9 AREA_CODE Telephone area code of District office C 3
10 PHONE_NUM Telephone number of District office C 8
11 DO_STATE District office state C 2
12 DO_CITY District office city C 25
13 DO_ADD_1 District office address (first line) C 25
14 DO_ADD_2 Distrcit office address (second line) C 25
15 DO_ZIP District office ZIP code C 5
*Type: C = Character.
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TABLE1.DBF (Table1 Pop-up Help System Template)

Field Name Field Description Type* Width Dec.

1 CATEGORY Data category (e.g., FBHEADER) C 8
2 FIELD Field name C 10
3 POPUP Pop-up description C 45
4 TITLE Box title C 21
*Type: C = Character

USERFILE.DBF (User Information Template)

Field Name Field Description Type* Width Dec.

1 MACHINE_ID Machine (computer) identification number C 8
2 USER_LNAME User’s last name C 20
3 USER_FNAME User’s first name C 15
4 USER_INIT User’s inititals C 3
5 USER_NO User number** C 11
6 HOME_PHONE User’s home telephone number C 14
7 USER_PASS User’s password C 30
8 SUPR_LNAME Supervisor’s last name C 20
9 SUPR_FNAME Supervisors first name C 20
10 UP_DATE Date of last update D 8
11 TRNSMT_FLG Transmit flag (system-assigned) C 1
*Type: C = Character, D = Date.
**Field not currently used in FBASE.

ACTLOG.DBF (Activity Log Template)

Field Name Field Description Type* Width Dec.

1 USER_LNAME User’s last name C 20
2 USER_FNAME User’s first name C 15
3 USER_INIT User’s initials C 3
4 MACHINE_ID Machine (computer) identification number C 8
5 USER_LEVEL User’s access level C 2
6 ACCES_DATE Date accessed D 8
7 ACCES_TIME Time accessed C 5
8 TIME_OFF Blank C 5
9 DURATION Blank C 5
*Type: C = Character, D = Date.

GISFILE.DBF (Reach Summary Report Template)

Field Name Field Description Type* Width Dec.

1 STREAM_ID Stream code C 9
2 STUDY Stream inventory type and year C 3
3 SURV_REACH Survey reach number N 5 0
4 REACH_ TYPE Reach type C 1
5 UNITS Total number of habitat units in survey reach N 8 0
6 M_GRAD Stream gradient (map) N 4 1
7 O_GRAD Stream gradient (field) N 4 1
8 LENGTH Length of survey reach N 8 1
9 WIDTH Mean width of survey reach N 5 1
10 POOLS Percent pools in survey reach N 5 1
11 MAXDEP Mean maximum depth of survey reach N 5 2
12 WIDDEP Mean width to depth ratio of survey reach N 7 1
13 RESVOL Mean residual pool volume of survey reach N 8 1
14 LWD Number of LWD per 100m or ft in reach N 8 1
15 PCT_BS Mean percent bank stability for survey reach N 5 1

 (Con.)
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GISFILE.DBF (Con.)

Field Name Field Description Type* Width Dec.

16 PCT_UCUT Mean percent undercut bank for survey reach N 5 1
17 PCT_SFIN Mean percent surface fines for survey reach N 5 1
18 DOMRIP Dominant riparian community type in reach C 1 3
19 _FROM Starting point of reach in meters or feet N 8 1
20 _MID Mid-point of reach in meters or feet N 8 1
21 _TO Ending point of reach in meters or feet N 8 1
*Type: C = Character, N = Numeric

REACHSM2.DBF (Reach Summary Report 2 Template)

Field Name Field Description Type* Width Dec.

1 LOCAL_ID Locally-assigned stream code (Flathead NF) C 7
2 SURVEY_YR Stream inventory year (Flathead NF) C 4
3 SURVEY_TYP Survey type (Flathead NF) C 4
4 STREAM_ID Stream code C 9
5 EPA_REACH EPA reach number C 16
6 STREAM Stream name C 30
7 STUDY Stream inventory type and year C 3
8 SURV_REACH Survey reach number N 5 0
9 FOR_NAME Forest name C 20
10 DIST_NAME District name C 20
11 REACH_TYPE Reach type C 1
12 CHAN_TYPE Rosgen channel type C 4
13 TOTUNITS Total number of habitat units in survey reach N 12
14 GRADMAP Stream gradient (map) N 12 1
15 GRADOBS Stream gradient (field) N 12 1
16 HABLEN Length of survey reach N 12 1
17 WIDTHMN Mean width of survey reach N 12 1
18 DEPTHMN Mean depth of survey reach N 12 2
19 WIDDPMN Mean width to depth ratio for survey reach N 12 1
20 WIDDEPMAX Mean width to maximum depth ratio N 12 1
21 LWDNOMN Number of LWD per mile N 12 1
22 STBLMN Mean percent bank stability for survey reach N 12 1
23 UNDRCTMN Mean percent undercut bank for survey reach N 12 1
24 POOL Percent pools in reach (by length) N 12 1
25 POOLMILE Number of pools per mile N 12 1
26 DPPOOL Number of deep pools per mile N 12 1
27 LRGPOOL Number of large pools per mile N 12 1
28 RESIDMAX Mean residual maximum depth for reach N 12 2
29 RIFFLE Percent riffles in reach (by length) N 12 1
30 RUNSGLDS Percent runs and glides in reach (by length) N 12 1
31 SRFCEMN Mean percent surface fines for survey reach N 12 1
32 SMGRAVMN Mean percent small gravel for survey reach N 12 1
33 GRAVMN Mean percent gravel for survey reach N 12 1
*Type: C = Character, N = Numeric.

FBASE INDEXES

Index File Indexed By

HEADER1.NTX STREAM_ID + STUDY + SURV_REACH
HEADER2.NTX STREAM + STREAM_ID + STUDY + SURV_REACH
HABITAT1.NTX STREAM_ID + STUDY + SURV_REACH + HAB_UNIT + SIDE_UNIT + CHAN_CODE
FISH1.NTX STREAM_ID + STUDY + SURV_REACH + HAB_UNIT + SIDE_UNIT + CHAN_CODE
LWD1.NTX STREAM_ID + STUDY + SURV_REACH + HAB_UNIT + SIDE_UNIT + CHAN_CODE
RIPARIA1.NTX STREAM_ID + STUDY + SURV_REACH + HAB_UNIT + SIDE_UNIT + CHAN_CODE
STREAMS1.NTX STREAM + STATE  (Con.)
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FBASE INDEXES (Con.)

Index File Indexed By

STREAMS2.NTX STREAM_ID
REGIONS1.NTX FS_REGION
REGIONS2.NTX STATE + REG_CODE
FORESTS1.NTX FOR_NAME
FORESTS2.NTX STATE + FOR_CODE + REG_CODE
FORESTS3.NTX FOR_CODE
DISTRCT1.NTX DIST_NAME
DISTRCT2.NTX DO_STATE + DIST_CODE + REG_CODE + FOR_CODE
TABLE1.NTX CATEGORY + FIELD + POPUP
USER1.NTX USER_LNAME + USER_FNAME
USER2.NTX INDEXPASS()
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Appendix C: Examples of Completed Records ________________________

Appendix C-1: Completed FBHEADER record
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Appendix C-2: Completed HABITAT record
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Appendix C-3: Completed LWD record
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Appendix C-4: Completed FISH record
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Appendix C-5: Completed RIPARIAN record
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Required Validation
Variable Name1 Table Variable Criteria2,3

Header (FBHEADER) Variables

Stream X X N/A
Stream ID X X N/A
Trib. of X - N/A
Study - X Letter followed by 2 numbers
Survey Reach No. - X ---
Type (Reach) X X N/A
Survey Reach Lower Boundary - X N/A
Survey Reach Upper Boundary - X N/A
Code (Forest) X - N/A
Forest X - N/A
Code (District) X - N/A
District X - N/A
Code (Adm For) X - N/A
Adm For X - N/A
Code (Adm Dist) X - N/A
Adm Dist X - N/A
Any Non-USFS Inclusions? (Y/N) - - Y or N
Owner - - ---
Ecoregion Bailey X - N/A
Ecoregion Omernik X - N/A
Geology X - N/A
Sub-Geology X - N/A
EPA Reach No X - N/A
EPA Reach Lower Boundary X - N/A
EPA Reach Upper Boundary X - N/A
Legal Location - - Format TXXX,RXXXX,SXX
Base Quad - - ---
Survey Lat - - ---
Survey Long - - ---
Survey Date - - Date format
Observer - - First initial, followed by period,

followed by last name
Recorder - - Same as above
Diver 1 - - First initial, followed by

period, followed by last
name

Diver 2 - - Same as above
Meas. Units X X N/A
Elevation - - If Meas. Units = M, <=4500;

if Meas. Units = E, <=14000
Map Gradient - X <=40.0
Obs. Gradient - - <=40.0
Channel Type X - N/A
Cover Group X X N/A
Discharge - - <=850
Confinement X X N/A
Weather X - N/A
Wilderness (Y/N) - X Y or N
Header Var 1 - - ---

Habitat (HABITAT) Variables

Habitat Unit # - X N/A
Channel Code X X N/A
Side Channel Unit # - X N/A

Appendix D: Data Entry Quality Control ______________________________

 (Con.)
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Habitat Type X - N/A
Habitat Group X - N/A
Velocity Class X X Matches with Habitat Type;

Matches with Habitat Group
Unit Length - X >=1.0
Unit Avg. Width - - ---
Unit Avg. Depth - - If Meas. Units = M, <=3.00;

if Meas. Units = E, <=10.00
Pocket Pools - - Velocity Class = FAST
Avg. Max Depth - - Velocity Class = FAST;

Pocket Pools > 0;
if Meas. Units = M, <=3.00;
if Meas. Units = E, <=10.00

Max Depth - - Velocity Class = SLOW;
> Unit Avg. Depth;
> Crest Depth;
if Meas. Units = M, <=5.00;
if Meas. Units = E, <=15.00

Crest Depth - - Velocity Class = SLOW;
< Max Depth;
if Meas. Units = M, <=3.00;
if Meas. Units = E, <=10.00

Step Pools - - Habitat Type = STP
STP Avg. Max Depth - - Step Pools > 0;

if Meas. Units = M, <=3.00;
if Meas. Units = E, <=10.00

Surface Fines (%) - - <=100
Substrate Data? - X Y or N
Fines Count - - Substrate Data = Y
Sm Gravel Count - - Substrate Data = Y
Gravel Count - - Substrate Data = Y
Sm Cobble Count - - Substrate Data = Y
Cobble Count - - Substrate Data = Y
Sm Boulder Count - - Substrate Data = Y
Boulder Count - - Substrate Data = Y
Bedrock Count - - Substrate Data = Y
Fines Percent - - Substrate Data = Y; <=100
Sm Gravel Percent - - Substrate Data = Y; <=100
Gravel Percent - - Substrate Data = Y; <=100
Sm Cobble Percent - - Substrate Data = Y; <=100
Cobble Percent - - Substrate Data = Y; <=100
Sm Boulder Percent - - Substrate Data = Y; <=100
Boulder Percent - - Substrate Data = Y; <=100
Bedrock Percent - - Substrate Data = Y; <=100
Left Bank Length - - ---
Right Bank Length - - ---
Stable Left Bank Length - - Left Bank Length >=0;

<= Left Bank Length
Undercut Left Bank Length - - Same as above;
Stable Right Bank Length - - Right Bank Length >=0;

<= Right Bank Length
Undercut Right Bank Length - - Same as above
Stable Left Bank Percent - - Left Bank Length >=0; <=100
Undercut Left Bank Percent - - Same as above
Stable Right Bank Percent - - Left Bank Length >=0; <=100
Undercut Right Bank Percent - - Same as above
Left Wetted Channel Shape X - N/A

Appendix D: (Con.)

Required Validation
Variable Name1 Table Variable Criteria2,3

 (Con.)
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Right Wetted Channel Shape X - N/A
Water Temp - - If Meas. Units = M, <38.0;

if Meas. Units = E, <=100.0
Air Temp - - If Meas. Units = M, <50.0;

if Meas. Units = E, <=110.0
Time Measured - - <=24:00
LWD Singles - - ---
Aggregates - - ---
Root Wads - - ---
Unit Lat - - ---
Unit Long - - ---
Physical Var 1 - - ---
Physical Var 2 - - ---

LWD (LWD) Variables

Length - - ---
Diameter - - ---
% Submerged - - ---
Num Pieces - - ---
LWD Var1 - - ---

Fish (FISH) Variables

Dive Date - - Date format
Water Temp - - If Meas. Units = M, <38.0;

if Meas. Units = E, <=100.0
Air Temp - - If Meas. Units = M, <50.0;

if Meas. Units = E, <=110.0
Time - - <=24:00
# of Divers - - ---
Length - X ---
Average Width - X ---
Average Depth - - If Meas. Units = M, <=3.00;

if Meas. Units = E, <=10.00
Maximum Depth - - Velocity Class = SLOW;

> Unit Avg. Depth;
if Meas. Units = M, <=5.00;
if Meas. Units = E, <=15.00

Percent Undercut Bank - - <=100
Percent Overhead Cover - - <=100
Percent Submerged Cover - - <=100
Percent Large Substrate - - <=100
Chinook Age 0+ - - ---
Chinook Age 1+ - - ---
Chinook Adult - - ---
Steelhead Age 1+ - - ---
Steelhead Age 2+ - - ---
Steelhead Age 3+ - - ---
Rainbow >250mm - - ---
Redband <100mm - - ---
Redband 100-200mm - - ---
Redband >200mm - - ---
Cutthroat <100mm - - ---
Cutthroat 100-200mm - - ---
Cutthroat 200-300mm - - ---
Cutthroat >300mm - - ---
Bull Trout <100mm - - ---
Bull Trout 100-200mm - - ---

Appendix D: (Con.)

Required Validation
Variable Name1 Table Variable Criteria2,3

 (Con.)
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Appendix D: (Con.)

Required Validation
Variable Name1 Table Variable Criteria2,3

Bull Trout 200-300mm - - ---
Bull Trout 300-400mm - - ---
Bull Trout 400-500mm - - ---
Bull Trout >500mm - - ---
Brook Trout <100mm - - ---
Brook Trout 100-200mm - - ---
Brook Trout 200-300mm - - ---
Brook Trout >300mm - - ---
Brown Trout <100mm - - ---
Brown Trout 100-200mm - - ---
Brown Trout 200-300mm - - ---
Brown Trout 300-400mm - - ---
Brown Trout >400mm - - ---
Trout Young of the year? (Y/N) - X Y or N
Fish Var 1 - - ---

Riparian (RIPARIAN) Variables

Left Riparian Type 1 X - N/A
Left Riparian Type 2 X - N/A
Right Riparian Type 1 X - N/A
Right Riparian Type 2 X - N/A
1Variable names are displayed as they are in the FBASE data entry screens. See section “VI. DATA ENTRY” for individual variables and

how they are entered and appendix B for field names and descriptions.
2Where validation criteria is non-applicable (N/A), a table serves as the validation.
3Even where there is no validation criteria (displayed as “---”), entries are limited by data type (character versus numeric) and field width.
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Appendix E: Report Examples ______________________________________

Appendix E-1: HEADER INFO report
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Appendix F: FBASE Summary
Variable Calculations ____________

The following are the calculations used in the FBASE
summary reports. The field names are used to repre-
sent the variables in the calculations; for a description
of the field names, see the data dictionary in appendix
B. The “n” used in some calculations represents the
sample size (or number of times that the variable was
collected).

The calculations in this document are by habitat
unit. For instance, the Habitat Length Total calcula-
tion, which is Sum(HAB_LENGTH), is calculated by
adding together the habitat lengths of the habitat
units (within the applicable sort levels).

When FBASE computes the summary variables, it
does not include any missing data (represented by -9)
in the calculation, nor is the -9 included in the sample
size (n). If the value for the variable is 0, the 0 is
included in the calculation and the sample size (n).

If widths and depths are sub-sampled, the totals for
Habitat Area and Habitat Volume will represent only
the SAMPLED area or volume and not the true total.
Similarly, if max depths and/or crest depths are miss-
ing due to sub-sampling or data collection error, the
Residual Volume Total will not be the survey total but
just the sampled total. Refer to the sample size (n) in
the summary reports to determine whether data were
sub-sampled or are missing.

Some summary variables, such as Width Mean,
Habitat Depth Mean, and Width/Depth Mean are
“weighted” so that variables in units that are longer
and/or larger have a greater “weight” in the calcula-
tion than units that are shorter and/or smaller. For
instance, mean width is weighted by habitat unit
length so that the longer units contribute more toward
the mean width than the shorter units. This is done by
multiplying each width by the length, and then adding
these together and dividing by the sum of the lengths
of all the units. The following is a list of summary
variables that are weighted and the variable by which
they are weighted:

Summary variable: Weighted by:

Physical Habitat Reports:

Width Mean Habitat Length
Habitat Depth Mean Habitat Area
Width/Depth Mea Habitat Length
Pocket Pool Depth Mean Number of pocket pools
Percent Stable Bank

(Left, Right, Mean)1 Bank length
Percent Unstable Bank Mean1 Bank length
Percent Undercut Bank

(Left, Right, Mean)1  Bank length

Fish Reports:

Dive Width Mean Dive Length
Dive Depth Mean Dive Area
Percent Undercut Bank Mean Dive Length
Percent Overhead Cover Mean Dive Area
Percent Submerged Cover Mean Dive Area
Percent Large Substrate Mean Dive Area

Reach Report:

Width Mean Habitat Length
Width/Depth Mean Habitat Length
Percent Stable Bank Mean1 Bank length
Percent Undercut Bank Mean1 Bank length

Reach Report 2:

Width Mean Habitat Length
Habitat Depth Mean Habitat Area
Width/Depth Mean Habitat Length
Width/Maximum Depth Mean Habitat Length
Percent Stable Bank Mean1 Bank length
Percent Undercut Bank Mean1 Bank length

1The summary variables for banks are weighted only if the bank
parameters are collected in percents and not when they are collected
in meters.

Physical Habitat Summary
Report_________________________

This report has several sub-reports, including “Sum-
mary of Main Channel Physical Habitat Dimensions,”
“Summary of Main Channel Habitat Parameters,”
“Summary of Main Channel Bank Stability and Un-
dercut,” and “Summary of Main Channel Substrate
Conditions.” These reports can also be generated for
the side channels. Each sub-report heading is followed
by its program name.

Summary of Main Channel Physical
Habitat Dimensions (FB_PO1)

1. Habitat Class, Group, or Type: Acronym for
HAB_CLS (FAST, SLOW), HAB_GRP (SLA, TUR,
and so forth), or HAB_TYPE (SLM, LGR, and so forth)
occurring within the primary sorting level (OVER-
ALL, SURVEY REACH, REACH TYPE, CHANNEL
TYPE, HABITAT CLASS, or HABITAT GROUP).

2. Total Number of Units: Count of HAB_UNIT
occurring within each HAB_CLS, HAB_GRP, or
HAB_TYPE.

3. Habitat Length Total:

Sum(HAB_LENGTH)

Summary variable: Weighted by:

(Con.)
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4. Habitat Length Mean:

Sum(HAB_LENGTH)
n

5. Habitat Length Percent:1

Sum(HAB_LENGTH)
Habitat Length Subtotal

∗ 100

6. Width Mean (weighted by habitat length):

Sum(HAB_WIDTH HAB_LENGTH)
Sum(HAB_LENGTH)

∗

7. Habitat Depth Mean (weighted by habitat area):

Sum(HAB_DEPTH HAB_LENGTH HAB_WIDTH)
Sum(HAB_LENGTH HAB_WIDTH)

∗ ∗
∗

8. Maximum Depth Mean:

Sum(MAX_DEPTH)
n

9. Width/Depth Mean (weighted by habitat length):

Sum((HAB_WIDTH/HAB_DEPTH) HAB_LENGTH)
Sum(HAB_LENGTH)

∗

10. Habitat Area Total:2

Sum(HAB_AREA)

11. Habitat Area Mean:2

Sum(HAB_AREA)
n

12. Habitat Area Percent:2,3

Sum(HAB_AREA)
Habitat Area Total

∗ 100

13. Habitat Volume Total:2

Sum(HAB_VOL)

14. Habitat Volume Mean:2

Sum(HAB_VOL)
n

15. Habitat Volume Percent:2,4

Sum(HAB_VOL)
Habitat Volume Subtotal

∗ 100

1Habitat Length Percent represents the percent length of the habitat units in the
secondary sort level (HABITAT TYPE, GROUP, or CLASS) relative to all of the
habitat types, groups, or classes within the primary sort level (such as SURVEY
REACH, REACH TYPE, and so forth). Habitat Length Percent Subtotals on the
summary report represent the percent length of all units within the primary sorting
level (for example, SURVEY REACH) relative to the length of all units in all
reaches. The Habitat Length Percent Totals should always be equal to 100.0 (or
close to 100.0 because of rounding), since this calculation reflects the percent of
all unit lengths within all reaches.

2The following fields are pre-calculated during data entry and the values are
then used in the summary calculations:

HAB_AREA = HAB_LENGTH * HAB_WIDTH

HAB_VOL = HAB_LENGTH * HAB_WIDTH * HAB_DEPTH

3 Habitat Area Percent represents the percent area of the habitat units in the
secondary sort level (HABITAT TYPE, GROUP, or CLASS) relative to all of the
habitat types, groups, or classes within the primary sort level (such as SURVEY
REACH, REACH TYPE, and so forth). Habitat Area Percent Subtotals on the
summary report represent the percent area of all units within the primary sorting
level (for example, SURVEY REACH) relative to the area of all units in all reaches.
The Habitat Area Percent Totals should always be equal to 100.0 (or close to
100.0 because of rounding), since this calculation reflects the percent of all unit
areas within all reaches.

4Habitat Volume Percent represents the percent volume of the habitat units in
the secondary sort level (HABITAT TYPE, GROUP, or CLASS) relative to all of
the habitat types, groups, or classes within the primary sort level (such as
SURVEY REACH, REACH TYPE, and so forth). Habitat Volume Percent Subto-
tals on the summary report represent the percent volume of all units within the
primary sorting level (for example, SURVEY REACH) relative to the volume of all
units in all reaches. The Habitat Volume Percent Totals should always be equal
to 100.0 (or close to 100.0 because of rounding), since this calculation reflects the
percent of all unit volumes within all reaches.

Summary of Main Channel Habitat
Parameters (FB_PO2)

1. Habitat Class, Group, or Type: Acronym for
HAB_CLS (FAST, SLOW), HAB_GRP (SLA, TUR,
and so forth), or HAB_TYPE (SLM, LGR, and so forth)
occurring within the primary sorting level (OVER-
ALL, SURVEY REACH, REACH TYPE, CHANNEL
TYPE, HABITAT CLASS, or HABITAT GROUP).

2. Total Number of Units: Count of HAB_UNIT
occurring within each HAB_CLS, HAB_GRP, or
HAB_TYPE.

3. Number of Pocket Pools Total:

Sum(POCKETS)

4. Number of Pocket Pools Mean:

Sum(POCKETS)
n
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5. Number of Pocket Pools per 100m:

Sum(POCKETS)
Sum(HAB_LENGTH)

∗ 100

6. Pocket Pool Depth Mean (weighted by number of
pocket pools):

Sum(PKT_DEPTH POCKETS)
Sum(POCKETS)

∗

7. Number of STP Pools Total:

Sum(STP_NUM)

8. STP Complex Maximum Depth Mean:

Sum(STP_AVG_DP)
n

9. Crest Depth Mean:

Sum(TAIL_DEPTH)
n

10. Residual Maximum Depth Mean:1

Sum(RESID_MXD)
n

11. Residual Volume Total:1

Sum(RESID_VOL)

12. Residual Volume Mean:1

Sum(RESID_VOL)
n

13. LWD Total:

 Sum(LWD_SINGLE+LWD_AGREGS+LWD_WADS)

14. Number LWD per 100m:

Sum(LWD_SINGLE LWD_AGREGS LWD_WADS)
Sum(HAB_LENGTH)

+ + ∗ 100

1The following fields are pre-calculated during data entry and the values are
then used in the summary calculations:

RESID_MXD = MAX_DEPTH - TAIL_DEPTH

RESID_VOL = (MAX_DEPTH - TAIL_DEPTH) * HAB_AREA

Summary of Main Channel Bank Stability
and Undercut (FB_PO3)

1. Habitat Class, Group, or Type: Acronym for
HAB_CLS (FAST, SLOW), HAB_GRP (SLA, TUR,
and so forth), or HAB_TYPE (SLM, LGR, and so forth)
occurring within the primary sorting level (OVER-
ALL, SURVEY REACH, REACH TYPE, CHANNEL
TYPE, HABITAT CLASS, or HABITAT GROUP).

2. Total Number of Units: Count of HAB_UNIT
occurring within each HAB_CLS, HAB_GRP, or
HAB_TYPE.

3. Bank Length Left:

Sum(LEFT_LEN)
4. Bank Length Right:

Sum(RITE_LEN)

5. Percent Stable Bank Left:

If meters stable bank collected:

Sum(LEN_BS_L)
Sum(LEFT_LEN)

∗ 100

If percent stable bank collected (weighted by left
bank length):

Sum(PCT_BS_L LEFT_LEN)
Sum(LEFT_LEN)

∗

6. Percent Stable Bank Right:

If meters stable bank collected:

Sum(LEN_BS_R)
Sum(RITE_LEN)

∗ 100

If percent stable bank collected (weighted by right
bank length):

Sum(PCT_BS_R RITE_LEN)
Sum(RITE_LEN)

∗

7. Percent Stable Bank Mean:

If meters stable bank collected:

Sum(LEN_BS_L LEN_BS_R)
Sum(LEFT_LEN RITE_LEN)

+
+

∗ 100
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If percent stable bank collected (weighted by bank
length):

Sum(PCT_BS_L LEFT_LEN) Sum(PCT_BS_R RITE_LEN)
Sum(LEFT_LEN RITE_LEN)
∗ + ∗

+

8. Percent Unstable Bank Left:

100 - Percent Stable Bank Left

9. Percent Unstable Bank Right:

100 - Percent Stable Bank Right

10. Percent Unstable Bank Mean:

If meters stable bank collected:

Sum((LEFT_LEN LEN_BS_L) (RITE_LEN LEN_BS_R))
Sum(LEFT_LEN RITE_LEN)

− + −
+

∗ 100

If percent stable bank collected (weighted by bank
length):

Sum((100 PCT_BS_L) LEFT_LEN) Sum((100 PCT_BS_R) RITE_LEN)
Sum(LEFT_LEN RITE_LEN)

− ∗ + − ∗
+

11. Percent Undercut Bank Left:

If meters undercut bank collected:

Sum(LEN_UCUT_L)
Sum(LEFT_LEN)

∗ 100

If percent undercut bank collected (weighted by
left bank length):

Sum(PCT_UCUT_L LEFT_LEN)
Sum(LEFT_LEN)

∗

12. Percent Undercut Bank Right:

If meters undercut bank collected:

Sum(LEN_UCUT_R)
Sum(RITE_LEN)

∗ 100

If percent undercut bank collected (weighted by
right bank length):

Sum(PCT_UCUT_R RITE_LEN)
Sum(RITE_LEN)

∗

13. Percent Undercut Bank Mean:

If meters undercut bank collected:

Sum(LEN_UCUT_L LEN_UCUT_R)
Sum(LEFT_LEN RITE_LEN)

+
+

∗ 100

If percent undercut bank collected (weighted by
bank length):

Sum(PCT_UCUT_L LEFT_LEN) Sum(PCT_UCUT_R RITE_LEN)
Sum(LEFT_LEN RITE_LEN)
∗ + ∗

+

Summary of Main Channel Substrate
Conditions (FB_PO5)

1. Habitat Class, Group, or Type: Acronym for
HAB_CLS (FAST, SLOW), HAB_GRP (SLA, TUR,
and so forth), or HAB_TYPE (SLM, LGR, and so forth)
occurring within the primary sorting level (OVER-
ALL, SURVEY REACH, REACH TYPE, CHANNEL
TYPE, HABITAT CLASS, or HABITAT GROUP).

2. Total Number of Units: Count of HAB_UNIT
occurring within each HAB_CLS, HAB_GRP, or
HAB_TYPE.

3. Number of Measured Units: Count of HAB_UNIT
number in which measured substrate (Wolman) data
were collected.

4. Number of Estimated Units: Count of HAB_UNIT
number in which estimated substrate (ocular) data
were collected.

5. Percent Fines Mean:

Sum(PCT_FINES)
n

6. Percent Small Gravel Mean:

Sum(PCT_SGRV)
n

7. Percent Gravel Mean:

Sum(PCT_GRAVEL)
n

8. Percent Small Cobble Mean:

Sum(PCT_SCOB)
n

9. Percent Cobble Mean:

Sum(PCT_COBBLE)
n

10. Percent Small Boulder Mean:

Sum(PCT_SBLD)
n
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11. Percent Boulder Mean:

Sum(PCT_BOLDER)
n

12. Percent Bedrock Mean:

Sum(PCT_BEDROK)
n

13. Percent Surface Fines Mean:

Sum(PCT_SFINES)
n

LWD Summary Report ___________
This report can be generated for the main channel or

side channel LWD data.

The report heading is followed by its program name.

Summary of Main Channel Large Woody
Debris Quantity and Volume (FB_PO4)

1. Habitat Class, Group, or Type: Acronym for
HAB_CLS (FAST, SLOW), HAB_GRP (SLA, TUR,
and so forth), or HAB_TYPE (SLM, LGR, and so forth)
occurring within the primary sorting level (OVER-
ALL, SURVEY REACH, REACH TYPE, CHANNEL
TYPE, HABITAT CLASS, or HABITAT GROUP).

2. Total Number of Units: Count of HAB_UNIT
number within each HAB_CLS, HAB_GRP, or
HAB_TYPE.

3. Number of Single Pieces Total:

Sum(LWD_SINGLE)

4. Number of Single Pieces Mean:

Sum(LWD_SINGLE)
n

5. Number of Single Pieces per 100m:

Sum(LWD_SINGLE)
Sum(HAB_LENGTH)

∗ 100

6. Single Pieces Diameter Mean:

Sum(E_DIA_S)
n

7. Single Pieces Length Mean:

Sum(E_LEN_S)
n

8. Single Pieces Volume Total:

Sum(3.14 ((E_DIA_S/2) ) E_LEN_S)2∗ ∗

9. Single Pieces Percent Submerged Volume Total:

Sum(3.14 ((E_DIA_S/2) ) E_LEN_S S_PCT_SUBM)
Sum(3.14 ((E_DIA_S/2) ) E_LEN_S)

2

2

∗ ∗ ∗
∗ ∗

10. Number of Aggregates Total:

Sum(LWD_AGREGS)

11. Number of Aggregates Mean:

Sum(LWD_AGREGS)
n

12. Number of Aggregates per 100m:

Sum(LWD_AGREGS)
Sum(HAB_LENGTH)

∗ 100

13. Total Number Pieces in Aggregate Total:

Sum(E_PCS_A)

14. Number of Root Wads Total:

Sum(LWD_WADS)

15. Number of Root Wads Mean:

Sum(LWD_WADS)
n

16. Number of Root Wads per 100m:

Sum(LWD_WADS)
Sum(HAB_LENGTH)

∗ 100

FISH Summary Report ___________
This report has several sub-reports, including “Sum-

mary of Main Channel Fish Counts and Densities,”
“Summary of Main Channel Snorkeled Habitat Di-
mensions and Cover,” and “Summary of Main Chan-
nel Fish Counts and Densities” by species, including
“Chinook and Steelhead,” “Rainbow and Redband,”
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“Bull Trout,” “Brook and Brown Trout,” and “Cut-
throat.” These reports can also be generated for the
side channels. Each sub-report heading is followed by
its program name.

Summary of Main Channel Fish Counts
and Densities (FB_PO7R1)

1. Habitat Class, Group, or Type: Acronym for
HAB_CLS (FAST, SLOW), HAB_GRP (SLA, TUR,
and so forth), or HAB_TYPE (SLM, LGR, and so forth)
occurring within the primary sorting level (OVER-
ALL, SURVEY REACH, REACH TYPE, CHANNEL
TYPE, HABITAT CLASS, or HABITAT GROUP).

2. Number of Snorkel Sites: Count of HAB_UNIT
occurring within each HAB_CLS, HAB_GRP, or
HAB_TYPE that were snorkeled.

3. Habitat Area: Sum

(DIV_LENGTH * DIV_WIDTH)

4. Habitat Volume:

Sum(DIV_LENGTH * DIV_WIDTH * DIV_DEPTH)

5. Chinook Total:

Sum(CHIN_0 + CHIN_1 + CHIN_ADT)

6. Chinook per 100m2:

Sum(CHIN_0 CHIN_1 CHIN_ADT)
Sum(DIV_LENGTH DIV_WIDTH)

+ +
∗

∗ 100

7. Steelhead Total:

Sum(ST_1 + ST_2 + ST_3)

8. Steehead per 100m2:

Sum(ST_1 ST_2 ST_3)
Sum(DIV_LENGTH DIV_WIDTH)

+ +
∗

∗ 100

9. Rainbow Total:

Sum(RB)

10. Rainbow per 100m2:

Sum(RB)
Sum(DIV_LENGTH DIV_WIDTH)∗

∗ 100

11. Cutthroat Total:

Sum(CT_100 CT_100_200 CT_200_300 CT_300)+ + +

12. Cutthroat per 100m2:

Sum(CT_100 + CT_100_200 + CT_200_300 + CT_300)
Sum(DIV_LENGTH DIV_WIDTH)∗

∗ 100

13. Bull Trout Total:

Sum(BT_100 BT_100_200 BT_200_300

BT_300_400 BT_400_500 BT_500)

+ + +
+ +

14. Bull Trout per 100m2:

Sum(BT_100 BT_100_200 BT_200_300 BT_300_400 BT_400_500 BT_500)
(DIV_LENGTH DIV_WIDTH)

+ + + + +
∗

∗ 100

15. Brook Trout Total:

Sum(BK_100mm BK_100_200 BK_200_300mm BK_300)+ + +

16. Brook Trout per 100m2:

Sum(BK_100mm BK_100_200 BK_200_300mm BK_300)
Sum(DIV_LENGTH DIV_WIDTH)

+ + +
∗

∗ 100

Summary of Main Channel Snorkeled
Habitat Dimensions and Cover (FB_PO7A)

1. Habitat Class, Group, or Type: Acronym for
HAB_CLS (FAST, SLOW), HAB_GRP (SLA, TUR,
and so forth), or HAB_TYPE (SLM, LGR, and so forth)
occurring within the primary sorting level (OVER-
ALL, SURVEY REACH, REACH TYPE, CHANNEL
TYPE, HABITAT CLASS, or HABITAT GROUP).

2. Number of Snorkel Sites: Count of HAB_UNIT
occurring within each HAB_CLS, HAB_GRP, or
HAB_TYPE that were snorkeled.

3. Dive Length Total:

Sum(DIV_LENGTH)

4. Dive Width Mean (weighted by dive length):

Sum(DIV_WIDTH DIV_LENGTH)
Sum(DIV_LENGTH)

∗

5. Dive Depth Mean (weighted by dive area):

Sum(DIV_DEPTH DIV_LENGTH DIV_WIDTH)
Sum(DIV_LENGTH DIV_WIDTH)

∗ ∗
∗

6. Dive Maximum Depth Mean:

Sum(DIV_MAX_DP)
n
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7. Habitat Area Total:

Sum(DIV_LENGTH * DIV_WIDTH)

8. Habitat Area Percent:1

Sum(DIV_LENGTH DIV_WIDTH)
Habitat Area Subtotal

∗ ∗ 100

9. Habitat Volume Total:

Sum(DIV_LENGTH * DIV_WIDTH * DIV_DEPTH)

10. Habitat Volume Percent:2

Sum(DIV_LENGTH DIV_WIDTH DIV_DEPTH)
Habitat Volume Subtotal

∗ ∗ ∗ 100

11. Percent Undercut Bank Mean (weighted by dive
length):

Sum(PCT_UC DIV_LENGTH)
Sum(DIV_LENGTH)

∗

12. Percent Overhead Cover Mean (weighted by dive
area):

Sum(PCT_OC DIV_LENGTH DIV_WIDTH)
Sum(DIV_LENGTH DIV_WIDTH)

∗ ∗
∗

13. Percent Submerged Cover Mean (weighted by
dive area):

Sum(PCT_SC DIV_LENGTH DIV_WIDTH)
Sum(DIV_LENGTH DIV_WIDTH)

∗ ∗
∗

14. Percent Large Substrate Mean (weighted by dive
area):

Sum(PCT_LS DIV_LENGTH DIV_WIDTH)
Sum(DIV_LENGTH DIV_WIDTH)

∗ ∗
∗

1Habitat Area Percent represents the percent area of the snorkel units in the
secondary sort level (HABITAT TYPE, GROUP, or CLASS) relative to all of the
habitat types, groups, or classes within the primary sort level (such as SURVEY
REACH, REACH TYPE, and so forth). Habitat Area Percent Totals on the
summary report represent the percent area of all units within the primary sorting
level (for example, SURVEY REACH) relative to the area of all units in all reaches.
The Habitat Area Percent Totals should always be equal to 100.00 (or close to
100.00 because of rounding), since this calculation reflects the percent of all unit
areas within all reaches.

2Habitat Volume Percent represents the percent volume of the snorkel units in
the secondary sort level (HABITAT TYPE, GROUP, or CLASS) relative to the
other habitat types, groups, or classes within the primary sort level (such as
SURVEY REACH, REACH TYPE, and so forth). Habitat Volume Percent Totals
on the summary report represent the percent volume of all units within the primary
sorting level (for example, SURVEY REACH) relative to the volume of all units in
all reaches. The Habitat Volume Percent Totals should always be equal to 100.00
(or close to 100.00 because of rounding), since this calculation reflects the
percent of all unit volumes within all reaches..

Summary of Main Channel Fish Counts
and Densities - Chinook and Steelhead
(FB_PO7B)

1. Habitat Class, Group, or Type: Acronym for
HAB_CLS (FAST, SLOW), HAB_GRP (SLA, TUR,
and so forth), or HAB_TYPE (SLM, LGR, and so forth)
occurring within the primary sorting level (OVER-
ALL, SURVEY REACH, REACH TYPE, CHANNEL
TYPE, HABITAT CLASS, or HABITAT GROUP).

2. Number of Snorkel Sites: Count of HAB_UNIT
occurring within each HAB_CLS, HAB_GRP, or
HAB_TYPE that were snorkeled.

3. Chinook Age 0 Count:

Sum(CHIN_0)

4. Chinook Age 0 per 100m2:

Sum(CHIN_0)
Sum(DIV_LENGTH DIV_WIDTH)

100
∗

∗

5. Chinook Age 1 Count:

Sum(CHIN_1)

6. Chinook Age 1 per 100m2:

Sum(CHIN_1)
Sum(DIV_LENGTH DIV_WIDTH)

100
∗

∗

7. Chinook Adult Count:

Sum(CHIN_ADT)

8. Chinook Adult per 100m2:

Sum(CHIN_ADT)
Sum(DIV_LENGTH DIV_WIDTH)

100
∗

∗

9. Chinook Total Count:

Sum(CHIN_0 + CHIN_1 + CHIN_ADT)

10. Chinook per 100m2:

Sum(CHIN_0 + CHIN_1+ CHIN_ADT)
Sum(DIV_LENGTH DIV_WIDTH)

100
∗

∗

11. Steelhead Age 1 Count:

Sum(ST_1)
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12. Steelhead Age 1 per 100m2:

Sum(ST_1)
Sum(DIV_LENGTH DIV_WIDTH)

100
∗

∗

13. Steelhead Age 2 Count:

Sum(ST_2)

14. Steelhead Age 2 per 100m2:

Sum(ST_2)
Sum(DIV_LENGTH DIV_WIDTH)

100
∗

∗

15. Steelhead Age 3 Count:

Sum(ST_3)

16. Steelhead Age 3 per 100m2:

Sum(ST_3)
Sum(DIV_LENGTH DIV_WIDTH)

100
∗

∗

17. Steelhead Total Count:

Sum(ST_1 + ST_2 + ST_3)

18. Steehead per 100m2:

Sum(ST_1+ ST_2 + ST_3)
Sum(DIV_LENGTH DIV_WIDTH)

100
∗

∗

Summary of Main Channel Fish Counts
and Densities - Rainbow and Redband
(FB_PO7C)

1. Habitat Class, Group, or Type: Acronym for
HAB_CLS (FAST, SLOW), HAB_GRP (SLA, TUR,
and so forth), or HAB_TYPE (SLM, LGR, and so forth)
occurring within the primary sorting level (OVER-
ALL, SURVEY REACH, REACH TYPE, CHANNEL
TYPE, HABITAT CLASS, or HABITAT GROUP).

2. Number of Snorkel Sites: Count of HAB_UNIT
occurring within each HAB_CLS, HAB_GRP, or
HAB_TYPE that were snorkeled.

3. Rainbow Total Count:

Sum(RB)

4. Rainbow per 100m2:

Sum(RB)
Sum(DIV_LENGTH DIV_WIDTH)

100
∗

∗

5. Redband < 100mm Count:

Sum(RD_100)

6. Redband < 100mm per 100m2:

Sum(RD_100)
Sum(DIV_LENGTH DIV_WIDTH)

100
∗

∗

7. Redband 100-200mm Count:

Sum(RD_100_200)

8. Redband 100-200mm per 100m2:

Sum(RD_100_200)
Sum(DIV_LENGTH DIV_WIDTH)

100
∗

∗

9. Redband > 200mm Count:

Sum(RD_200)

10. Redband > 200 per 100m2:

Sum(RD_200)
Sum(DIV_LENGTH DIV_WIDTH)

100
∗

∗

11. Redband Total Count:

Sum(RD_100 + RD_100_200 + RD_200)

12. Redband per 100m2:

Sum(RD_100 + RD_100_200 + RD_200)
Sum(DIV_LENGTH DIV_WIDTH)

100
∗

∗

Summary of Main Channel Fish Counts
and Densities - Bull Trout (FB_PO7D)

1. Habitat Class, Group, or Type: Acronym for
HAB_CLS (FAST, SLOW), HAB_GRP (SLA, TUR,
and so forth), or HAB_TYPE (SLM, LGR, and so forth)
occurring within the primary sorting level (OVER-
ALL, SURVEY REACH, REACH TYPE, CHANNEL
TYPE, HABITAT CLASS, or HABITAT GROUP).

2. Number of Snorkel Sites: Count of HAB_UNIT
number occurring within each HAB_CLS, HAB_GRP,
or HAB_TYPE that were snorkeled.

3. Bull Trout < 100mm Count:

Sum(BT_100)
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4. Bull Trout < 100mm per 100m2:

Sum(BT_100)
Sum(DIV_LENGTH DIV_WIDTH)

100
∗

∗

5. Bull Trout 100-200mm Count:

Sum(BT_100_200)

6. Bull Trout 100-200mm per 100m2:

Sum(BT_100_200)
Sum(DIV_LENGTH DIV_WIDTH)

100
∗

∗

7. Bull Trout 200-300mm Count:

Sum(BT_200_300)

8. Bull Trout 200-300mm per 100m2:

Sum(BT_200_300)
Sum(DIV_LENGTH DIV_WIDTH)

100
∗

∗

9. Bull Trout 300-400mm Count:

Sum(BT_300_400)

10. Bull Trout 300-400mm per 100m2:

Sum(BT_300_400)
Sum(DIV_LENGTH DIV_WIDTH)

100
∗

∗

11. Bull Trout 400-500mm Count:

Sum(BT_400_500)

12. Bull Trout 400-500mm per 100m2:

Sum(BT_400_500)
Sum(DIV_LENGTH DIV_WIDTH)

100
∗

∗

13. Bull Trout > 500mm Count:

Sum(BT_500)

14. Bull Trout > 500mm per 100m2:

Sum(BT_500)
Sum(DIV_LENGTH DIV_WIDTH)

100
∗

∗

15. Bull Trout Total Count:

Sum(BT_100 + BT_100_200 + BT_200_300 +
BT_300_400 + BT_400_500 + BT_500)

16. Bull Trout per 100m2:

Sum(BT_100 + BT_100_200 + BT_200_300 + BT_300_400 + BT_400_500 + BT_500)
Sum(DIV_LENGTH DIV_WIDTH)

100
∗

∗

Summary of Main Channel Fish Counts
and Densities - Brook and Brown Trout
(FB_PO7E)

1. Habitat Class, Group, or Type: Acronym for
HAB_CLS (FAST, SLOW), HAB_GRP (SLA, TUR,
and so forth), or HAB_TYPE (SLM, LGR, and so forth)
occurring within the primary sorting level (OVER-
ALL, SURVEY REACH, REACH TYPE, CHANNEL
TYPE, HABITAT CLASS, or HABITAT GROUP).

2. Number of Snorkel Sites: Count of HAB_UNIT
occurring within each HAB_CLS, HAB_GRP, or
HAB_TYPE that were snorkeled.

3. Brook Trout < 100mm Count:

Sum(BK_100)

4. Brook Trout 100-200mm Count:

Sum(BK_100_200)

5. Brook Trout 200-300mm Count:

Sum(BK_200_300)

6. Brook Trout > 300mm Count:

Sum(BK_300)

7. Brook Trout Total Count:

Sum(BK_100 + BK_100_200 + BK_200_300 +
BK_300)

8. Brook Trout per 100m2:

Sum(BK_100 + BK_100_200 + BK_200_300 + BK_300)
Sum(DIV_LENGTH DIV_WIDTH)

100
∗

∗

9. Brown Trout < 100mm Count:

Sum(BN_100)
10. Brown Trout 100-200mm Count:

Sum(BN_100_200)

11. Brown Trout 200-300mm Count:

Sum(BN_200_300)

12. Brown Trout 300-400mm Count:)

 Sum(BN_300_400
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13. Brown Trout > 400 Count:

Sum(BN_400)

14. Brown Trout Total Count:

Sum(BN_100 + BN_100_200 + BN_200_300 +
BN_300_400 + BN_400)

15. Brown Trout per 100m2:

Sum(BN_100 + BN_100_200 + BN_200_300 + BN_300_400 + BN_400)
Sum(DIV_LENGTH DIV_WIDTH)

100
∗

∗

Summary of Main Channel Fish Counts
and Densities - Cutthroat (FB_PO7F)

1. Habitat Class, Group, or Type: Acronym for
HAB_CLS (FAST, SLOW), HAB_GRP (SLA, TUR,
and so forth), or HAB_TYPE (SLM, LGR, and so forth)
occurring within the primary sorting level (OVER-
ALL, SURVEY REACH, REACH TYPE, CHANNEL
TYPE, HABITAT CLASS, or HABITAT GROUP).

2. Number of Snorkel Sites: Count of HAB_UNIT
occurring within each HAB_CLS, HAB_GRP, or
HAB_TYPE that were snorkeled.

3. Cuttroat < 100mm Count:

Sum(CT_100)

4. Cutthroat < 100mm per 100m2:

Sum(CT_100)
Sum(DIV_LENGTH DIV_WIDTH)

100
∗

∗

5. Cutthroat 100-200mm Count:

Sum(CT_100_200)

6. Cutthroat 100-200mm per 100m2:

Sum(CT_100_200)
Sum(DIV_LENGTH DIV_WIDTH)

100
∗

∗

7. Cutthroat 200-300mm Count:

Sum(CT_200_300)

8. Cutthroat 200-300mm per 100m2:

Sum(CT_200_300)
Sum(DIV_LENGTH DIV_WIDTH)

100
∗

∗

9. Cutthroat > 300mm Count:

Sum(CT_300)

10. Cutthroat > 300mm per 100m2:

Sum(CT_300)
Sum(DIV_LENGTH DIV_WIDTH)

100
∗

∗

11. Cutthroat Total Count:

Sum(CT_100 + CT_100_200 + CT_200_300 +
CT_300)

12. Cutthroat per 100m2:

Sum(CT_100 + CT_100_200 + CT_200_300 + CT_300)
Sum(DIV_LENGTH DIV_WIDTH)

100
∗

∗

RIPARIAN Summary Report _______
This summary cannot be generated for side chan-

nels, since these data are not collected for side chan-
nels. The report heading is followed by its program
name.

Summary of Main Channel Riparian
Community Types (FB_PO6)

1. Riparian Community Type: Common or scientific
names of riparian community types (RCT) occurring
within the primary sorting level (OVERALL, SUR-
VEY REACH, REACH TYPE, CHANNEL TYPE,
HABITAT CLASS, or HABITAT GROUP).

2. Occurrence Left Bank: Count of number of habitat
units containing RCT on left bank (RIP_CD1_L or
RIP_CD2_L)

3. Percent Occurrence Left Bank:

Occurrence Left Bank
Count of number of habitat units where RCT_CD1_L not blank

∗ 100

4. Percent Stream Length Left Bank:1,2

Sum(HAB_LENGTH) of RCT (RIP_CD1_L or RIP_CD2_L)
Sum(HAB_LENGTH) of habitat units where RIP_CD1_L not blank

∗ 100

5. Occurrence Right Bank: Count of number of habi-
tat units containing RCT on right bank (RIP_CD1_R
or RIP_CD2_R)

6. Percent Occurrence Right Bank:

Occurrence Right Bank
Count of number of habitat units where RCT_CD1_R not blank

∗ 100

7. Percent Stream Length Right Bank:1,2

Sum(HAB_LENGTH) of RCT (RIP_CD1_R or RIP_CD2_R)
Sum(HAB_LENGTH) of habitat units where RIP_CD1_R not blank

∗ 100
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8. Occurrence Total: Count of number of habitat
units containing RCT on either bank (RIP_CD1_L,
RIP_CD2_L, RIP_CD1_R, or RIP_CD2_R).

9. Percent Occurrence Total:

Occurrence Total
Count of number of habitat units where RIP_CD1_L and RIP_CD1_R not blank

∗ 100

10. Percent Stream Length Total:1,2

Sum(HAB_LENGTH) of RCT (RIP_CD1_L, RIP_CD2_L,  RIP_CD1_R,  or RIP_CD2_R)
2 (Sum(HAB_LENGTH)) of habitat units where RIP_CD1_L and RIP_CD1_R not blank∗

∗ 100

1Where a dominant AND subdominant RCT occur, the corresponding habitat
unit length is divided by 2. This assumes that the dominant and sub-dominant
RCT each make up 50% of the stream length. Even though the dominant RCT
may make up significantly more than 50% of the stream length, this could not be
calculated since these data are not collected. Therefore, a conservative estimate
was made.

2The following is an example of how Percent Stream Length Left Bank, Right
Bank, and Total are calculated for each riparian community type in a reach
containing three habitat units:

Habitat unit #1: Habitat unit #2: Habitat unit #3:

HAB_LENGTH = 7.4 HAB_LENGTH = 8.2 HAB_LENGTH = 11.7
RIP_CD1_L = BB2 RIP_CD1_L = HD1 RIP_CD1_L = BB2
RIP_CD2_L = SR4 RIP_CD1_R = SR4 RIP_CD2_L = HD1
RIP_CD1_R = SR4 RIP_CD1_R = HD1

Percent Stream Length Left Bank of BB2 = (((7.4/2)+(11.7/2))/27.3)*100 = 35.0%
Percent Stream Length Left Bank of SR4 = ((7.4/2)/27.3)*100 = 13.5%
Percent Stream Length Left Bank of HD1 = (((8.2)+(11.7/2))/27.3)*100 = 51.5%

Percent Stream Length Right Bank of BB2 = 0.0%
Percent Stream Length Right Bank of SR4 = ((7.4)+(8.2)/27.3)*100 = 57.1%
Percent Stream Length Right Bank of HD1 = ((11.7)/27.3)*100 = 42.9%

Percent Stream Length Total of BB2 = (((7.4/2)+(11.7/2))/54.6)*100 = 17.5%
Percent Stream Length Total of SR4 = (((7.4/2)+(7.4)+(8.2))/54.6)*100 = 35.3%
Percent Stream Length Total of HD1 = (((8.2)+(11.7/2)+(11.7))/54.6)*100 = 47.2%

REACH Summary Report _________
The following calculations are performed at the

reach level. The report heading is followed by its
program name.

Summary of Selected Reach Habitat
Parameters (FB_PO8)

1. Total Number of Units: Count of HAB_UNIT
number occurring within reach.

2. Map Gradient:

Map gradient percent (MAP_SLOPE)

3. Observed Gradient:

Observed gradient percent (OBS_SLOPE)

4. Habitat Length Total:

Sum(HAB_LENGTH)

5. Width Mean (weighted by habitat length):

Sum(HAB_WIDTH HAB_LENGTH)
Sum(HAB_LENGTH)

∗

6. Percent Pools (by length):

Sum(HAB_LENGTH) where HAB_CLS ="SLOW"
Sum(HAB_LENGTH) of units in reach

∗ 100

7. Maximum Depth Mean:

Sum(MAX_DEPTH)
n

8. Width/Depth Mean (weighted by habitat length):

Sum((HAB_WIDTH HAB_DEPTH) HAB_LENGTH)
Sum(HAB_LENGTH)

/ ∗

9. Residual Volume Mean:1

Sum(RESID_VOL)
n

10. Number LWD per 100m:

Sum(LWD_SINGLE + LWD_AGREGS + LWD_WADS)
Sum(HAB_LENGTH)

100∗

11. Percent Stable Bank Mean:

If meters stable bank collected:

Sum(LEN_BS_L + LEN_BS_R)
Sum(LEFT_LEN + RITE_LEN)

100∗

If percent stable bank collected (weighted by bank
length):

Sum(PCT_BS_L LEFT_LEN) + Sum(PCT_BS_R RITE_LEN)
Sum(LEFT_LEN + RITE_LEN)
∗ ∗

12. Percent Undercut Bank Mean:

If meters undercut bank collected:

Sum(LEN_UCUT_L + LEN_UCUT_R)
Sum(LEFT_LEN + RITE_LEN)

100∗

If percent undercut bank collected (weighted by
bank length):

Sum(PCT_UCUT_L LEFT_LEN) of units + Sum(PCT_UCUT_R RITE_LEN)
Sum(LEFT_LEN + RITE_LEN)

∗ ∗
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13. Percent Surface Fines Mean:

Sum(PCT_SFINES)
n

14. Dominant Riparian Community Type: Code for
riparian community type that occurs most often in
reach.

15. From: Sum(HAB_LENGTH) of all units prior to
first unit in reach.

16. Mid:

From (-) To
2

17: To: Sum(HAB_LENGTH) of all units to last unit
in reach.

1The following field is pre-calculated during data entry and the values are then
used in the summary calculations: RESID_VOL = (MAX_DEPTH - TAIL_DEPTH)
* HAB_AREA

Summary of Selected Reach Habitat
Parameters 2 (FB_PO12)

1. Total Number of Units: Count of HAB_UNIT
number occurring within reach.

2. Map Gradient:

Map gradient percent (MAP_SLOPE)

3. Observed Gradient:

Observed gradient percent (OBS_SLOPE)

4. Habitat Length Total:

Sum(HAB_LENGTH)

5. Width Mean (weighted by habitat length):

Sum(HAB_WIDTH HAB_LENGTH)
Sum(HAB_LENGTH)

∗

6. Habitat Depth Mean (weighted by habitat area):

Sum(HAB_DEPTH HAB_LENGTH HAB_WIDTH)
Sum(HAB_LENGTH HAB_WIDTH)

∗ ∗
∗

7. Width/Depth Mean (weighted by habitat length):

Sum((HAB_WIDTH/HAB_DEPTH) HAB_LENGTH)
Sum(HAB_LENGTH)

∗

8. Width/Maximum Depth Mean (weighted by habi-
tat length):

Sum((HAB_WIDTH/MAX_DEPTH) HAB_LENGTH)
Sum(HAB_LENGTH)

∗

9. Number LWD per Mile:1

Sum(LWD_SINGLE + LWD_AGREGS + LWD_WADS)
Sum(HAB_LENGTH)

∗ 1609

10. Percent Stable Bank Mean:

If meters stable bank collected:

Sum(LEN_BS_L + LEN_BS_R)
Sum(LEFT_LEN + RITE_LEN)

100∗

If percent stable bank collected (weighted by bank
length):

Sum(PCT_BS_L LEFT_LEN) + Sum(PCT_BS_R RITE_LEN)
Sum(LEFT_LEN + RITE_LEN)
∗ ∗

11. Percent Undercut Bank Mean:

If meters undercut bank collected:

Sum(LEN_UCUT_L + LEN_UCUT_R)
Sum(LEFT_LEN + RITE_LEN)

100∗

If percent undercut bank collected (weighted by
bank length):

Sum(PCT_UCUT_L LEFT_LEN) of units + Sum(PCT_UCUT_R RITE_LEN)
Sum(LEFT_LEN + RITE_LEN)

∗ ∗

12. Percent Pools (by length):

Sum(HAB_LENGTH) where HAB_CLS ="SLOW"
Sum(HAB_LENGTH) of units in reach

100∗

13. Number Pools per Mile:1

Count(HAB_UNIT) where HAB_CLS ="SLOW"
Sum(HAB_LENGTH) of units in reach

1609∗

14. Number Deep Pools per Mile:1

Count(HAB_UNIT) where HAB_CLS ="SLOW" and MAX_DEPTH > 1.6
Sum(HAB_LENGTH) of units in reach

1609∗

15. Number of Large Pools per Mile:1

Count(HAB_UNIT) where HAB_CLS ="SLOW" and MAX_DEPTH > 0.80 and HAB_AREA > 20
Sum(HAB_LENGTH) of units in reach

1609∗
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16. Residual Maximum Depth Mean:2

Sum(RESID_MXD)
n

17. Percent Riffles (by length):

Sum(HAB_LENGTH) where HAB_TYPE ="LGR" or "HGR"
Sum(HAB_LENGTH) of units in reach

100∗

18. Percent Runs/Glides (by length):

Sum(HAB_LENGTH) where HAB_GRP ="NTU"
Sum(HAB_LENGTH) of units in reach

100∗

19. Percent Surface Fines Mean:

Sum(PCT_SFINES)
n

20. Percent Small Gravel Mean:

Sum(PCT_SGRV)
n

21. Percent Gravel Mean: Sum(PCT_GRAVEL)

Sum(PCT_GRAVEL)
n

1If variable is collected in feet rather than meters, the number of pools, deep
pools, or large pools is multiplied by 5280 rather than 1609 to obtain the number
per mile.

2The following field is pre-calculated during data entry and the values are then
used in the summary calculations:

RESID_MXD = MAX_DEPTH - TAIL_DEPTH



The U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) prohibits discrimination in all its
programs and activities on the basis of race, color, national origin, gender, religion,
age, disability, political beliefs, sexual orientation, and marital or familial status.
(Not all prohibited bases apply to all programs.) Persons with disabilities who
require alternative means for communication of program information (Braille, large
print, audiotape, etc.) should contact USDA’s TARGET Center at 202-720-2600
(voice and TDD).

To file a complaint of discrimination, write USDA, Director, Office of Civil Rights,
Room 326-W, Whitten Building, 14th and Independence Avenue, SW, Washington,
DC 20250-9410 or call 202-720-5964 (voice or TDD). USDA is an equal opportu-
nity provider and employer.

ROCKY  MOUNTAIN  RESEARCH  STATION
RMRS

The Rocky Mountain Research Station develops scientific informa-
tion and technology to improve management, protection, and use of
the forests and rangelands. Research is designed to meet the needs
of National Forest managers, Federal and State agencies, public and
private organizations, academic institutions, industry, and individuals.

Studies accelerate solutions to problems involving ecosystems,
range, forests, water, recreation, fire, resource inventory, land recla-
mation, community sustainability, forest engineering technology,
multiple use economics, wildlife and fish habitat, and forest insects
and diseases. Studies are conducted cooperatively, and applications
may be found worldwide.

Research Locations

Flagstaff, Arizona Reno, Nevada
Fort Collins, Colorado* Albuquerque, New Mexico
Boise, Idaho Rapid City, South Dakota
Moscow, Idaho Logan, Utah
Bozeman, Montana Ogden, Utah
Missoula, Montana Provo, Utah
Lincoln, Nebraska Laramie, Wyoming

*Station Headquarters, 240 West Prospect Road, Fort Collins, CO 80526
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